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George Douglas Brewerton (1827-:-1901):
Pioneer Artist of Territorial
New Mexico
JOURDAN HOUSTON

In 1863, Albert Bierstadt's massive canvas, The Rocky Mountains,
Lander's Peak, secured a place for paintings of the American West on
eastern parlor walls. Six feet high and ten feet wide, the scene of an
Indian encampment stunned observers in Boston and New York not only
by its size and merit, but also by its dramatic depiction of what one
admirer noted was "a hitherto unknown portion of American scenery."\
By mid-decade, in the thrall of Manifest Destiny, established landscape
artists began leaving New York's Hudson River Valley for the Continental Divide, recording the rigor's of the prairies, the seeming infinity
of the plains and, with ample hyperbole, the majesty of local mountains. In this artistic vision of the post-Civil War frontier, the northern
Rockies prevailed, ranging from Pike's Peak in central Colorado to the
Wind River Mountains, in present-day Wyoming, the site of Bierstadt's
stunning painting.
One decade earlier,'art patrons in New York and Washington were
collectingnow-forgotten oils of the Rockies in New Mexico Territory.
George Douglas Brewerton, a young Yankee artist who had p'assed
through the region in 1848, was producing dramatic, keenly-crafted
paintings of the Southwest for eastern patrons. In 1854, his two large
oils of New Mexico Territory were probably the earliest landscapes of
these locales exhibited in the National Academy of Design in New York.
In 1855, a Brewerton landscape of Taos appeared in the spring National Academy show. Several months later, both New York and BosJourdan Houston holds a B.A. from Mount Holyoke College and an M.A: from the
University of Vermont. She is an independent scholar who addresses the lives and
works of American artists born before 1830, and focuses particularly upon those who
traveled to the West before the construction of railroads. With her husband, Fraser
Houston, she is currently researching the twenty-two founders of ihe Boston Art Club
(1854).
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ton newspapers were reporting that residents of the summer resort of
Newport, Rhode Island, were enjoying exhibitions of Brewerton's
"Rocky Mountain scenery," which in fact were views of southern Colorado and New Mexico.
Owners of Brewerton's works included soap and cosmetics magnate Samuel Colgate and China trade merchant George Talbot Olyphant,
both of New York; merchant and philanthropist John Welsh of Philadelphia; and banker and art benefactor, William Wilson Corcoran,
founder of the Corcoran Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. Several of
these paintings still exist; however, their ties to New Mexico have been
identified only recently.
Brewerton crossed New Mexico Territory in 1848, when the "frontier" still included parts ofIllinois and Missouri. Few other eastern artists had sketched or painted New Mexico Territory before 1850; three
notable exceptions include John Mix Stanley (1814-72) and brothers
Richard Hovenden Kern (1821-53) and Edward Meyer Kern (182363). These and the few other artists who entered the southern Rockies
in the late 1840s and early 1850s usually arrived with assignments to
produce illustrations or maps for government expeditions; their work
. in New Mexico did not translate into cabinet paintings for Eastern
homes. 2 The remaining artists of the Far West traversed routes at higher
latitudes, usually via the Mississippi and Missouri rivers, or along the
Oregon Trail, again often with official overland exploration parties.
Brewerton followed in the wake of history most of his life, documenting much of it with both pen and brush. He was born in 1827, and
before he died in 1901 he worked as an artist, journalist, historian, poet,
pioneer, ordained minister, military strategist, real estate agent, and lawyer. Throughout his life, he remained a practicing and prolific painter.
Although most famous for his Pacific Coast scenes and northwestern
landscapes-which he produced in profusion toward the end of his long
career-the recent identification of Brewerton's early New Mexican
works brings attention to the beginning of his career.
Brewerton was born in Newport on 3 June 1827 to an established
Rhode Island family.3 His mother, Caroline L. Knight (1801-53), was a
direct descendant of Edward Greene Malbone (1777-1807), an artist
best known for his miniatures. 4 Brewerton's father, General Henry
Brewerton (1801-79), engineered the Cumberland Road in the early
1830s, and he was superintendent of his alma mater, West Point, from
1845 to 1852. 5
At the U.s. Military Academy, Douglas Brewerton studied drawing
with Robert W. Weir, a European-trained artist and a well-connected
member of the National Academy of Design. Weir had instructed West
Point students in drawing since 1832. 6 His reputation as a painter of
historical and genre works waxed large even in his lifetime; he painted
portraits and landscapes with equal facility. Under Weir, a student in
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the 1840s would have attended classes in landscape drawing, topography, and the human figure, while being able to observe his teacher painting during the "ample leisure" allowed "for [Weir'sl.private labors."7
In the words of Weir's friend, art critic Henry Tuckerman, the "average
degree of merit" among West Point drawing students astonished observers.
In his surviving pencil sketches from the field, Brewerton delivers
adventure and whimsy, but in his oil paintings he reflects both the precision of his topographical training under Weir and the high "finish"
common in American landscape art at mid-century. The young painter
managed to extract both mood and atmosphere from his sketches of
New Mexico Territory, suggesting an inflection to his canvases that
anticipated a later art movement, luminism. Brewerton eschewed genre
painting, preferring to convey a suggestion of narrative and even drama
by injecting an explorer (often himself) pondering a fire, storm, or caravan crossing the prairie-scenes unimagined in the East .
. In form, Brewerton sometimes adopted a stylized mode that emphasized line. In later years, this method was compatible with the characteristics of the Japanese style which captured American arts.
Brewerton's stylistic attributes make his paintings seem more recent
than the 1850s. Although the incorporation of pastels would lighten
Brewerton's palette considerably, his artistic form W9uld change little
over the decades.
Brewerton left home at age nineteen to begin six years of military
duty on the western frontier, stirred by the pending U.S. war with
Mexico. He became a U.S. Army volunteer in 1846 as a second lieutenant, joining a regiment fonned by Jonathan D. Stevenson, a family acquaintance. 8 The ten companies of 700 men made up the Seventh New
York Volunteers, later renamed the First Regiment New York Volunteers. They trained briefly on New York's Governor's Island,
distinguishedly uniformed in "pantaloons of dark, mixed grey, with
scarlet strip or cord up the seam of the leg, blue coats with scarlet trimmings, [and] a new style of French cap, very becoming."9 The volunteers, described as "men whose hands know useful labor," had been
recruited with future American settlement and economic expansion of
California in mind and were encouraged to bring tools of their trade on
their voyage West. Many who served until the dissolution of their volunteer corps in August 1848 indeed did become California pioneers.
Almost half the men were still in California in 1867, and Brewerton
returned several times for reunions with them. lo
Brewerton arrived in Monterey, C~lifornia on 17 August 1847 on
the U.S. store ship Southampton. II He was stationed first at Sonoma
with Company C of the First New York Infantry Volunteers and eventually was ordered "to the command of the guard quartered in San Francisco, then known as Yerba Buena" at the Presidio, overlooking the
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G. Douglas Brewerton. Photograph by Mathew B. Brady. Reproduction, U.8., Washington, D.C., Library of Congress, Daguerreotype Collection, no. U8262-109947.

bay.'2 Barely a decade after the first house had been built there, the
town he was protecting had a population of about 800. At what he called
the "old dobie barracks,"Brewerton commanded thirty men, as well as
two captured Mexican cannons that he described as "prolific in cracks,
but deficient on bore."'3
In 1848, Brewerton was assigned to the First Dragoons in California, a venerable regiment with a tradition of service in the West. l4 Commanded by Colonel Richard B. Mason, the Dragoons also included as a
member Kit Carson (1809-68), who recently had been appointed Lieu-
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tenant of Rifles in the U.S. Army by President James K. Polk. 15
Brewerton, now in the regular Army, was ordered to accompany Carson
east. He sailed to Los Angeles in March on the ship Barnstable to join
Carson's advance camp, and on 4 May the two men left Los Angele~ in
a party of twenty-eight for Taos, Carson's home town. Carson was carrying dispatches for the federal government, including information from
Colonel Mason about the recent discovery of gold in California.
This long trip with Carson was the genesis of Brewerton's sketches,
writings, and paintings of New Mexico Territory; the region would
dominate his literary and artistic activities throughout the 185 Os. The
territory previously had embraced much of what is now the American
Southwest, including contemporary New Mexico, Arizona, mU'ch of
Colorado, and portions of Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming. 16
The travelers-who included several former members of John C.
Fremont's exploration party-left California on mules, following the
Old Spanish Trail south of Salt Lake City. They crossed the Wasatch
Mountains in Utah and entered present-day Colorado east of Moab.
The men probably followed the Gunnison River, crossed Cochetopa
Pass, and entered the San Luis Valley, site of one of contemporary
Colorado's olde~t settlements, San-Luis, then in New Mexico Territory. From there, they turned south to Taos. During the rigorous trip,
the crew suffered a capsized raft, the loss of saddles and munitions,
and a serious encounter with Indians not long before arriving in Taos.1 7
Both the route the men took in 1848 into contemporary New Mexico
and the events of the trip' are important in identifying the locations of
Brewerton's early western paintings. Sketches he made during the trip
and wood engravings of some of them provide clues to the large oils he
produced in the 1850s.
Several of the period's foremost engravers translated the young
man's pencil drawings of his adventures into detail when Brewerton
wrote three separate articles about his journey for Harper's New
Monthly. The accounts were published over a period of eight years.
The magazine had beenintroduced by the four Harper brothers in 1850,
and Brewerton's chronicle was its first lengthy description of the Southwest. IS
In his first memoir of his 1848 trip, published in Harper's in August 1853 as "A Ride With Kit Carson," Brewerton-who called it "my
first essay in prose writing for the press"-wrote skillfully.'9 He made
frequent fun of himself as a clumsy Yankee, but praised the shortstatured and skilled scout, Carson, who led the way on the journey. The
party first spent eight days traversing what the artist called "the sands
of the Great American Desert." The trip inspired Brewerton to paint
Jornada del Muerto in 1853. 20 The scene of this work lies in the Mojave
Desert, between Bitter Spring and Resting Spring in California. 21 Into
this rocky wasteland the artist has injected a wickiup-style teepee char-
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acteristic of the Mojave Indians, but the atmosphere is one of quiet and
stark, angular, almost alien geology.
The party soon met a large contingent of New Mexican horse traders and all were harassed by Indians, who dropped rocks on their heads.
The men encountered snows, and then lost much of their gear (including Brewerton's early notes and sketches) in the Grand River when one
of their six rafts capsized. In his autobiography, Carson wrote that "Lieutenant Brewerton ... and some of the men were on the opposite bank.
They were nearly naked, and had to remain in that state until morning,
when I sent a man over to them with an axe so they could make another
raft. Some of the men were compelled to ride bareback until we reached
Taos."22
Carson, Brewerton, and a number of hired muleteers were following the Old Spanish Trail which crossed through the California desert
into Utah and the Wasatch Range. Then, near what is now Grand Junction, Colorado, the trail split. One segment followed a southerly route
via the Dolores River Valley through Durango and the Pine River valley into New Mexico. The more easterly route tracked north of the
Gunnison Valley and turned south across Cochetopa Pass into the San
Luis Valley. This 10,032-foot pass "is a wonderful gap," journalistexplorer Gwinn Harris Heap wrote in 1854 after retracing the route of a
disastrous expedition made five years earlier by Fremont, "or, more
properly speaking, a natural GATE, as its name denotes in the Utah
language." Cochetopa, Heap noted, means "buffalo gate." 23
The easterly segment of the Spanish Trail is almost certainly the
one the party followed. As other scholars of the trail have noted, this
was the most direct way to Taos. 24 Having explored the region earlier
for Fremont's third expedition (1845-47), Carson was extremely familiar with this route-known also as Kit Carson's Trail. 25 Brewerton's
Harper's Monthly chronology of the travelers' entry into what he called
the Taos Valley suggests the San Luis Valley, west of the Sangre de
Cristo mountain range. Brewerton provides evidence that the group came
into the San Luis Valley by crossing the very gradual Cochetopa Pass
in his two-volume history of the state of Washington. In the account,
this voluble author cited the travails of Marcus Whitman (1802-47),
the pioneer missionary and doctor who struggled across the Grand and
Green Rivers and the Cochetopa Pass in the winter of 1842-43, while
en route to the Santa Fe Trail. Brewerton suggests that he, too, experienced similar difficulties there, but in better weather. 26
. As they entered into what later became the state of New Mexico,
Brewerton and Carson survived a serious challenge to their passage by
a local Ute tribe. Somewhat tattered, they arrived in "the Mexican village of Taos," as Brewerton called it, and they were cared for by Josepha
Jaramillo, Carson's young wife, whom he had married in 1843.
The twenty-one-year-old artist proved himself a close observer of
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local life, first in Taos and later in Santa Fe. His observations and pictorial sketches were published in April 1854 in Brewerton's second
Harper's Monthly article, "Incidents of Travel in New Mexico." Taos,
in his estimation, had "little to commend it to the notice of the traveler," populated as it was by people he described as "indolent men" and
"toiling women." After resting there as guest of the Carsons for several
days, Brewerton went to Santa Fe before heading east to take up his
new military assignment.
En route to Santa Fe, Brewerton spent a jovial night drinking and
gambling with a local friar at a "little Mexican village." Once in Santa
Fe, ,he acquired a new wardrobe, later mocking himself as a dandy in a
typically self-deprecating verbal portrait. But he found little in this
town's favor either. He blamed the Catholic Church for "whelming [sic]
a land in moral darkness," condoning such vices as gambling from
which, he noted, no class abstained. The artist had another explanation
for his distaste for Santa Fe: "It is possible that the life of wild excitement which I had been leading during my Rocky Mountain journeyings
[sic] had unfitted me ... for [the city's] every-day realities."27
Brewerton, delayed by illness, left Santa Fe for the East in late June
1848. He joined a wagon train of I 00 teamsters and 500 cattle that
headed north past the Mora, "the western prairie port of the great Santa
Fe Trail."28 The Mora, colloquially called "the Moro" by travelers like
mountain man James Beckwourth, was the setting-off point for wagon
trains on the southern fork, or Cimmaron Trail. 29 In fact, both
Beckwourth and trader Francis X. Aubrey were on the Santa Fe Trail in
July 1848. Brewerton encountered Aubrey-whom he remembered as
"a small but very active man, all bone and muscle, just the figure for
such an expedition"~at the Arkansas River crossing; this pioneer of
the Missouri-New Mexico route was leading his second train of mulewagons that year to Santa Fe. 3D Brewerton sketched at the Mora. He
first drew the wagon trains leaving the Rockies and entering the Great
Plains; these sketches were the basis for later oil paintings. It is worth
repeating his reflection on the Plains at the Mora: "here, ... [the Plains ']
Western barriers, the Rocky Mountains, tower aloft like'the gigantic
coast of an inland sea; [with] majestic steeps, many of them snowcapped or robed in clouds."31 This segment of the Rockies, part of the
Sangre de Cristo range, borders vast eastern plains where, in Brewerton's
words, the "voyageur feels most fully that he is gazing upon an unfamiliar land, for the realization of which no previous experiences of travel
could have prepared him. "32
Brewerton was busy painting canvases of the New Mexico Rockies
by early 1853, only months after his 31 December 1852 discharge from
the Army. As early as March 1853, his depiction of the Mora was reproduced with the title, "A Prairie Scene Near the Rocky Mountains"
in the Illustrated News, a fledgling New York City publication. 33 A sec-
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ond, similar painting finished by Brewerton a year later, also cal1ed
Prairie Scene Near the Rocky Mountains, was owned by Dr. Reuben
Curtis Moffatt, a prominent Brooklyn physician with ties to other artists. The painting was exhibited at the National Academy of Design in
New York City in 1854. 34
The next known engraving of the New Mexico plains taken from
Brewerton's sketches did not appear until 1862 under the title, "The
Prairie Ocean." Brewerton cited the location as the Mora in his final
Harper's article, "In The Buffalo Country." This article was an account
of his travels along the Santa Fe Trail to Kansas; publication had been
delayed nearly a decade because the manuscript had been thought lost
in a "wasting conflagration" at Harper's in December 1853. 35
The original sketch for the Mora scene has not been located, but
another has recently come to light in the Crocker col1ection of the California Historical Society. Apparently intended for Harper's but never
published, the pencil sketch clearly depicts the same area, bears
Brewerton's signature, is titled "The Great Plains," and was at Harper's
in the fall of 1854. That November, B. 1. Lossing, an agent for Harper's
and co-engraver (with William Barritt) of Brewerton's first magazine
installment, returned a series of other artists' sketches to entrepreneurphotographer J. Wesley Jones. Jones had traveled the Oregon Trail, taking daguerreotypes. Jones' hopes that Harper's would publish his
account had been deflected by his own procrastination and by publicationof other accounts, such as Brewerton's. 36
Brewerton's newly-identified pencil sketch, marked "not to be
done," appears to have been mixed in with the sketches returned to
Jones; the sketch offers powerful commentary on the diminutive place
of man in the vast expanse of the "prairie ocean." The signed drawing
complements a half-dozen others which survive from his July 1848 trip
from Santa Fe to Kansas. 37
The artist advanced past the Mora at a pace of three miles an hour
toward the Cimmaron .and Arkansas rivers and Kansas Territory. Along
the way, Brewerton shot his first buffalo. Separated from his party,
Brewerton was baffled when it came to butchering the animal. The bemused Yankee settled for the old bull's tongue and tail as trophies and
met with prolonged ribbing from his companions about "the tale of the
'Lieutenant's buffalo.'''38 His sketch of the beast advancing vigorously
toward the armed artist is among the sketches held by the Gilcrease
Museum in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The buffalo and Brewerton probably
would not recognize themselves in the pencil depiction, but the wood
engravers restored to each a more recognizable mien.
The engravers who translated the other surviving sketches from
Brewerton's pencil drawings were James H. Richardson and Thomas
Cox, who worked together in New York from 1853 to 1859 in their
engraving firm, Richardson & Cox. Brewerton called these men the
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George Brewerton, "Crossing the Rocky Mountains," 1854. Oil on canvas. Corcoran
Gallery of Art. Gift of William Wilson Corcoran.

"very best artists," and the two converted Brewerton's sometimes understated sketches into detailed wood engravings for the second (1854)
and third (1862) segments of.the artist's Harper's series. In fact,
Richardson and Cox probably executed many of the 1862 sketches before the Harper's fire. One of the works exhibited by Brewe"rton in Philadelphia in 1859~Night Scene in the Upper Arkansas-Burning
Prairie-clearly grew from this journey, but no drawing from the trip
has been located. However, sketches of the wagon trains fording the
Arkansas River, of Indian glyphs on a tree, and of the artist surveying
the skeletal remains of massacred Comanches are in the Gilcrease Museum collections; engravings from the sketches were reproduced in the
1862 article and are in the contemporary reprint of all three articles by
the University of Nebraska Press;39
In December 1852, Brewerton left his last military posting at the
just-designated and as yet unbuilt Fort Clark near Bracketville, Texas.
Two companies of the First Infantry under the command of Major Joseph Hatch Lamotte, plus members of the U.S. Mounted Rifles, were
stationed in mid-1852 in the midst of Kickapoo, Comanche, and other
Indian populations. Their mission was to begin preparations for a fort
in an area known as Las Moras, named after the local mulberries; the
fort was established to protect the increased flow of American settlers
into this hot and desolate region. 40 Brewerton later recalled riding
"through many a weary mile of Texas chaparral, and [breaking] commissary biscuit amid the swamps on the headwaters of Las Moras."41
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Before Fort Clark was built, however, Brewerton returned to civilian life. Resigning from the Army on 1 January 1853, he moved to
Brooklyn, New York-his intermittent home throughout his life and
possibly the home of a family forebear-to paint reflections of what he
called "my wanderings through the wilds of the Rocky Mountains." He
soon had a wife and a child, George Douglas Brewerton, Jr. 42 While in
New York, Brewerton worked at the offices of William Colgate & Co.,
the soap manufacturing firm run by Brewerton's contemporary and patron, Samuel Colgate (1822-97).
In 1854, Brewerton was contemplating a biography of Carson. The
scout had sent a letter to his friend from Taos in January, praising the
artist's firstHarper's article, published the previous August. Responding to "My dear Kit" in March, Brewerton reflected, "I shall always
look back to the hours which we passed together at 'Bridge Creek' and
upon the road as the happiest of my life. "43 In his letter, Carson offered
to send Brewerton an account of his life, which Brewerton planned to
edit. Carson apologized to Brewerton for not having a portrait to send
east, but Brewerton replied that he had received a pencil likeness of
Carson in a letter from Jesse Benton Fremont, wife of explorer John C.
Fremont. Brewerton was having the Carson likeness engraved by the
"very best artists" (Richardson and Cox), adding, "and you will find
your portrait in Harper's for-I presume-July next. "44
Brewerton was waiting for Harper's to release his second installment of "our adventures in Taos and Santa Fe," published in April as
"Incidents of Travel in New Mexico," and expected a third installment
to follow. But, because of the mislaid manuscript after the Harper's
fire, both Brewerton and Carson waited until September 1862 for Jesse
Benton Fremont's sketch of Carson to finally appear. 45
Not all of the illustrations in the Harper's texts are from Brewerton's
sketches. When Brewerton discusses his first encounter with Navajos,
he states that the images in two wood engravings in the magazine are
"from the originals of which 1 am indebted to the sketches of Mr. R. H.
Kern." The second and third articles borrow several illustrations from
Josiah Gregg's (1806-50) 1844 account of the region, Commerce of
the Prairies, among them a picture of a caballero galloping into Santa
Fe and another of a prairie dog settlement. Lossing, the engraver for
Brewerton's first installment in 1853, executed several scenes for
Gregg's book. 46 Brewerton credits two pictures of church ruins to William H. Emory's 1848 Notes of a Military Reconnaissance (sic), from
Fort Leavenworth, in Missouri, to San Diego, in California. Brewerton
also quotes briefly from both Gregg and Emory to describe Santa Fe
and Pecos. 47
Soon after Brewerton wrote Carson in March 1854, two oil paintings of New Mexico Territory by Brewerton appeared at the attenuated
twenty-ninth annual exhibition of the National Academy of the Arts of
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Design. The Academy had just sold its galleries at Broadway and Bond
streets "for a handsome sum" yielding a $60,000 profit and was about
to move. 48 The one-month exhibition was deemed "more than commonly
attractive," with "the usual predominance of portraits, a goodly array
of landscapes, and a paucity of historical pictures. "49 Brewerton had'
submitted Moffat's painting, Prairie Scene Near the Rocky Mountains,
and Gorge in the Rockies: Storm Brewing, owned by Alfred Large, a
British-born importer. Both paintings clearly derived from Brewerton's
1848 trip and both may be among the early Brewertons still extant, because they have almost identical titles to surviving Brewerton oils and
the dates on the surviving paintings match exhibition records.
Brewerton produced two paintings in 1854 that still survive. Crossing the Rocky Mountains hangs today at the Corcoran Gallery of Art in
Washington, D.C. This scene is very similar to the 1853 engraving in
New York Illustrated titled "A Prairie Scene Near the Rocky Mountains" depicting the Mora. Brewerton's own words convey the vista:

The distant wagon-covers of the far-off train had dwindled into
snowy specks upon a perf~ct sea of vegetation. The emerald
hue of the verdure at our feet faded with increasing distance
into bluer tints, which in their turn became gray and misty as
they neared the horizon. 50

The Corcoran Gallery painting, which measures thirty-by-forty-fourand-one-quarter inches, was in the personal collection of banker and
art patron Corcoran. .=Gorge in the Rocky Mountains, also dated 1854, is in the collection
of the Butler Institute in Youngstown, Ohio; it, too, measures thirtyby-forty-four-and-one-fourth inches and is strongly reminiscent of
the Gunnison River gorges above which the Carson party would have
traveled. A vast foreground chasm, roiling grey clouds in the distance,
and a hint of emerging light through them create a dramatic panorama.
It hints of the luminists to come-scenes bled to the side rather than
framed by the conventional tree or natural form, a flat middle ground
horizon reaching as a plane from edge to edge, and the form's characteristic quiet space. Brewerton's illuminated blues and backlit yellows
also mark his shift from the browns common to the original American
landscape school.
In 1855-more than four decades before New York artists Ernest
L. Blu'menschein (1874-1960) and Bert Geer Phillips (1868-1956) arrived in Taos to begin what became known as a New Mexico school of
art-Brewerton painted what was possibly the first landscape of Taos
presented to an eastern audience. H~ exhibited View ofthe Taos Valley,
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G. Douglas Brewerton, Fording the Arkansas, 1848. Qraphite on paper. From the Collection of Gilcrease Museum, Tulsa, Accession No. 0226.492.

N Mexico, at the National Academy in 1'855 in an exhibition held above
the former Dusseldorf Gallery Y Highlighting the "small" but "creditable" show was an "experiment" by an "indefatigable and progressive
young artist," Frederick E. Church (1826-1900), who had submitted a
series of South American scenes; an observer added, however, that "as
usual, most of the pictures are portraits. "52
George Talbot Olyphant (1819-73) owned Brewerton's Taos landscape. His collection also included Church's Twilight in the Tropics,
and T. H. Hotchkiss' Study in Kauterskill Cove. 53 Another Brewerton
work, A Misty Morning, which belonged to Colgate, yields no clue regarding its locale. Neither of his original paintings has been located.
Brewerton produced other works from the territory as well. Four
months after the Academy show, in the summer of 1855, Brewerton
was exhibiting them in his hometown of Newport. In July, artists at the
Rhode Island resort included landscape artist John F. Kensett "whose
rocks and waterfalls are unsurpassed in this country;" Jane Stuart (181288), daughter of portraitist Gilbert Stuart; miniaturist Richard Morrell
Staigg (1817-81) and "Brewerton, who exhibits Rocky Mountain scenery. "54
The pioneering status of these 1850s Brewerton paintings of territorial New Mexico cannot be easily understated. Although several artists visited the New Mexico region before Brewerton, none translated
their experiences into the formal, popular landscapes of the academy
walls as Brewerton did. The National Academy would not hang another
landscape of the Rocky Mountains until 1860, when it exhibited
Bierstadt's Base afthe Rocky Mountains. 55
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For nearly three decades, the art of the West usually took the form
of engravings, Indian portraits, and watercolors. Samuel Seymour's
(active 1790-1823) 1823 View of the Rocky Mountains on the Platte '50
Miles from their Bases was among the earliest, sketched in the area of
Greeley, Colorado. Twenty-five years later, the first panorama of Santa
Fe was published, drawn by topographical engineer James Abert (182071), a former West Point student of Weir and of Weir's assistant in the
,late 1840s, Seth Eastman (1808-75).56 Eastman and others, such as
George Catlin (1796-1872), had produced Indian portraits and genre
works by the time Brewerton painted, but the Western landscape in the
mode of the American landscape school had yet to emerge. In the words
of nineteenth-century chronicler James Grant Wilson,

The opening of the West inspired some of our artists ... Those
who depicted for us the picturesque life of the Indian, the trapper, and the other border characters, though men of ability, were
not artists of the very first rank. Yet the enthusiasm and vigor
of painters like George Catlin, Charles Deas, and especially
William Ranney, seem to atone for technical defects. 57

American art in the early 1850s was "in its infancy," Tuckerman
(1813-71) wrote, and the art collector's fancy often remained focused
either on portraits or on Europe's old masters, who had inspired a brisk
trade in originals, copies, and fakes. 58 In 1853, as Brewerton was working on his views of the Rockies, Shearjashub Spooner (1809-59), an
energetic dentist-turn ed-arts advocate, publicly expressed his dismay
over this attitude, saying he had "frequently heard our artists bitterly
complain of the meanness of our countrymen in patronizing everything
foreign, not only at home but abroad."59 In contrast to most exhibitors'
practices, however, the National Academy of Design hung only "native" artists, which strengthened the opportunity for showing American scenes.
The landscapes that characterized the country's first school of art
had barely emerged in the early 1850s; the school had yet to dismiss
the topographical training of many artists and instead embrace the more
personal, expressive, and painterly approach to a scene. The national
character of this nascent American landscape school was seen as "avoiding German formalism, French affectation and English prettiness" by
beating a new, nationalistic path. 60 At the same time, American artists
faced criticism because of their "ignorance" or dismissal of Europe's
artistic and technical legacies. 6\
Brewerton helped turn Americans' attention westward not only as
an artist but as a writer as well. In 1856, Brewerton was receiving
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considerable acclaim for his first book, The War In Kansas, A Rough
Trip to the Border Among New Homes and Strange People. Moved by a
newspaper headline about Kansas in early December 1855, Brewerton
"in that instant of time" decided to go to Kansas "most of all because
we ~anted a change-the comforts of civilization had begun to weary
us-we longed for a rougher life-for Prairie air and Border freedom."
He had already, in his words, "scribbled" for the New York Herald,
and he persuaded its editors to send him to cover the fighting in Kansas
that had erupted in December over the status of slavery in the territory.
He was to cover the political events, as well as "full information of the
agricultural and industrial progress of the new territory and people. "62
Armed with letters of introduction to Kansas Territorial Governor
Wilson Shannon and former Missouri Senator David Rice Atchison, then
a supporter of the pro-slavery faction in Kansas Territory, Brewerton
traveled west by rail and by stage. He spent a month reporting on the
often eccentric personalities of the major (and a few minor) players in
the dispute between North and South, sketching them on occasion. His
accounts to the Herald were published in a book by Derby & Jackson.
Brewerton dedicates his book to:

Kit Carson, "The Mountain Man" and Guide, with whom we
have traversed the wilds of the Rocky Mountains, and the sunscorched sands of the American desert ... as an evidence of
the sincere regard which is entertained for him, both as a
voyageur and as a man, by his old comrade, the author. 63

In his reporting, Brewerton tried to depict what he saw as the "inner life in all great events," along with an "under-current of adventure
and character." He left Kansas with a strong assertion that, left alone,
"the moral atmosphere of the Territory would clear itself from its impurities in six months time." If not, he wrote, "When Kansas bleeds,
Georgia must open her veins, and Massachusetts, too, for when this
comes to pass, it requires no prophet to foretell a struggle which will
crimson alike the Missouri, and the Hudson."64
Leslie's Illustrated Weekly called Brewerton's book "stirring," noting that Brewerton was already "well known to the public" and "certainly wields the pen with effect, but is also an artist of superior
claims."65 Accompanied by eight illustrations-including a dramatic one
of the author entering Kansas on horseback in a blizzard-and written
in flowery but often 'wry prose, the book was declared "valuable" in the
1886 Annals of Kansas because Brewerton "was not a partisan," and
"because he wrote down the Northern and Southern versions of our affairs in the very words of the leading actors."66 The Annals' editor added
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that the author "was an interviewer, but trusted his pen instead of his
imagination. "67
Brewerton openly acknowledged that he held pro-slavery viewsas did the Border Ruffians in Kansas-in spite of his declaration of
strong loyalty to the Union. 68 Despite his being judged ~'probably the
ablest professional writer on the anti-free-state side," Brewerton was
nevertheless considered "decidedly advantageous to the free-state
cause" because of his objectivity. According to the early assessment of
one historian, "Many of his narratives may stand for accepted record."69
Even today, Brewerton's 400-page account is considered one of the
most astute and balanced reports of Kansas events of the time.
Brewerton appears to have spent time in both New York City and
Kansas after the publication of his book. He returned to the east by
1857, with a law degree earned in Lecompton, Kansas, under "Judge
Scrugham."70 He was still in Brooklyn in 1857 when the Sketch Club,
Brooklyn's first artists' association, was born in the studios of Alonzo
Chappel (1828-87). Seymour Guy (1824-1910), Samuel Colman (18321920), George Inness (1825-94), and J. G. Brown (1831-1913) were
among members whose aims were for both "social purposes and original compositions," but also for sales and exhibitions. The group met in
. different artists' studios in the Dodworth Building on Montague Street.
Brewerton left for Newport in 1858, living above the town post
office until the next year, when two more of his early western works
appeared at a major exhibition. 71 Hung at the thirty-sixth annual exhibition of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts in April 1859, one
of the paintings was titled Sunset House, Rocky Mountain Scenery, and
the other, Night Scene in the Upper Arkansas-Burning Prairie. 72 Both
were owned by Philadelphia merchant, philanthropist, and future U.S.
ambassador to England John Welsh (1805-86), whose collection included a work by local artist Edward Moran (1829-1901), Thomas
Moran's older brother,73
Brewerton's two scenes introduced New Mexico Territory to Philadelphians, although they were i;Jy no means the first paintings of the
Far West to be seen at the Academy. In 1852, Alfred Jacob Miller of
Baltimore was represented by three works from his 1837 travels into
the Wind River Mountains in present-day Wyoming. One, The Trapper's
Bride, remains one of Miller's most celebrated paintings, and one he
reproduced often. 74 In the 1858 exhibition at the Academy, two ear.ly
New Mexico artists reflected their personal connection when Stanley
exhibited Portrait of An Artist, owned by Philadelphia native Edward
Kern. 75 Philadelphia was home to several other artists of the early frontier: both Seymour and Titian Ramsay Peale (1799-1885) went west in
1819 with Major Stephen H. Long and reached Colorado in 1820;
Chester Harding (1792-1866) left Pittsburgh at the same time and
painted portraits in Kentucky and Missouri, including one of Daniel
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Boone. Philadelphia miniaturist and ex-lawyer Catlin, known today for
his Indian portraits, arrived in St. Louis in 1830 for a stay of several
years .
. Around the time Brewerton's New Mexico works were hung in 1859
atthe Philadelphia Academy on Chestnut Street, a second son, Edward
M. Brewerton, was born in New York. At this time, the artist left his
native Newport to take up yet another profession, the ministry. Possibly heeding the strong Baptist beliefs of his mentors, the Colgates,
Brewerton was "licensed" to preach in April 1859 in Newport, where
the First Baptist Church lay claim to being the oldest Baptist Church in
America. 76 When Brewerton was ordained as a Baptist clergyman in
Elmira, New York that August, the event was announced in the press as
far away as Washington, D.C. 77 He became minister of the Elmira Central Baptist Church, founded in 1854 by sixty-four members of the city's
First Baptist Church. 78 Brewerton appears in the Elmira city directory
in 1860, but soon after left the community to enlist in the Union Army
during the Civil War. 79
According to Brewerton's daughter, Mabel, who recounted her
father's history nearly thirty years after his death, Brewerton declined
the chance to command a volunteer regiment from New York during
the war. Instead, he joined the staff of General Rufus Saxton (18241908), whom Brewerton almost certainly knew when Saxton, Class of
1849, was a student at West Point. 80 In 1861, Saxton was chief quartermaster in supplying six month's worth of equipment and supplies for
General William Tecumseh Sherman's expeditionary force of 13,000
troops and 1,200 horses sent from New York City to Port Royal, South
Carolina. Saxton succeeded General Isaac 1. Stevens in the command
of Union occupation troops on the Sea Islands of South Carolina in
1862, remaining military governor of the Department of the South in
Beaufort, an elegant town lined with ante~bellum homes on Port Royal
Island, South Carolina, until 1865. 81
Saxton later took command of the extensive colony of freed African Americans on islands extending from Hilton Head south to Jacksonville, helping recruit and train men for battle and executing orders
from Sherman to provide freedmen with "forty acres and a mule."
Saxton, a career officer, had earlier ties both to Stevens and to the art
of western exploration: in 1853, he was in charge of the lead party in
Steven's Pacific railroad expedition in the Northwest.
Saxton oversaw the August to December 1863 bombardment of
Charleston. 82 While serving with Saxton, Brewerton painted a series of
oils depicting Fort Sumter, Charleston Harbor's symbol of Confederate
defiance. One pair of oils, painted in 1863 and measuring three-feetby-six-feet, was titled Bombardment of Fort Sumpter, April 13, 1861
(sic) and After the Bombardment of Fort Sumpter (sic). Another depiction of Fort Sumter by Brewerton is dated 1862 and was painted from
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George Douglas Brewerton, "A Great Plain," ca. 1848. Graphite on paper. California
Historical Society, FN-28874.

Fort Moultrie on Sullivan Island at the northern side of Charleston Harbor. 83 Two of the large Fort Sumter canvases were once in the collection of the Union League Club of New York City, founded during the
Civil War and "devoted to the social organization of the sentiment of
loyalty to the Union." (The club's art galleries in its Queen Ann-style
headquarters on Fifth A venue' were judged to be "superb. ")84
During the war, Brewerton wrote three tactical training aids.for recruits, titled The Automaton Regiment, The Automaton Company, and
The Automaton Battery. "These devices for the instructions of recruits"
were intended to assist the "many untrained soldiers [who] were eagerly studying the rudiments of the art of war," and "were extensively
used in connection with books of tactics."85 Brewerton retired from the
war as a brevet colonel and used the moniker "colonel" for the rest of
his life. 86
Before the war ended, however, Brewerton's manuscript of his departure from New Mexico Territory was n~discovered at the Harper
brothers' publishing house. Despite the interval of more than a decade
between Brewerton's trip and the manuscript's recovery, the editors
reasoned that since 1848 "so little change has taken place in the region
that [the article] is as true to the fact today as though now first written." So they pu bl ished it in September 1862 as "In the Buffalo Country;" the account begins in the Mora, the scene of the painting now in
the Corcoran Gallery in Washington, D.CY
In the spring of 1865, as the war came to a close, Brewerton re-
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turned to Brooklyn to paint. 88 Beginning in 1867, he was in Annesville,
New York as "Elder Brewerton," pastor of the Annesville Baptist Church
near Utica. By 1869, however, church records show his successor in
place. 89 Brewerton may have left his pastorate as early as 1868, since
he had a studio in Newport that spring and had just delivered two paintings to former Civil War general and then Rhode Island governor,
Ambrose Burnside (1824-81), who had been at West Point from 1843
to 1847, when the young Brewerton was there. A visitor to Brewer-ton's
studio reflected that "whether it is a view of the Dumplings, the .tight
ship at Brenton's Reef, a forest scene, the icebergs of Labrador, the
storm at sea or the soft and mellow hues of a beauti ful sunset, all are so
perfectly delineated, that the observer is charmed with the production."90
As Brewerton ministered to the congregation in Annesville in 1867,
a wave of eastern landscape artists ventured to the Rocky Mountains.
Three Chicago-based artists-James Gookins (1840-1904), Henry
Elkins (1847-84), and Henry Chapman Ford (1828-94 )-traveled west
together in 1866. Writing in Harper's in October, Gookins remarked
that both William H. Beard (1824-1900), whose animal paintings
Brewerton admired, and Worthington Whittredge (1820-1910) were
"traversing this region."9! Only Whittredge ventured south to New
Mexico that summer, visiting Santa Fe and Albuquerque before returning to Fort Union at the Mora, where Brewerton had stopped eighteen
years earlier. Whittredge joined General John Pope on a regional review of the Department of the Missouri, which included the army of
the American Southwest. Pope had New Mexico ties. In 1851, as an
Army captain, he had hired Edward Kern, then in New Mexico, on a
mapping mission from Santa Fe to Missouri. In 1854, he had led the
thirty-second parallel exploration for the Pacific rail route from the
Red River to the Rio Grande.
Like Brewerton and so many other artists of the Southwest,
Whittredge came under the thrall of Carson, who joined the artist on a
sketching trip. Whittredge's perception of the eccentric scout came very
close to that of Brewerton, who wrote, "The Kit Carson of my imagination was over six feet high ... with enormous beard and a voice like a
roused lion ... The real Kit Carson I found to be a plain, simple, unostentatious man, rather below medium height, with brown, curling hair,
little or no beard, and a voice as soft and gentle as a woman's."
Whittredge produced a panorama of Santa Fe executed on 20 July 1866.
Whittredge exhibited his first Western painting at the National Academy of Design, The Plains At The Base ofthe Rocky Mountains, in 1868,
fifteen years after Brewerton's first Rockies scene was hung by the
Academy.
"Colonel Brewerton" was back in Rhode Island by 1869, when his
two books on Newport-Fitz Poodle at Newport and Ida Lewis, the
Heroine of Lime Rock-were published. 92 Ida Lewis, a Newport native
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born in 1842, was the daughter'of a lighthouse keeper known for her
rescues of boatmen in peril, the last of which occurred in 1869;
Brewerton interviewed her for the book. Brewerton and his wife, Fannie,
remained in Newport in 1870 with their sons George and Edward.
Brewerton owned real estate valued at $3,500-a sizable figure for the
time, and is identified in the U.S. census as an "artist painter. "93 But he
re-appears the next year listed as an "artist" in the Brooklyn city directory in a studio at 196 Washington Street. He lived in Brooklyn for the
next dozen years, returning at times to his Newport home and also traveling to Europe in the late 1870s. 94 He exhibited at the Brooklyn Art
Association, which had been founded in 1861 by members of the Sketch
Club. The association was a key venue for Brewerton's works for a
decade beginning in 1867, when he submitted a painting titled Scene in
the Rocky Mountains owned by Edward Dodge. 95
When he moved to the state of Washington, probably in the late
1880s, Brewerton painted, sold real estate, and sent his poems to the
Tacoma newspapers. The artist was a member of the Annie Wright Seminary art club in Tacoma in 1889, and he exhibited at the Western Washington Industrial Exposition in 1891. 96 In 1892, he co"':authored a key,
'two-volume history of the state with Julian Hawthorne, son of Nathaniel.
It is now clear, however, that Hawthorne never wrote a word of the
history, and that Hawthorne had never even met the man he called "the
poetical colonel."97 The two-volume history is a,thorough, sometimes
chatty, and, indeed, poetical effort of 1,400 pages; it includes the history of the state by county, and biographies of its key citizens. In 1892,
the colonel was listed as having "removed to Brooklyn," although his
wife, Sarah, stayed in Tacoma through 1911.
In the History of Washington, Brewerton occasionally discusses his
life as a schoolboy, as a soldier, and as a frontiersman "guided by the
famous Kit Carson, with a small party of Fremont's voyageurs." He
recalls his role as Indian expert, his early advocacy of a transcontinental railroad, and he proffers a paean to his new "hometown" of Tacoma
which suggests the scope of his travels:

, The author has been permitted to personally inspect many of
the greatest mountains of earth-to view the Andes, the Rockies,
the Alps, those of Mexico and Brazil, and many more of lesser
note-but Tacoma, making the most as she does of her individuality, impressed us more strongly with a sense of altitude
and majesty than any other, though of greater height, that we
have as yet seen. 98

Brewerton returned to California in July of 1887 as a featured speaker
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at an annual gathering of the California Pioneers. 99 The artist opens his
verse with reference to Beard, the New York animal painter who had
first come West in 1866 and who was known especially for his paintings of mischievous and anthropomorphic bears. Brewerton calls Beard
"an artist of merit and fame" and recalls a favorite work of Beard, Bears
on A Bender, comparing the listening pioneers toa group of "tame bears
on a bender."loo
Brewerton, referred to incorrectly as James A. Brewerton and
George D. Brewster in some references, maintained a fairly constant
presence in the art communities of Newport, Tacoma, San Francisco,
and Brooklyn. 1ol At the time of his death in 190 I, he had a studio in the
Arbuckle Building in Brooklyn, where he was described as "constantly
at his art work, his pastels of California scenery being widely sold and
appreciated."lo2 He returned intermittently to Rhode Island to paint and
write, and he painted locales in the Hudson River Valley, in New Hampshire, the Catskill and Adirondack mountains, Lake Superior, the Southeast, and Mount Desert, Maine, as well as scenes in Ireland, Nova Scotia,
and "the tropics."IOJ
He exhibited paintings of the southern Rockies and New Mexico
Territory throughout his life. A surviving Brewerton oil painting, Indian Encampment, was last known to be in New York City in the 1970s.
Like many of his western works, this painting measures thirty-threeby-forty-nine inches; it depicts an Indian camp and canoeists beside a
river, beneath a dramatic array of snow-covered mountains. 104
Brewerton's last two Western paintings exhibited at the Brooklyn Art
Association were titled Rocky Mountain Cascade (May 1874) and Rocky
Mountain Lake (November 1875).
Another large oil by Brewerton located recently, dated 1856, is
clearly a self-portrait of the artist camping by a large river in mountainous terrain. The painting, which measures forty-five-by-sixty
inches, shows the artist's initials both on his blanket and carved in a
tree above his dinner, which is a large splayed fish. This fondness for
hidden initials is found in the Corcoran Gallery prairie oil where "GDB"
has been discovered "carved" in a fallen foreground tree. lOS In the selfportrait, Brewerton wears his signature red buckskin jacket while looking across raging waterfalls at a wagon road that approaches the
riverbank. The location remains in question, although the date suggests
either California or the southern Rockies.
Douglas Brewerton died of pneumonia in Fordham, New York, on
31 January 190 I, leaving behind a poem which might have served as
his epitaph:

There were days when [I] shivered leg deep in the snows,
Where the rude rugged peaks of the "Rockies" uprose.
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Or burned 'neath the sun on the dry, arid plain,
Till the longing for water surpassed hope of gain.
I know it, for oft 'mid the sands of the South
Have I chewed on a bullet to moisten my mouth. ·r· . 106

In the twentieth'century, the artist's western works have been included
in exhibitions at the Whitney Museum in.New York City, the Oakland
Museum, and the Denver Art Museum. 107 Despite a prolific output of
paintings in his life, the identification and location of his works-especially of his Rockies paintings-is scanty. lOB But given the prospect that
virtually any of his early paintings of the southern Rockies will be derived from his 1848 journey through the Southwest, one can be satisfied that time and more research will certainly expand the record of
'George Douglas Brewerton as a pioneerlandscape painter of territorial
New Mexico.
'
NOTES
1. "Artists' Reception," Boston Evening Transcript, 7,February 1863, 1.
2. For an excellent review of artists of territorial New Mexico, see Robert R. White,
"Artists of Territorial New Mexico, 1846-1912" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of New
Mexico, 1993).
3. Some sources cite 1820 as George Douglas Brewerton's birthdate. Brewerton's
headstone in Newport at the Island Cemetery gives 1828 as his birth year. The 1820
date is probably the result of an estimate in James Grant Wilson and John Fiske,
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Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography 7 vols. (New York: D. Appleton and
Company, 1887), I: 370. Brewerton's death certificate, obituaries, and Brewerton's
daughter, who provided biographical information to Stallo Vinton, editor of
Brewerton's articles on his western travels in Overland With Kit Carson (New York:
Coward-McCann Inc., 1930) confirm 1827 as the correct year.
4. Newport Mercury, 4 April 1868. Edward Greene Malbone was born Edward
Malborn in Newport, Rhode Island, and he moved to Boston just before the turn of the
century. After traveling with artist Washington Allston (1779-1843) in both the southern United States and England, Malbone spent much of the rest of his short life in
Charleston, South Carolina. See Ruel Pardee Tolman, The Life and Works of Edward
Greene Malbone, 1777-1807 (New York: New York Historical Society, 1958).
5. Tenth Annual Reunion of the Association of the Graduates of the United States
Military Academy at West Point, New York, June 12, 1870 (New York: D. Van Nostrand,
1879), 84-90. Henry Brewerton, born in New York City, was a member of the first
graduating class of West Point in 1819. He rose to the rank of colonel in 1861 and
retired as a brevet brigadier general after the Civil War.
6. Vinton, ed., Overland With Kit Carson, 23. Robert Weir taught at West Point
until 1876.
7. Official Register of the Officers and Cadets of the u.s. Military Academy, West
Point, New-York (sic), June 1841,6,22-23, and June 1849,3,22-23; "Historical Sketch
of Department of Drawing," The Centennial of the United States Military Academy at
West Point, New York, /802-1902 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office,
1902), 290-293; Henry Tuckerman, Book of the Artists: American Artist Life, Comprising Biographical and Critical Sketches of American Artists, Preceded by an Historical Account of the Rise and Progress of Art in America (New York: G.P. Putnam &
Son, 1867), 203-15.
8. See The New York Volunteers in California: With Stevenson to California [by]
James Lynch; Stevenson's Regiment in California [by] Francis Clark (Glorieta, New
Mexico: Rio Grande Press, 1970).
9. New York Herald, 3 August 1846.
10. Francis Clark, Stevenson's Regiment in California, 83.
II. Vinton, 24.Vinton describes Brewerton as sailing around Cape Horn to California on the Loo Choo and as arriving in late March of 1847. In a brief autobiography
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California, and was purchased from New York art dealer Edward Eberstadt.
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the inscription was reproduced in Harper's.
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71. Newport City Directory, 1858, 36.
72. Peter H. Falk, ed., The Annual Exhibition Record of the Pennsylvania Academy
of the Arts, (Madison, Connecticut: Soundview Press, 1988), 36. The call for works for
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73. The Edward Moran painting, titled Off Sandy Hook, had been exhibited at the
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the Pennsylvania Academy, 36, 144, and National Cyclopaedia of American Biography, 3: 412.
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75. Falk, Annual Exhibition Record of the Pennsylvania Academy, 142, 212.
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92. George Douglas Brewerton, Ida Lewis, the Heroine of Lime Rock, Being A History of Her Life and Rescues, With the Public and Private Testimonial Her Humane
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Prepared From Information and Documents Furnished By Herself (Newport, Rhode Island: A. J. Ward, 1869), and George Douglas
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93. 1870 U.S. Census of Population, Newport, Rhode Island, 423.
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Rhode Island. Brooklyn City and Business Directory (Brooklyn, New York: Lain &
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95. Clark S. Marlor, A History of the Brooklyn Art Association With an Index of
Exhibitions (New York: James F. Carr, 1970), 131.
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96. Dode Trip and Sherburne F. Cook Jr., Washington State Art and Artists, 18501950 (Olympia, Washington: Sherburne Antiques, 1992),27.
97. Letter from Julian Hawthorne to W. D. Vincent, 14 November 1926, Washington
State University Library Archives, Pullman, Washington. The credits to History ofWashington list Julian Hawthorne as editor, assisted by Colonel G. Douglas Brewerton.
98. Brewerton, History of Washington, 1: 276.
99. Brewerton, Argonaut Memories, 1887. Brewerton prefaced his reading on 7 July
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100. Brewerton, Argonaut Memories, 4. One year prior to Brewerton's speech, Bears
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Benjamin, Our American Artists (Boston, Massachusetts: D. Lothrop and Company,
1886), 19-20.
10 I. Brewerton is listed under both surnames, for example, in George C. Groce and
David H. Wallace, The New-York Historical Society's Dictionary ofArtists in America,
1564-1869 (New Haven, Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1957), 79. Brewerton is
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. Hughes Publishing Co., 1986), 62; D. Dawdy, Artists of the American West, 2 vols.
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104. Kennedy Quarterly, 13, issue no. 2, (1974). The location of this painting is
currently unknown, although a photograph exists in the files of the Inventory of American Painting at the Smithsonian Institution.
105. Brewerton writes that he carved the initials of a "noble-hearted woman ... a
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106. Brooklyn Eagle, 1 February 1901. See also the New York Sun, 2 February 1901,
and Newport Daily News, 2 February 190 I. A brief obituary appeared also in the New
York Times. The poem is in Brewerton, Argonaut Memories, 15.
107. Patricia Hills, The American Frontier: Images and Myths (New York: Whitney
Museum of Art, 1973); Royal B. Hassrick, The Western Frontier (Denver, Colorado:
The Denver Art Museum, 1966); and Oakland Museum, Tropical Scenes (Oakland,
California: Oakland Museum, 1971), 24.
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Cook, Washington State Art and Artists, 27.
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The Land Makes the Man: New
Mexico's Influence on the
Conservationist Aldo Leopold
MARYBETH LORBIECKI

Nearly ninety years ago, the forest lands of the Southwest had a frontier
flavor-cowboys and grizzlies, bucking broncos, and long expanses of
roadless terrain. It was exactly what a young graduate of the Yale Forest
School was seeking when he asked to be assigned to the U.S. Forest
Service's District 3 in the Arizona and New Mexico territories. That new
forester, aflame with the "fervor of a sawdust evangelist," was Aldo
Leopold; a man destined to become one of America's most significant
conservationists, author of the country's first game policy, initiator of
the professional field of wildlife management, "father" ofthe national
forest wilderness system, and one of the first restoration ecologists. I
In the crucible of New Mexico's cultures and arid landscapes, the
gloss of Leopold's eastern education burned away. He progressed from
a man trained to protect and develop forest resources for "wise use" to
one ponderirig whether the world was "made for man's use, or [if) man
merely [had] the privilege of temporarily possessing an earth made for
other and inscrutabie purposes?" 2 Within Leopold, an inspired vision of
science and ethics began to meld. By the time he left the Southwest in
1924, his passion was no longer fueled by timber harvests but by preserved wilderness and forest health. The fruits of these phi,losophical
meanderings would eventually reach fruition in his ever-popular, often
quoted book: A Sand County Almanac: "When we begin to see land as
a community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and
respect. There is no other way for land to survive the impact of mechanized man .... "'3
Marybeth Lorbiecki is the author of Aldo Leopold: A Fierce Green Fire (Falcon
Press, 1996), winner of a Minnesota Book Award for biography/history and a
Distinguished Service to History Book Award from the State Historical Society
of Wisconsin.
.
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Leopold was born in the cradle of the nation's heartland-the
Mississippi River Valley-in Burlington, Iowa, in 1887. The lands he
knew were blanketed by deciduous trees and prairie weaves, dotted with
potholes and ponds, sewn together by rivers and creeks. Along these
gushing streams, young Aldo trailed after songbirds and lay in wait for
descending ducks.
Later, he traded midwestern woodlands for those of the East, studying the mechanics of mapping, lumbering, surveying, timber management, plant morphology, silviculture, and other scientific ways of
evaluating and manipulating a stand of trees at Yale. These courses,
bold and innovative for their time, had been imported from French and
German models of utilitarian forestry by Gifford Pinchot, the first chief
of the U.S. Forest Service. His goal was to grow trees like a crop to
improve the productivity of the nation's public forests in order to provide "the greatest good for the greatest number in the long run."4
The duties for which the young Leopold aspired were outlined in
the National Forest Act of 1897 and in the foresters' manual: "1. To
improve and protect the forest. 2. To secure favorable conditions of
water flows. 3. To furnish a continuous supply oftimber."5
Pinchot's science and Leopold's fieldwork in the East were based on
forests of northern cl imates where most of the woodlands had already
cycled through clearcuttings and replantings, either natural or artificial,
and retained some fertility. No large, wild, difficult-to-reach expanses
remained. The lands were parceled out and speckled with small towns
and occasional metropolitan centers. Wildlife populations had so
dwindled that many people acknowledged that hunting limits were necessary to maintain remaining game populations. Some hunting controls
had already been established, and some sporting groups, such as the
Izaak Walton League and the Boone and Crockett Club, had taken on the
responsibilities of conservation.
When in 1909 Leopold arrived by stagecoach to the Apache National Forest headquarters in Springerville, Arizona Territory, he entered
the Southwest where the land seemed too vast, too rigid, too arid, and
too mountainous for foot travel; the majority of roads too rough for
wagons. Those travelers who wanted to "top out" in the mountains
mounted their steeds, armored in ten-gallon hats, chaps, and boots,
with six-shooters at their sides. 6 Leopold was no exception.
Within days of his arrival, Forest Assistant Leopold selected his
first mount, named Jiminy Hicks, to be followed by a succession of feisty,
lean horses, including Pache, Bluedog, Red Buck, and Polly.? Leopold
longed for the life of a real vaquero, so he took roping lessons and
swaggered around like the cowboys of the area's big cattle companies.
Leopold wrote, "1 conceived a large enthusiasm for the free life of the
cow country, and I admired the mounted cowmen, many of whom were
my friends."8
.
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As much as Leopold enjoyed the cowboy culture, it was the land
that mesmerized him. He wrote in an early poem:

Have you topped the world at Salt House
with the mesas spread below you
A full hundred miles of daisies,
yellow islands in a sea;
Dark blue deeps of threading canyons,
dim blue reach of far-off valley?
Ho, the Salt House Trail in autumn,
it is calling yet to me. 9

Within the diverse landscape of the White Mountains and Blue
Range, trout streams ran clear and full, and an abundance of big game
roamed. In a letter to his father, Leopold tried to entice him to visit:
"This here Blue Range is full of bear, which come out of their holes and
snoop about in Spring. And this here Black River is full of Trout-big
ones-which smell good in a pan at the same season."IO In less than a
month after his arrival at the Apache National Forest, Leopold was looking for a way to establish a game refuge on the Blue River.
Up to this point, the U.S. Forest Service took a laissez-faire attitude
toward the wildlife within its woodland sanctuaries (of course, some
individual~ within its ranks, such as Leopold, did not). The Service would
assist state departments in enforcing their game laws, but only if an
individual forester was so inclined. Leopold's supervisor, John D.
Guthrie, approved of his assistant's innovative refuge project. Yet, since
it was unprecedented and potentially controversial, timber sales, triangulation, grazing disputes, and sowing spruce seed took precedence.
Had Leopold been more astute in his surveying, his Blue Range
refuge might have become a reality. Instead, he wasted many months
assessing and correcting baseline calculations for a reconnaissance of
the Blue Valley. Fighting forest fires and proving himself on another
reconnaissance trip took up more time. He was then transferred before
he could make his refuge a reality. But not before he committed another,
more haunting, mistake.
At that time, the going philosophy among many people of the Southwest was "the only good predator was a dead one."" Predators, such as
grizzlies, cougars, and wolves were considered a menace to game and
livestock. On that first, ill-fated reconnaissance trip, Leopold spotted a
mother wolf ~ith pups and sprayed them with buckshot, a mistake that
haunted him, and which he described nearly forty years later in his Almanac:
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We reached the old wolf in time to watch a fierce green fire dying in her eyes. 1 realized then, and have known ever since, that
there was something new to me in those eyes-something known
only to her and to the mountain. I was young then, and full of
trigger-itch; I thought that because fewer wolf meant more deer,
that no wolves would mean a hunters' paradise. But after seeing
the green fire die, I sensed that neither the wolf nor the mountain agreed with such a view. 12

In 1909, however, Leopold "sensed only a vague uneasiness about the
ethics of this action"-it did not dissuade him from further predator
control. 13 When writing his first foreword to the Almanac, he admitted
he "helped to extirpate the grizzly from the Southwest, and thus played
the role of accessory in an ecological murder," and that he "was able to
rationalize the extermination of the wolfby calling it deer management."14
When Leopold was transferred in 1911 to the Carson National Forest in northern New Mexico, he encountered a far tamer Southwest in
terms of landscape yet a far more aggressive one in terms of people.
Large cattle companies and sheepers' associations had overgrazed the
Carson Range, and they were in active in the ongoing contention between each other and the Forest Service concerning grazing rights. As
the new assistant and then supervisor of the Carson, Leopold felt his
duties "entailed the inauguration of conservative grazing methods on a
million acres of sheep range used by hundreds of not-very-peaceful
Spanish-Americans and Indians."'5 Yet this did not deter Leopold from
the enormity of his task. He stated boldly, "By God, the IndividualAllotment and every other reform we have promised is going to stick-if it
takes a six-shooter to do it."'6
Unfortunately, the long-term, abusive grazing practices had already
wreaked its damage. Enormous gullies scissored the landscape, and areas that once had been forest were transforming into desert. All this
change had affected wildlife populations. "There is practically no game
in this country," he complained to his father. "Of course the sheep have
run out the deer; there are few turkeys, and I saw one place with bearsign. Two elk were seen here two years ago."l7 This environment, deprived of the game he dearly loved, emboldened Leopold to carry out his
self-proclaimed mission-to apply the same scientific principles he used
in forest management to the service of game protection.
While working with the Forest Service in New Mexico, Leopold fell
in love with Maria Alvira Estela Bergere, known as Estella, one New
Mexico's most prominent daughters of the Luna/Otero sheeping empire.
In many ways, Estella personified the Southwest he loved: a woman of
beauty, color, graciousness, culture, music, and family history rooted in
the land.
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Figure I. "The Honeymooners at Mia Casita, Tres Piedras." Courtesy of New Mexico
State Records and Archives, the Bergere Collection, negative no. 21354.

Aldo married Estella in 1912, and throughout the rest of his life she
became due-North for him, the magnetic pole with which he guided the
course of his energies. In one of his love letters to her later in life, he
wrote, "Sometimes, Sweetheart, when I think of everything, I am just
thankful, and when I have you in my arms again, I can't think of anything else or mo!"e that the world could give me."18
Aldo and Estella's life together began smoothly, but before the end
of the honeymoon year, Leopold suffered an attack of nephritis (resulting in a failure of his kidneys) that nearly killed him. Almost a year and
half of rest was necessary for recovery. Leopold read, contemplated,
and strategized. In the fall of 1914, he rejoined the Forest Service in the
Office of Grazing. It was the antipathy of his desires. While Leopold
wanted to decrease grazing to increase wildlife, the office supervisor
was pushing for more revenue from grazing permits.
On 15 January 1915, Leopold took a stand for his ambitions in game
management. He delivered a memo to District Supervisor Arthur Ringland
on how to restore game to District J, proposing that forest rangers should
be paid for their time protecting and managing game animals within the
national forests. 19 Ringland heartily approved of the proposal, but Leon
Kneipp, the representative from the Forest Service's Washington, D.C.
administration, did not. Kneipp felt that it expanded the definition of the
forester too far.
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Figure 2: Deputy Supervisor Leopold at Carson National Forest. Courtesy
University of Wisconsin Archives, negative no. x25 1266.
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Leopold did not give up, nor did Ringland. He transferred Leopold
from the Office of Grazing to a newly created job in public relations.
There Leopold could invest his energies in promoting a new forest "product"-recreation-and under these auspices concentrate on his fish and
game protection efforts.
His first assignment was the Grand Canyon, which at the time wasa
national monument overseen by the Forest Service. At the time, the sight
was dismaying to say the least. Set against the canyon's majesty, tourist
hawkers megaphoned their calls, lights on billboards speckled the dusk,
untreated wastes and uncollected trash putrefied the winds; all were a
lesson in what public appreciation can do to a scenic area without visionary planning. It was Leopold's job, with Forest Supervisor Don P.
Johnston, to create a recreational blueprint to preserve the park's beauty
while encouraging visitors to tour it. Over the next two years, Johnston
and Leopold (with input from others) developed the first comprehensive
management plan for one of the Southwest's most famous treasures.
After this canyon tour of duty, Leopold returned to his original priority, game management. He developed the Forest Service's first Game
and Fish Handbook. Much more, though, was needed-most specifically, the political will to set up effective state systems for game laws
and enforcement. Obviously, Leopold couldn't tackle this alone,. Ordinary citizens would have to get involved, and game protection was not
easily promoted. Leopold had already noted in a ranger meeting at the
Apache National Forest that "This isa new country and it takes time to
get the people to see the benefit of game laws."2o And these ordinary
citizens were not "ordinary" according to any eastern or midwestern
standards. They were as diverse as the southwestern landscape: ranchers, herders, businessmen, professionals, farmers, and laborers of all
different ethnic backgrounds. Some of their families had lived in these
lands for more than a century or two as Spanish colonists, or as Mexicans citizens, or as free Apache or Navajo. Others were relative newcomers, immigrating to escape problems from the Civil War and its
aftermath, or coming over from Texas and lands east of the Mississippi
because they were simply looking for more room and freedom. All were
resistant to any legal or governmental interference.
Though Leopold thrived in this diverse ethnic environment, he often took a "cowboy-like" stance toward the Native Americans he considered poachers because they, still hunted for subsistence. After
describing a typical chase to catch a "meat hunter," (whom he held about
on par with the market game hog), Leopold remarked, "Let he who thinks
he is a pretty good hand in the woods try to catch an Indian."21
Despite the difficulties and complexities of his audience, Leopold
barnstormed throughout the Southwest in the latter half of 1915, with
letters and speeches urging sportsmen to organize game-protection societies to maintain and enrich the Southwest's wildlife populations.
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Through his charismatic presence and persuasion, he convinced these
independent-minded men of the benefits to themselves in conservation.
Leopold was elected secretary of the new Albuquerque Game Protective
Association in October 1915, and, in a domino effect, Taos and
Magdalena soon followed Albuquerque's lead.
In southern New Mexico, Miles W. Burford had plowed the field
already. Burford had organized the hunters and fishers of Silver City
into the Sportsmen's Association a year earlierY By combining their
energies, Leopold and Burford spearheaded the creation of the New
Mexico Game Protective AssoCiation (NMGPA) in March 1916, uniting
the numerous societies that had sprung up across the state. Burford
served as president and Leopold as secretary in charge of "educational
and publicity work."23 Leopold wrote public relations and information
pieces, and. edited and wrote for The Pine Cone (not to be confused with
The Carson Pine Cone, an earlier newsletter initiated by Leopold), a
quarterly NMGPA bulletin that disseminated scientific news on game
trends, articles on game law enforcement, proposals for game refuges,
and opinion essays.
In 1917, the Permanent Wild Life Protection Fund awarded Leopold
and the NMGPA a gold medal for their work to preserve wild species.
This was indeed a notable award since it came from a highly visible
preservationist society that did not believe in hunting. In his acceptance speech, Leopold described the mission to which he had hitched
his star:

To restore to every citizen his inalienable right to know and love
the wild things of his native land ... to educate the moral nature
of each and everyone of New Mexico's half million citizens to
look upon our beneficial birds and animals, not as so much
gunfodder to satisfy his instinctive love of killing, but as irreplaceable works of art, done in life by the Great Artist. 24

Diversity, in both game and non-game species (including songbirds,
but not predators) was a priority.25 To these ambitious ends, the NMGPA
had put forth a three-pronged agenda: to establish and enforce hunting
laws; to establish game refuges (on both the state and national levels);
and to control predators. 26 Leopold urged members to push pol icymakers
and foresters beyond considering game preservation as a "cause" into
that of a "science. "27
In an article titled "Forestry and Game Conservation," published in
the Journal of Forestry in 1918, Leopold advised his colleagues that,
"the American people have already answered, in a vigorous affirmative,
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the question of whether our game shall be conserved .... The time has
come for science to take the floor, prepared to cope with the situation. "28 He outlined his case in specific forestry terms, comparing stand
estimates to game census, type maps to game distribution maps, annual
cut to annual kill, and growing stock with breeding stock. 29
Two years later, Leopold followed with an even more innovative,
significant contribution to the discussion, and to the emerging scientific field of wildlife management. He proposed in the Journal of Forestry that the formula foresters used to estimate the productive capacity
of grazing stock be applied to wildlife populations. Once an accurate
census is made and the breeding capacity predicted, Leopold theorized,
a sustainable percentage, or kill factor, could be deduced for the annual
harvest. The kill factor would have "a different value for each species
and each locality. It automatically takes into account all normal factors
bearing on the productive capacity of the herd, such as secret, illegal
killing, predatory animals, cripples, starvation, and disease. "30
Clearly, Leopold had learned some key lessons in game management
from the land of the Southwest. Formulas derived on eastern woodlots
or game populations could not be applied without exacting customization
to the Southwest and each locality and species within it. And all formulas would have to somehow take into account the various sanctioned
and unsanctioned interactions of other species, both human and non.
Totest his theory, Leopold required much more information. Thus began
his in-depth scientific research into game-management principles. His
first experimental "sample plot" for blacktail deer was set up in what is
now known as the Cibola National Forest. 31
With war in Europe, however, in 1918 the Forest Service had neither
the manpower nor the political will to devote to game management.
Leopold resigned from the Forest Service to serve as the secretary of
Albuquerque's newly organized Chamber of Commerce. He thought he
would have more time for game management, but instead he had less.
Enough momentum, though, had built up in the NMGPA that it no longer
needed him operating the bellows daily, although he maintained active
leadership.
_
The wildlife conservation legacy Leopold helped build in the state
prospered and endured. Over the years, the NMGPA evolved into the
New Mexico Wildlife Conservation Association and then into its present
configuration, the New Mexico Wildlife Federation. The NMGPA and its
descendants can boast that they helped create the state conservation
department and pull it out of the political boxing ring, establish the state's
wildlife refuge system, preserve the state populations of antelope, deer,
elk, trout, and turkey, among other species, and restore various types of
degraded habitats. Probably one of the more telling recent achievements is that the organization has expanded from being composed solely
of hunters and fishers to a group also attracting moderate environmen-
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talists, conservationists, youth, and other concerned citizens. 32
During Leopold's short stint in the Chamber of Commerce, he went
through numerous projects of merit, some having a lasting effect on
Albuquerque. As was his custom, he immediately began a public relations newsletter called Forward Albuquerque. Its masthead intoned:
"A Chamber of Commerce is a Chamber of Citizenship. Its Primary Function is to MAKE THE PUBLIC THINK."33 With it, he prOIpoted his pet
projects, the most notable being the draining of the Rio Grande Valley
for agriculture (which marks the first inkling of the Middle Rio Grande
Conservancy [MRGC]), the hiring of a city planner to design the Civic
Plaza around which all significant public buildings would be built in
Spanish/Indian architecture, and a system of parks and playgrounds
that would "be within walking distance of every home in town."34 Finally, he envisioned the creation of a crowning city park along the Rio
Grande from Central Avenue south to the Barelas Bridge.
The valley was eventually drained (which, as a land management
technique, Leopold later reconsidered), but a city planner was not hired
until a decade later, delaying the construction of Civic Plaza and the
system of neighborhood parks. At least thirteen tracts; totaling thirtyseven acres, were given over in response to Leopold's call for land donations for the main city park. Leopold solicited five more and planned
the construction of a small lake "to complete the largest city playground
between Denver and the coast."35
Not all the lands were donated in the end, but the Rio Grande City
Park did emerge, complete with lake, tennis courts, swimming pool, zoo,
and the Barelas community center. The park now sits sandwiched between the Albuquerque Country Club to the north and the Barelas neighborhoods to the south. Ironically, many of the park's features that
Leopold proposed are named after Clyde Tingley-a well-known contemporary who became mayor in the late 1920s, and then governor, and
eventually a congressman. As Tingley gained political clout, he garnered the public approval necessary to complete some of the project's
plans in the years after Leopold left the state.
The Rio Grande City Park may not be Leopold's only green bequeathal
to the city. Much of the land that composes the Rio Grande Valley State
Park, which lines the northern reaches of the city's stretch of the river,
are actually owned by the city and the Middle Rio Grande Conservancy.
The city and MRGC began buying up these riverside lands in the late
1920s. This park, too, may be part of the Leopold/Tingley legacy.36
As considerable as Leopold's ambitions for the city ofAlbuquerque
were, what is most interesting about them is how they display the full
extent to which the lands and people of New Mexico had already settled
into his psyche. He was striving to integrate what he saw as the best
parts of the area's cultures (in terms of architecture and community life)
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and landscapes into an ideal modern city, poised for the future: a city
based on diversity and what he termed "public spirit," which he described in one sense as "intelligent unselfishness in action."37
'
Leopold left the Chamber of Commerce in 1919 partly because of
frustration over the lack of public spirit and the shortsightedness of a
number of its members. 'He returned to the U.S. Forest Service, this time
as the Chief of Operations, the second highest position in District 3. He
was responsible for the inspection of everything from .the fire stations
to the outhouses.
On one of his first excursions, Leopold toured southwestern New
Mexico's Datil Forest and encountered the untrammeled wilds embracing the Gila River-one of the last undeveloped places in the Southwest. Trout in the fresh flowing Gila lured him from his checkpoints. As
he fished away one August Sunday, Leopold found himself wishing the
Gila could be permanently preserved from further "improvements"-:" a
wilderness plan in the making. 38 Primitive areas existed in the national
forests, but they were not protected in any long-term way. Leopold's
idea was radical and timely. Another forester, Arthur Carhart, was thinking in a similar way about preserving the area around Trappers Lake in
the White River National Forest. Teaming their efforts, Leopold and
Carhart formulated the rationale and policies necessary for success.
With the same enthusiastic tenacity he had applied to game management, Leopoldtackled the "wilderness area idea. "39 He wrote article after
article, speech after speech. He defined his concept of a wild area setaside as "a continuous stretch of country preserved in its natural state,
open to lawful hunting and fishing, big enough to absorb a two week's
pack trip, and kept devoid of roads, artificial trails, cottages, or other
works of man."40 Initially, he justified wilderness areas as essential to
serving the public's wide variety of recreational needs. As his idea matured, however, a convergence occurred between his wildlife management concepts and those of wilderness. Just as habitats had to be saved,
. so did samples of the land in their integrity. For as much as wildlife
populations required study, so did the land itself.
The more Leopold inspected the forested lands of the Southwest,
the deeper he came to know the nature and the state of peril they were in.
The native grasses protecting the soil had been trodden, trampled, and
chewed to the roots by grazing livestock. Clearcutting had stripped the
woods bare. The soil had been scoured away by the wind or flushed out
by rains. In the Apache National Forest, along his beloved Blue River,
90 percent of the topsoil had been washed off. Out of the thirty forests
Leopold examined in his years as Chief of Operations, twenty-seven
were severely damaged by erosion. Leopold wr,ote: "One day ... we
came home with cakes of mud a quarter of an inch thick surrounding our
eyes-stuff that had blown into our eyes and was 'teared' out so you
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had to pull off the lumps every few minutes."4!
Leopold's reaction came swift and sure. He jumped head first into a
study of soil loss and conservation, reading everything he could find,
making extensive field notations (including fire scars on trees), and consulting experts. Leopold compiled a Watershed Handbook for the Forest
Service that outlined signs of degradation and methods of prevention·
and physical remediation. He envisioned the manual as the first section
of a new "Lands Handbook," that would "extend and supersede the
present 'Uses Handbook. "'42 He noted how attention to watersheds was
even more necessary in a land where water was scarce:
Every acre of the National Forest in the Southwestern District
drains into rivers important to irrigation or basins where underground waters are important. Conservation of watershed values
thereof ranks with protection and timber products as one of the
three primary functions of the Forest Service in this District. 43
Through his studies of soil loss, Leopold began to see the relationships between fire, grazing, vegetation, climate, and wildlife histories.
"In short," he wrote, "a century of fires without grazing did not spoil the
Sapello [watershed in the Gila National Forest], but a decade of grazing
without fires ruined it. ... "44 It became painfully clear that the US Forest
Service policies on grazing, logging, and fire prevention, created on
European and eastern models, were inappropriate for the fragile, desert,
and semi-desert conditions of the Southwest. 45 The extremity of the
climate and soils had stretched the policies to their point of self-destruction, laying bare the land's workings. In an essay titled "Grass,
Brush, Timber, Fire in Southern Arizona," Leopold observed that as'foresters they had always assumed that fires were worse than erosion from
grazing. "In making this assumption," he stated, "we have ... rejected
the plain story written on the face of Nature. "46
Though he identified grazing as a major culprit (along with removing timber and brush) in the erosion equation, he was aware of how tied
the Southwest's economy was to cattle and sheep, and he sympathized
with stock owners. He almost had to side with them since Estella's uncle,
Solomon Luna, was the head of a sheepers kingdom, or as Leopold called
him: "a kind of king to New Mexico."47 And Leopold knew the power of
ranchers. To improve or even maintain the conditions of the forest ranges,
Leopold knew he would have to achieve the cooperation of stock owners and farmers, foresters and extension agents in the field, state and
federal agencies, and local water municipalities. He consistently supported the Forest Service's decision to allow grazing on most all ranges
(except fragile canyons and those ranges severely overgrazed), but he
stipulated that the carrier of each grazing permit meet the responsibili-
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ties of caring for the range so the grazing did not "destroy greater value
than it creates."48
In weighing the competing values between public resource protection and individual use, Leopold began to theorize on the ethical implications. The loss of soil "is not an act of God; on the contrary," he
stated, "it is the direct result of our own misuse of the country we are
trying to improve. "49 Perhaps had Leopold been a forester in the East or
the North, where moisture and fertility could cover the interworkings of
the land and its fragility, he may never have come to the conclusions he
did. Indeed, it was the Southwest that called him. Leopold made the
intellectual leap from seeing the land as a compilation of elements to an
organism of many parts and interconnections. In his 1923 essay, "Some
Fundamentals of Conservation in the Southwest," he wrote:

Possibly, in our intuitive perceptions ... we realize the indivisibility of the earth ... and respect it collectively not only as a
useful servant but as a living being, vastly less alive than ourselves ,in degree, but vastly greater than ourselves in time and
space-a being that was old when the morning stars sang together, and, when the last of us ~as been gathered unto his
fathers, will still be young. 50

Leopold then pondered whether the earth had been made specifically for
human use or for some other unknowable purposes: "It just occurs to me
... that God started his show a good many million years before he had
any men for [an] audience-a sad waste of both actors and music~and
in answer to both, that it is just barely possible that God himself likes to
hear birds sing and see flowers grow."51
As Leopold's knowledge of the Southwest had matured, 'so had his
respect for its native people. He wrote: "Five races-five cultureshave flourished here. We may truthfully say of our four predecessors
tliat they left the earth alive, undamaged. Is it possibly a proper question for us to consider what the sixth shall say about US?"52
Leopold addressed and was pursued by questions about land use
and moral obligation the rest of his years. His prevailing philosophical
quest was to understand how to live on the land without spoiling it.
In May 1924, Leopold left New Mexico for a new position with the
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest p'roducts Laboratory in Madison, Wisconsin. Five days after his departure, Leopold's
proposal for a Gila Wilderness Area was approved-the first of its kind
in the National Forest System. This was a momentous step for the Forest
Service and for America. Forty years later, the event was expanded and
made permanent in the National Wilderness Act of 1964. Today, nearly
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seventy-five years later, more than 550 wilderness areas exist in fortyfour states, encompassing over 95 million acres. The wilderness area
idea has grown in popularity and use each year. 53
Though Leopold had left New Mexico physically, he had not emotionally. He continued to work with some friends in the state on his
scientific studies of the southwestern game fields. The updates Leopold
received saddened him. His game management practices had been put
into place in the Gila, including those of predator control. He described
the results in his original foreword to A Sand County Almanac:

I had to learn the hard way that excessive multiplication is a far
deadlier enemy to deer than any wolf. ... [T]he Gila deer herd,
by then wolfJess and all but lionless, soon multiplied beyond all
reason, and by 1924 the deer had so eaten out the range that
reduction of the herd was imperative. Here my sin against the
wolves caught up with me. The Forest Service ... ordered the
construction of a new road splitting my wilderness area in two,
so that hunters might have access to the top-heavy deer herd ..
. . I was hoist of my own petard. 54

The land, a strict but unbiased taskmaster, had forced Leopold to
see that his youthful view of predator control was in direct opposition
to his aims for wildlife management, wilderness preservation, and land
health. And all were in direct confirmation of h is thesis that the land is
one. (Leopold would be happy to hear that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service recently reintroduced the Mexican wolf to his beloved Blue
Range, which is in proximity to the Gila andAldo Leopold National Wilderness Areas.)
Leopold's years in Wisconsin seasoned his understanding and articulation of this concept. In "The Round River," an essay from one of
his Wisconsin hunting journals, he stated:

Harmony with the land is like harmony with a friend: you cannot
cherish his right hand and chop off his left. That is to say, you
can not love game and hate predators; you cannot conserve the
waters and waste the ranges; you cannot build the forest and
mine the farm. The land is one organism .... If the land mechanism as a whole is good, then every part is good, whether we
understand it or not. 55

By land, Leopold meant "all things on, over, or in the earth."56 His
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thinking culminated with a philosophy of respect for all members of the
land community, and his Land Ethic: "A thing is right when it tends to
preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is
wrong when it tends otherwise."
Leopold had come a long way since his first ride on Jiminy Hicks.
Though these words were not written while he was in the Southwest, the
groundwork for their insights had. been laid thereY The stark complexities of this arid land had etched lines across his psyche-lines so deep
and interconnected that he would only come to understand them in the
last years of his life while he was preparing the manuscript for A Sand
County Almanac. In the Almanac, Leopold was able to sum up philosophical gleanings that had ripened to gold. In a rich blend of personal
and natural history essays, he wrote about all he had learned of the land
and people and their relation to each other.
Only a few days after hearing that his manuscript was accepted for
publication, Leopold died. That was fifty years ago, 21 April 1948. It
seems fitting then, in noting the anniversary of the passing of Aldo
Leopold, that we ponder the lessons the land taught him, and perhaps
consider for ourselves what the Land of Enchantment has to teach us.
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mobile trails, motorized portages, and lakes with motor use. In other places, those
benefiting from logging, mining, grazing, and tourist development are seeking to
"unlock" these resources for "wise use."
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The Spiritual World ofFranc Johnson
Newcomb
PATRICIA FOGELMAN LANGE

Eight months after New Mexico attained statehood iri 19.12, Franc Lynette
(nee Johnson) Newcomb (1887-1970), an Anglo-American, came west
by railroad to teach at the Navajo Indian boarding school in Fort Defiance, Arizona. She became known as an Indian trader's wife and was
eventually recognized within academic circles as a scholar and writer on
Navajo religious ceremonials. Newcomb's documentation of Navajo art
and culture-writing, lecturing, or reproducing ritual sandpaintings onto
a two-dimensional painted surface-made a significant impact on Southwestern studies.
Although Newcomb's name has been linked with other women anthropologists intrigued by the "otherness" of the Southwest's indigenous people, little has been written about her. Newcomb's career was
shaped and etched by her experiences living on the Navajo Reservation,
but her accomplishments remain relatively marginalized.! The purpose.
of this paper is to unfold Franc Johnson Newcomb's life, fieldwork, creativity, and numerous written contributions to Southwestern anthropological and ethnographic literature.
Newcomb was born in 1887 and grew up in the small Wisconsin town
of Tunnel City.2 The youngest child of a working-class family, she was
named after her father Frank Lewis Johnson; an architect who died when
she was three years old. Her father sometimes called her Frances or
Frankie, but she later changed her name to Frances (although she signed
Franc on much of her work). After her father's death, her mother, 'Priscilla
Woodard Johnson, taught school to support her three young childrenPatricia Fogelman Lange has a Ph.D. in Art and Culture from New York University. She was a Research Curator for The Morton H. Sachs Collection of Franc
Newcomb Sandpaintings and Papers and is currently a Research Associate at the
Museum of Indian Arts and Culture/Laboratory of Anthropology in Santa Fe.
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Ella, Raymond, and Franc. Her mother died ten years later. Apparently,
Franc developed a strong sense of self from her mother to the extent that
she and her older sister, Ella, continued with their education, attending
a Normal School, which was equivalent of a teacher's college. This enabled them to obtain teaching positions paying a meager fifteen dollars
per month while living with a nearby German family.
A distant relative named "Auntie" Davenport, teaching in Wagon
Mound, New Mexico, wrote and encouraged these strong, adyenturesome young women to embrace the sparseness of the West. They followed in the footsteps of others who harbored romantic fantasies of
traveling to the Wild West, which as art historian Patricia Trenton wrote:

In contrast to the East, the West was unhampered by tradition
and social hierarchy. Western women thus had more freedom
than their Eastern counterparts in almost every sphere of creative endeavor, and they pushed the boundaries of their gender
farther and at a more rapid rate. 3

Perhaps the sisters thought the West offered a wonderful opportunity to experience this freedom and to earn a sufficient income. They
passed civil service licensing exams permitting Ella to receive a teaching
position in Steamboat Springs, Colorado, and Franc in Fort Defiance,
Arizona. Franc arrived in Gallup, New Mexico on a hot 12 August 1912
to her new home where she taught primary grades at the nearby Fort
Defiance Navajo boarding school. Directly outside the gate of Fort Defiance stood a Catholic Church and two trading posts. One was a long
white store with a red warehouse owned by the traders Lew and Clara
Sabin, while on the other side of the road stood a grey stone building
managed by Arthur John Newcomb, or A.J., as he was affectionately
known.
It was here that Franc Johnson and A.J. Newcomb met and would
marry in less than two years. A.J. (1891-1948) had come west from Des
Moines, Iowa with his two older brothers Earle and Charlie between
1910 and 1911. 4 After Franc and A.J. became acquainted, they uncovered a mutual sense of humor and similar attraction to Navajo culture, as
well as a fascination with sandpaintings-the ritual designs singers or
medicine men created with colored sand during healing ceremonies. s
Their compatibility blossomed into a relationship, but, as was common
practice at this time, her teaching contract forbad marriage.
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Franc Johnson Newcomb on "Billy" (A.J.'s horse), 1913-1914. She was a fine
horsewoman. Photograph courtesy of Priscilla Newcomb Thompson.

In the winter of 19 13-1914, the Newcombs obtained half interest in
the Blue Point Trading Post from the Manning and Maple Wholesale
Company in Gallup.6 A.J. was the youngest man to qualify (twenty-two
years old at the time) for a post placing him at the bottom of the list held
by C.C. Manning as part of an arrangement to relocate men to the Southwest. As a result, he received the most inaccessible and primitive post
on the Navajo Reservation with brother Earle as his assistant. 7 The Blue
Point Trading Post was located fifty-two miles north of Gallup, seventy-two miles south of Farmington, and approximately six miles south-
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east of the region known as Two Grey Hills. 8 Roads in the area were
impassable during inclement weather and under optimum conditions;
Gallup was a three to five day wagon trip. It was a stark environment to
which inhabitants learned.toadjust. Today, the paved main road remains
remote and isolated yet hauntingly beautiful. With Franc's financial assistance, A.J. renovated the post, adding a new roof and cement floor
for the trade room and living quarters.
Aftertheir marriage in June 1914, the wagon ride between Fort Defiance and the post located on the New Mexico portion of the Navajo
Reservation served as their honeymoon trip. Without gas, electricity, or
running water, desert life was simple but harsh. As the post became the
central hub of their surrounding Navajo community, the Newcombs became cultural mediators between their neighbors and the outside world.
Franc Newcomb assumed the typical role of a hard-working trader's
wife, and by the summer of 1915, their many invited, as well as uninvited
visitors, created aneed for additional rooms beyond their original quarters. 9 Her responsibilities increased as she provided food and facilities
for travelers, whether on horseback or in chauffeured touring cars. Over
time, prominent guests such as European royalty and government officials visited the post. One such couple was Mr. and Mrs. King C. Gillette
of the Gillette Razor Company who, with a group of friends en route to
Mesa Verde National Park, dropped in between 1919-1920. When they
saw the "Whirling Log" rug that Navajo leader Hosteen Klah was weaving, they immediately wished to purchase it. A.J. convinced them to
wait several months so it could be displayed at the upcoming Navajo
Ceremonial in Gallup. Mrs. Gillette was so pleased with the rug that she
ordered two more. 10 At another time, Newcomb received an unexpected
visit from the Swedish Crown Prince Gustaf Adolf and Crown Princess
Louisa in 1926. Franc was notified one morning by a reporter that the
prince and his retinue of twenty would be at the post in two hours for
lunch. Indicative of her ability to handle a difficult situation, she prepared a fine meal on short notice served on her best tableware. liOn yet
another occasion, in response to a government request from officials in
Washington, D.C., the Newcombs provided escort services to a Navajo
ceremony, as well as sleeping accommodations for a British Lord and
Lady.12 Busy working at the post and providing for the needs of guests,
the energetic Newcomb gave birth to daughter Lynette in 1918, followed
by Priscilla in 1923.
The Newcomb family lived at the post from 1914 until 9 May 1936,
when a fire destroyed the structure. With the assistance of Navajo
friends, it was rebuilt at the year's end, but the new quarters were considerably reduced. Priscilla Newcomb Thompson remembered her parents saying they were starting over with a similar space to what they
had in 1914. Eventually, the trading post was sold in the mid-1940s and
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Newcomb standing next to her car on the Navajo Resevation (date unknown).
Photograph courtesy of The Morton H. Sachs Collection of Franc Newcomb
Sandpaintings and Papers.

A.J. died shortly thereafter in 1948. Harriet Manuelito Williams, recently
remarked, "The Navajos still miss the Newcombs and [say] that Dad
[A.J.] was the best trader they ever had."13Newcomb's role as cultural
broker and trader eventually allowed her to to obtain a: broader understanding of Navajo culture.
The 1890s witnessed deviations from traditional gendered norms.
Women outsiders such as Newcomb, and later LauraA. Armer, intrigued
by Navajo culture, were encouraged by friends or family to immerse
themselves and transpose Navajo sandpaintings or drypaintings onto
the two-dimensional surface of paper or poster board with watercolor
paints. 14 Conventionally, men such as Washington Matthews, James
Stevenson, Edward S. Curtis, and Alfred M. Tozzer studied and published on Navajo culture priorto Newcomb. IS Women, including Louisa
Wade Wetherill and the Boston aristocrat, Mary Cabot Wheelwright,
collected Navajo art and recorded Navajo legends.
It was anhis time that Franc Newcomb's spiritual awareness and
intense interest in Navajo religion began to evolve. Her unique ability to
memorize sandpainting symbols, placement, and color enabled her to
transcend traditional gendered roles. She became a strong, multi-dimensional woman. 16 With the assistance of Navajo singers, she subsequently translat~d or reproduced three-dimensional ritual sandpaintings
into a remarkable two-dimensional painting genre, generating more ren~erings than any previous individual. Her involvement in documenting
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reproductions sparked intense feelings towards Navajo religion. In fact,
Marjorie Lambert in a 1996 interview said of Newcomb: "She just thought
that the religion of the Navajos was absolutely what everyone should
believe in."
Newcomb's introduction to fieldwork as an ethnographer and artist
developed through her closeness to the surrounding Navajo community
but particularly due to her friendship with Hosteen Klah (1867-1937).11
This association opened up a world of serious scholarship that Newcomb
accepted with great enthusiasm. The progressive Klah was the first to
welcome AJ. and later Franc Newcomb, as he helped them understand
and become integrated into Navajo society. He was one of the most
renowned and respected singers, proficient in several ceremonies including Nightway, Chiricahua Windway, Hailway, and portions of others. IS Klah was considered a great man of his tribe. Shortly afterthe
Necombs' marriage, he invited Franc to attend his healing ceremony
with its accompanying complex and lengthy rituals and sandpaintings,
stimulating a deep new interest that obsessed her throughout her life.
Her desire to engage in ethnographic documentation was further sparked
by the visit of J. Walter Fewkes from the Smithsonian Institution who,
by chance, stopped at the post towards the end of Klah's first major
Yeibeichai or Nightway Ceremony. When Fewkes learned of the ceremony, he asked to remain with the Newcombs until its conclusion. According to the thinking of the time, he said to Newcomb, "'You are living
now among a primitive people whose culture has been little affected by
contact with white people. You have a golden opportunity to record
their customs and their religion along with the symbolism.'''19
Although it was with difficulty that Newcomb initially gained entry
to ceremonies due to her ethnicity, she was aided by a Navajo tradition
that viewed outsiders as a source of potential good. 20 As she crossed
cultural boundaries, she became the lone female outsider among many
Navajo. To quote Newcomb, "recording Navaho symbolism was a project
no white person had ever been able to undertake. "21
Her degree of full-time cultural participation was significantly more
intense and richer than for most anthropologists who returned for several weeks or months each year to conduct their research. The more
ceremonies she attended, the more accepted she became. She apprenticed as a singer, learned chants and prayers, and eventually refined her
specialized skills to become a remarkable source of knowledge to native
people and outside scholars. Years later, according to Priscilla, when
Newcomb was recovering from a prolonged illness, a group of Navajo
medicine men traveled to her sick bed in Albuquerque to discuss her
understanding a vanishing Navajo ritualY
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The Newcombs' Navajo neighbors in front of the Post Off(ce in Newcomb,
New Mexico. Caption in Newcomb's handwriting: (left to right) Hosteen Klah,
Hozhun Hatile, his mother and father, and an assistant. Photograph courtesy of
The Morton H. Sachs Collection of Franc Newcomb Sandpaintings and Papers.

Klah had been concerned for years that fewer Navajo children were
apprenticing to medicine men, the result of their receiving a Western
education. Traditionally a young child between seven and nine years
old lived with a singer, learning the necessary chants, herbal remedies,
and rituals to become a sandpainter. Already in his fifties when he met
Newcomb, Klah had no assistant and was distressed that his life might
end without transferring his knowledge to a successor. Noting her intense fascination in ritual ceremony, Klah assumed the role of tutor as
she became his student at thirty years of age. 23 Although 'previously
adopted into Klah's clan, she now had to be purified in a blessing ceremony. When her middle class, Anglo standards could not be overcome,
and modesty prevented her from baring herself in front of others as was
the Navajo custom, she substituted a sheer blouse permitting Klah to
perform the ceremony.24
When Newcomb presented her first ceremonial sketch to her husband, he expressed concern that this image might create a conflict between them and their Navajo friends ifits content violated Navajo cultural
taboos. She did not destroy the work but instead sought Klah's advice,
who felt no harm would arise ill her creating drawings or paintings trans':
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lated from her mind's eye, since Navajo philosophy espouses the conceptthat whatever is in your mind belongs to you. The accumulation of
knowledge was perceived as the paramount virtue within Navajo tradition-the only true human' posseS.sion.
Having had little training memorizing these new symbols and their
formal relationships to one another, Newcomb described her first attempt at a'ceremonial drawing:

When the rites had ended and I had time to try putting these
designs on paper, I found that my mental pictures were a jumble
of rainbows, crossed logs, tall corn, and medicine bags ... When
Klah saw me at the hopeless task of drawing these first sand
paintings, he asked if! would like to have him paint them for me.
I was delighted ...Klah worked with the pencils and I with the
paints. When two figures were alike, he drew one and I copied it
for the other. He made the intricate designs and I drew the rainbows and the plants. 25

This reciprocity became germane to both Newcomb and Klah for
they both feared the imminent loss of Navajo culture. Since Klah was an
important singer, his acceptance of Newcomb's re-presentations on paper influenced other medicine men to accept her work. Mary Wheelwright confirmed Newcomb's acceptance in the Preface to Klah's
Creation Myth when she said, "All the community ofNava [later called
Newcomb] finally became interested in helping us and took pride in the
completeness of our knowledge and would show off Mrs. Newcomb's
knowledge of sandpaintings to visiting Medicine Men.,,26
.
Early in her career, her collection of reproductions of sandpaintings
began to attract the attention of scholars of Navajo culture. One such
scholar was Wendell Bush of Columbia University who traveled to the
region and was sufficiently impressed with their quality to purchase
thirty ofN ewcomb 's paintings in 1929 Y Bush realized the importance of
Newcomb's research and obtained a small research grant from Columbia
enabling her to continue her work. 28 After Newcomb's recovery from a
flu epidemic, Klah grew concerned that her illness was the result of her
exposure to sandpainting ceremonies and powerful prayers. With much
discussion, Klah and Newcomb finally agreed to his performing a Blessing Chant. When word of this ceremony over a white woman spread
throughout the reservation, Newcomb believed "from that time on I was
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regarded as a member qf the Navaho tribe. Whenever I desired to witness a sandpainting or a healing rite on any part of the Reservation,
even among Indians I had never seen before, all I needed to say to gain
entrance was, 'I have had a ceremony.'''29
AJ. supported her unconventional scholarly pursuits, an unusual
role for men at this time. 30 In fact, his role as trader and her career as
ethnographer overlapped when he acted as translator, since her command of the Navajo language was not as proficient. In addition, A.J.
played a significant role in her chosen profession, according to Priscilla,
by supporting Franc's needs with transportation and supplies when she
was invited to attend a one or multi-day ceremony. He contributed towards her flexibility to combine family and career that included traveling
at a moment's notice, often staying a few days to more than a week at a
ceremony. The fact that the Newcombs had the live-in household help
of young Navajo women was a great asset in both housework and child
care.
Harsh and rugged field conditions were the norm in this region for
anyone traveling about, but such obstacles did not deter Newcomb due
to her great strength and determination. At times, dust storms would
arise, dirt roads would be rough, muddy, or washed out. At first, she
rode horseback to nearby ceremonies, but others were as far away as
Arizona, and this distance presented problems. Since no one was encouraged to travel after dark due to evil spirits that roamed in the darkness, a car became a necessity. As a result, Priscilla, who frequently
accompanied her, claimed her mother ruined a car per year on back country roads. While away, whether alone or accompanied by her young
daughters, Newcomb would sleep in the car, on the floor of a tent, or in
a shed provided by the medicine man. After sitting for hours inside the
ceremonial hogan, Newcomb drew what she recollected onc.e the essence of the original sandpainting was absorbed by the patient, taken
apart, and returned to the earth after sun down.' During multi-day ceremonies, she spent nights sketching so that she would not transpose
symbolic elements from one dhy's sketch onto the next day's drawing.
Field conditions remained tugged for Newcomb as she indicated in a
1950 letter to Mary Cabot Wh1eelwright, who at times, subsidized her
collection of information or ritJal
items and expected Newcomb to work
\
exclusively for her: 31

This has been a week of collecting under difficulties-first no
interpreter-next I went 16 miles every morning to the hoghan
[hogan] of Joe Salago and worked in an old dry brush shelterwith your blanket tied above us for shed [shadel-The fore-
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noons were nice, but the wind came up about two oclock and
dust swirled occasionally-so my papers went every whereand my eyes hurt. 32

In her fierce determination and interest in learning about
sandpaintings, Newcomb devised strategies and methodologies to aid
in her acsension from amateur to professional ethnographer status. Over
time, she learned Navajo, developed a remarkable memory for symbol
and color placement, as well as improved eye-hand coordination in her
drawings and paintings. According to her daughter Priscilla, Franc
Newcomb possessed a photographic memory.33 As a young girl, Newcomb
spent a great deal of time with her grandfather who insisted upon her
reading the Bible with him. If she made a mistake, he would strike her
with his cane-an unfortunate method of teaching but one that had its
rewards. She thus memorized the intricacies of Navajo sandpaintings in
order to paint her interpretation as accurately as possible while maintaining the necessary inaccuracies. Her continued devotion to the pursuit of Navajo ceremonial life suggests an internal syncretism of this
non-Western world view within her being. This devotion served to open
a variety of relationships with other scholars interested in Navajo culture.
Newcomb was not formally trained as an anthropologist, ethnographer, or artist. She possessed neither the social standing of Mary Cabot
Wheelwright, a wealthy Boston socialite and founder of the Museum of
Navajo Ceremonial Arts (now known as the Wheelwright Museum of the
American Indian in Santa Fe) or the academic credentials of the anthropologist Gladys Reichard, who returned yearly to the Southwest. Despite her apparent lack of formal training, Newcomb developed long-term
relationships with both women. She first met Wheelwright in 1923 at the
second Gallup Inter-tribal Ceremonial, where Wheelwright purchased
Klah's second tapestry rug. She met Reichard about the same time. 34
Wheelwright was intrigued with Navajo culture and hired Newcomb
as a collector of information in the eastern quadrant of the Reservation. 35 She often stayed at the Newcomb post or camped with one of her
guides, Jack Lambert, while observing ceremonies or collecting legends.
Sometimes, Wheelwright hired Newcomb for her ethnographic services
or hired both Newcombs as coordinators in escorting Klah to her Maine
summer home or to her home in Alcalde, New Mexico. 36
Reichard went on to write the impressive Navaho Religion, as well
as other publications, while Wheelwright released several publications
and created a museum that eventually carried her name. Overshadowed
by her eastern associates' education, finances, affiliations with publishers, and network among male scholars, Newcomb's work never received
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Caption in Newcomb's handwriting: Grandma Klah's family-Klah, Ahdesbah
and her three daughters, Mrs. Sam, Mrs. Jim, Daisy and son, and grandaughter Lucy
Hapaha. Photograph courtesy of The Morton H. Sachs Collection of Franc Newcomb
Sandpaintings and Papers.

its due recognition. 37 In an interesting analogy, anthropologist Louise
Lamphere states that Reichard's work was overshadowed by influential
scholars such as Clyde Kluckhohn in his major ethnographic work on
Navajo culture and Father Berard Haile's work on Navajo myths.
Lamphere belreves that Reichard's work was undervalued throughout
her life. She only achieved recognition fifteen years after her death in
1955. 38 Clearly' gender played a significant role, giving men's work more
weight and recognition than women's.
Inevitably, the closeness of people with similar interests fosters the
exchange of information. This was true for Newcomb who generously
volunteered her knowledge to Wheelwright and Reichard, 'rhich provided additional interpretation for their work. Newcomb and Reichard
collaborated on the publication Sandpaintings of the Navajo Shooting
Chant, while Newcomb and Wheelwright collaborated with Stanley
Fishier on A Study ofNavajo Symbolism. 39 Priscilla revealed that Wheelwright freely obtained a significant amount of material on sandpaintings
from Newcomb, "almost too freely," which may indicate that Newcomb
essentially gave away the ritual information and many drawings and
paintings that Wheelwright incorporated into her publications. For example, Wheelwright's Great Star and Coyote Chant contained twentytwo serigraph color plates created by the artist Louie Ewing and carried
an acknowledgment on the title page as having based his work on the
sand paintings recorded by Franc]. Newcomb. 40 Later, in a description
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of thirteen of these paintings, Newcomb was acknowledged for her contribution of collecting and reproducing these paintings on paper. At
another time, Wheelwright re-wrote the Navajo emergence myth collected by Father Haile and once again, Ewing serigraphed six of thirteen
color plates from Newcomb'ssandpaintings, and, accompanying de scriptions. 41 Other publications, such as the New Mexico Folklore Record,
followed this pattern whereby Newcomb's paintings were easily copied
and translated into engravings. Acknowledgments stated, "From The
Collection of Franc J. Newcomb," which suggested that Newcomb had
merely collected the art as opposed to having actually collected the
information and then created the paintings. 42
Other scholars, including Leland Wyman, corresponded with
Newcomb to obtain ceremonial information and use her paintings in his
publications. For example, in a 1954 letter, Wyman wrote to Newcomb
that Bollingen Publishing Company was sending her a check for her
paintings, and that he would like to study her "sketch of the corn and
birds." In the same letter, he requested Newcomb's notebook containing
her notes on one of the great Beautyway chanters. Several years later, in
1959, when Wyman began his study of the Wind Chant, he wrote
Newcomb that he was interested in any of her paintings not already in
New York or Santa Fe. 43 After studying many of her paintings and obtaining information from her and Kenneth Foster, Director of the Navajo
Museum of Ceremonial Art, Wyman published his manuscript The Red
Antway oj the Navaho and dedicated it to Newcomb. 44 In Southwest
Indian Dry Painting, he used a number of her signed paintings from the
Wheelwright Collection with no credit line to Newcomb. 45
Newcomb's classroom and fieldwork for thirty-five years was the
spiritual world of Navajo ceremonies. Her personal collection of over
800 works, entitled "The Morton H. Sachs Collection of Franc Johnson
Newcomb Sandpaintings and Papers," is currently housed at the Museum of Indian Arts and Culture/Laboratory ofAnthropology, Santa Fe,
New Mexico. Her hundreds of drawings and paintings based upon these
ceremonies are located in a number of other public institutions, including: the Bush Collection at Columbia University, New York; the Museum
of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff; and the Wheelwright Museum of the
American Indian, in Santa Fe; as well as various private collections.
They document the healing, initiation, or blessing ceremonies of the
Navajo while providing insight into the complexity of the Navajo, philosophic and religious belief systems.
.
. Newcomb observed the details of each ritual painting in terms of
line, color, and placement of features, in the same manner as Navajo
singers who practice their hand and memory skills over many years. The
slightest shift of color in spirit beings can indicate a male or female
version of the same chantway. Newcomb's drawings and paintings are
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Franc Johnson Newcomb lecturing from her large sandpaintings. Photograph
courtesy of The Morton H. Sachs Collection of Franc Newcomb Sandpaintings and
'Papers . .

reproductions of ceremonial symbols, human, animal, plant, and cosmological images related to cr.eation stories and legends. Composed oftiny
sketches and ranging to large paintings, her collection contains male
and female branches and sub-groups from twenty-four chantways. Her
earliest painting, dated 1923, is from the Shooting Chant and the last
from the Plumeway collected in 1934 but drawn in 1959 (many works
were drawn or painted at a later date). Each work is either unsigned or
possesses anyone of a number of signatures, such as F.L. Newcomb,
Franc Newcomb, Frances Newcomb, F.J. Newcomb, Franc J. Newcomb,
or Franc Johnson Newcomb. Occasionally, a reference to the singer who
conducted the ceremony is included in the hand-written or typed descriptions attached to the back of some works. Some chantways have
become obsolete or are rarely used today.
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She utilized brown wrapping paper froin the trading post and colored pencils for many works and later managed to obtain opaque water
color paints, crayons, and various colored boards. Like many artists,
she sketched on anything-either lined note pads, cardboard, or the
back of correspondence. She simulated as closely as possible in two
dimensions what she initially observed in three. Paintings were never
exactly the same even when she duplicated them for museum collections. 46 Ultimately, as happens in an oral tradition, some of her paintings
have become the only extant example of particular ceremonies.
Each ritual sandpainting is formed with colored sand held and poured
between the thumb and forefinger by a singer or helpers; often a singer
has a number of assistants creating a painting which can take several
hours. The ability to create intricate details such as fine lines and delicate color changes requires a steady h.and and great accuracy. Sand is
obtained along with natural materials, such as ground sandstone and
mixed with other colored sands, mica, or charcoal to attain primary pigments of red, yellow, and blue. White and black are then added to the
palette to create secondary colors of brown, pink, and grey. The background of a ritual painting is tan sand often one to two inches deep to
level out the ground. At times, mountains are built as high as twelve
inches. During the ceremony, Newcomb wrote that "the medicine-man
picks up sand from each of the colored symbols and presses this sand to
the body of the patient. In this way, the power and perfection of the
objects symbolized are transferred to the patient to give him strength
and bodily perfection."47 In some instances, designs move outward from
the center emblem. There are three different types of compositionsradial, linear, or an extended center. Radial or circular paintings are in the
form of a Greek cross. Linear works have symbols on bars in rows, and
the extended center displays a central location such as a pool or mountain where the action occurred. 48
Beginning in 1931 and continuing until her death, the determined
and self-taught Newcomb, published poetry, articles, and books on Navajo culture either by herself or in conjunction with other scholars. She
lectured publically and was interviewed on radio where she shared her
experiences and knowledge with popular and scholarly audiences. She
experimented with rhyming poetry writing on familiar subjects in the
stylized manner of her times. 49 These works provided another creative
outlet contributing to her individual growth. In 1939, Newcomb painted
a "word picture" entitled "Navajo Sand-Painting," reflecting her observations:

A grinding stone upon the hogan floor,
Bright colored stones on either hand,
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A calm-faced worker bending oe'er
Strong brown hands that grind the sand.
A few live coals upon the hearth,
A shaft of sunlight falling where
Clean wind-blown sand-substance of the Earth,
Spreads canvas for the pictured prayer.
Swift fingers deftly dripping seven hues
Of sand, that falls like summer rain,
Trace ancient patterns, never their's to choose.
Traditions stored within the Chanter's brain.
And so this pictured prayer is wrought
With patient skill by reverent hands,
In symbols, old as human thought;
On Mother Earth-with colored sands!5o

In addition to writing poetry, Newcomb published a biography of
her dear friend and mentor, Hosteen Klah, in a form of folksy ethnographic writing, described her life on the Navajo Reservation, wrote on
omens and taboos in the Navajo world, collected Navajo folktales published for children, and authored numerous articles alone or in collaboration with other scholars. 51
Reflecting her deep immersion into Navajo life, Newcomb advocated
improving health conditions for the Navajo. Her early interest in healing
became intertwined in the daily life of the remote area surrounding the
trading post, where few medical facilities were available. Having achieved
a reputation as a woman with medicine, she received the Navajo name
"Atsay Ashon" (medicine woman),52 She cured several Navajo friends
with her knowledge and a supply of Western remedies. Newcomb related
an incident that occurred after she received a basic kit of medical supplies from a federal agenLA deep wound had placed Billy Yazzi (Klah's
nephew) near death, and a medicine man from Chinle Valley was summoned to perform a Knife Chant. Upon hearing the worrisome news, she
stubbornly insisted on helping as best she could even though she might
be censured for his death. Against the advice of her husband and their
Navajo clerk, she entered the hogan during the ceremony carrying aspirin, hot water, boric powder, a pair of scissors, Epsom salts, and clean
dressings. Waiting for more than an hour while prayers were chanted,
the medicine man sullenly granted her permission to treat the patient,
perhaps because she was the first white person to join him in a healing
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rite. After the wound was drained and cleaned, the patient made a startling recovery. The Navajo agreed that her assistance did no harm to
Yazzi, but, as is customary, the medicine man and his helper were given
full credit for their job of healing. 53
Newcomb had to balance several worlds: a career of ethnographic
documentation, wife, mother, healer, and daily responsibilities at the
post. In order to meet so many demands, she awoke at four or five A.M.
and spent the next two hours, which she called her "quiet time," creating. "Work, for the night is coming" was the short refrain she sang while
cleaning house, cooking, or working in the post, according to Priscilla.
Despite moving to Albuquerque in the mid-1930s to permit her
daughters to receive a public education-since Anglo students could
not attend Indian schools-Newcomb and her family returned to the
post during weekends, vacations, and summers because the Reservation was their "real" home. Fortunately, she worked on her paintings
during her months in Albuquerque which proved beneficial when the
post burned in 1936, sparing only a collection of pawn. Other valuable
collections of personal photographs, baskets, kachina dolls, and Navajo rugs were lost. City-living allowed Newcomb to participate in a
varied number of organizations, as well as welfare and political activities. Her initial work was with the Navajo, although later in Albuquerque, Newcomb helped obtain social services for low-income families.
She became president of the Women's Club of New Mexico and the Albuquerque Women's Club, and vice-president of the New Mexico Poetry Society. She was a member oftheAmerican Pen Women's Club, the
Howden Guild, the Folklore Society, a founder of the Navajo Ceremonial
Museum of Art (now the Wheelwright Museum of the American Indian),
set up a Visiting Nursing Service, and was ultimately awarded "Woman
of the Year" by the National League of American Pen Women. 54
Frances Lynette Johnson Newcomb died in 1970, leaving a significant legacy of her achievements, knowledge, and creative expression.
They defined her life, exemplifying her shift from an Anglo middle class
background in the early twentieth century, to acquiring the tenacity and
fortitude to find self-fulfillment through hard work and observation. It
is difficult to imagine the study of Navajo religion, folklore, and ethnology without Newcomb's contributions. Today, Newcomb is beginning
to receive her much deserved recognition through a painting exhibit
which ran from 22 February through 31 March 1996, by f 'Etablissement
public du pare et de fa grande halle de La Villette in France.
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NOTES
I am grateful to Priscilla Newcomb Thompson, who was kind enough to share
invaluable information regarding her mother and commenting on an earlier draft
of this paper. Thank you also to Bruce Bernstein, Paul Zolbrod, and Willow Powers
for their input on an earlier draft of this paper. A special thank you to an unknown
reader and to Charles H. Lange for commenting on this final draft. Thank you to
librarian Laura Holt and her staff at the Laboratory of Anthropology for assistance in finding obscure source materials; Louise Stiver, Morton H. Sachs, and
Priscilla Newcomb Thompson for assistance with photographs; and curator Janet
Hevy for archival assistance at the Wheelwright Museum of the American Indian.

I. Nancy J. Parezo, Hidden Scholars: Women Anthropologists and the Native
American Southwest (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1993). Even
within the sensitive publication dedicated to women who have made great anthropological achievements, Newcomb did not receive her own tribute but was subsumed within the biographical sketches of Mary Wheelwright and G'ladys Reichard.
2. Franc Johnson Newcomb and Delia Purdy Peterson, "History Of Tunnel City
and Trade Territory," folder (1966-1967), Morton H. Sachs Collection of Franc
Johnson Newcomb Sanpaintings and Papers, 93 FJN, Museum of Indian Arts and
Culture/Laboratory of Anthropology, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 1-10 (hereafter cited
as Newcomb Papers).
3. Patricia Trenton, ed., Independent Spirits: Women Painters of the American
West, 1890-1945 (Berkeley: Autry Museum of Western Heritage in association
with the University of California Press, 1995), x.
4. Priscilla Newcomb Thompson to author, 11 June 1996; Priscilla Newcomb
Johnson, interview by author,S March 1996. A.J. first' worked for C.C. Manning in
Gallup and then for George U. Manning at'Fort Defiance. During this training
period, only A.J. and Charlie became fiuent in Navajo.
5. Leland C. Wyman, Southwest Indian Drypainting '(Santa Fe, New Mexico:
School of American Research, 1983), 1,6; Newcomb Papers. According to Wyman,
singers are trained practitioners who possess ritual knowledge to control dangers
and prevent contagion from such sources. The singer's performance is judged by
the supernatural Holy People. Women are' seldom 'singers due to fear of prenatal
infection. "They are not absolutely forbidden to help make a sandpainting or to
see one being made, but they are not welcome until after the task has been completed. Some singers will not admit women to the hogan. If admitted, women may
not watch the erasure of a painting." More often women are diagnosticians employed to discover the cause of the patient's illness and determine the necessary
ceremony to cure it. in her papers, Newcomb indicated that there were several
Navajo medicine women knowledgeable in ritual.
6. Frank McNitt, The Indian Traders (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1989). Newcomb and McNitt both' called the trading post Blue Mesa, but Harriet
Manuelito Williams, a long-time Navajo friend of Priscilla Newcomb Thompson
and the grand-niece of Hosteen Klah, corrected this translation to Blue Point. The
location of the post was known to the Navajos as Pesh-do-clish or "the Blue
Point," referring to the blue pottery clay on the nearby mesa.' With the establishment of the Post Office, this area was previously known as Nava or Crozier and
later renamed Newcomb.
7. Franc Johnson Newcomb, Navajo Neighbors (Norman: University 'of Oklahoma Press, 1966), 19-22. Located in such a remote area, the post had to be selfsufficient. Newcomb described a long barn beyond the post where large sacks of
wool, hay, and grain were stored.
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8. McNitt, The Indian Traders, 301. Two Grey Hills weavers worked with a
specific type of wool, color, and pattern to produce exceptionally fine rugs. Yet,
within this defined stylism and patterning, each weaver maintained an individuality. McNitt maintains that the trading post was very successful since the Newcombs
maintained high standards for the Two Grey Hills rugs they purchased and marketed. A.J. acquired a reputation as the largest rug dealer on the reservation.
9. Large numbers of visitors would not be unusual despite the remoteness of the
area for institutions, such as World Fairs. Museums in Europe and the United
States, beginning in 1879 through the early part of the twentieth century, were
paying individuals to find and send prehistoric and historic artifacts of indigenous
people back for their collections. Many early anthropologists and traders participated in this practice.
10. Franc Johnson Newcomb, Hosteen Klah: Navaho Medicine Man and Sand
Painter (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1964), 158-59.
11. Swedish Prince and Princess Folder, Newcomb Papers.
12. Newcomb, Hosteen Klah, 37-38.
13. Thompson to author, 11 June 1996. This remark probably refers to the fact
that A.J. was fair in his business dealings with his Navajo customers.
14. Barbara A. Babcock and Nancy J. Parezo, Daughters Of The Desert: Women
Anthropologists in the Southwest, 1880-1980 (Tucson: Arizona State Museum,
1986), 48. According to Babcock and Parezo, Laura Adams Armer (1874-1963)
took annual ethnographic and painting trips to the Navajo and Hopi reservations
between 1924-1932. She was a photographer, artist, writer of juvenile books, and
illustrator. She produced the first film of a Navajo ceremonial and copied many
sand painting designs for Mary Wheelwright between 1924-1942.
15. Washington Matthews, Navaho Legends (1897; Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, 1994); ~ashington Matthews, The Night Chant (1902; Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 1994); James Stevenson, "Ceremonial of Hasjelti
Dailjis and Mythical Sand Painting of the' Navajo Indians," 8th Annual Report of
the Bureau of American Ethnology (Washington, D.C., 1891), 229-85; Edward S.
Curtis, The North American Indian (1907; New York: Johnson, 1970), 1; Alfred M.
Tozzer, "A Navajo Sand Picture of the Rain Gods and its Attendant Ceremony,"
International Congress of Americanists 13 (1905), 147-156. Matthews (18431905) was an army major and surgeon and one of the earliest recorders of Navajo
culture. He was conversant in Navajo and spent twenty years working with Navajo
singers to record the multiple songs and rites of the Night Chant, a nine-day winter
healing ceremony, as well as Navajo legends. Stevenson (1840-1888) was one of
the earliest pioneer anthropologists working for the Smithsonian Institution to
record and collect thousands of material culture objects from the so-called "dying"
cultures of the Southwest. Curtis (1868-1952) was an early photographer of Indian
life. Tozzer (1877-1954) was a distinguished anthropologist and archaeologist
who taught at Harvard.
16. Marjorie F. Lambert, interview with author, 17 September 1996. When
Lambert met her years earlier (1940s) in Santa Fe, she saw her as a shy woman who
barely spoke. This silence might have been due to the social setting that they both
found themselves in as Mary Wheelwright was also present. But such a posture
might also indicate Newcomb's adopted "Navajo social skills"-demonstrating reluctance to be conversant when socializing with Anglos. Priscilla additionally noted
that her mother transformed herself, becoming more Navajo than white as she
grew older.
17. Lambert, interview with author, 17 September 1996. Klah's' name translates
into "Lefthanded," while Hosteen is a term of respect. He was an outstanding
weaver, neighbor, and friend to the Newcombs who helped them survive in their
new surroundings.
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18: Mary Cabot Wheelwright and Hosteen Klah, Navajo Creation Myth: The
Story of the Emergence, by Hosteen Klah, Recorded by Mary C. Wheelwright,
Religion Series vol. I (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art,
1942), 10; Newcomb, Hosteen Klah, 97, 112, 115. Klah knew the complete Hail
Chant and Creation Myth, the Blessing Chant, Wind Chant, and Yehbechai
[Nightway]. Additionally, due to the fact that Klah was discovered in his teen years
to be a hermaphrodite, he was believed to be honored by the gods for his unusual
ability to combine both male and female attributes. It took Klah twenty-six years
of studying before he held his first Nightway ceremony in 1917 during which time
he asked critics to watch for errors. Since there were none, he was immediately
acknowledged as a Yeibichai Chanter. His progressive nature was illustrated in
Newcomb's description of an early blanket weaving Klah created in 1911 displaying images of Yeibichai dancers previously unheard of in weaving. When other
Navajos and medicine men found out about this rug, a great furor erupted and they
insisted Klah hold an "'evil-expelling'" rite as well as destroy the rug. Once the
rug left the reservation to be hung on a wall, the incident was forgotten.
19. Newcomb, Hosteen Klah, 139-40.
20. George Mills, Navaho Art And Culture (Colorado Springs: The Taylor Museum of the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, 1959),208. Although Navajo
tradition views outsiders as a source of potential good, it can also work inversely.
21. Newcomb, Hosteen Klah, 127 .. This statement is not accurate for Matthews
and others had earlier been able to acquire a significant amount of information on
ceremonies. She was one of the first white women to obtain data.
22. Thompson to author, 5 March 1996.
23. Additional indications of Klah's progressive nature are: he chose an outsider,
an Anglo woman, to assist him in his effort to perpetuate. Navajo religion through
the documentation of sandpaintihgs onto a two-dimensional surface and to record
his oral legends onto paper. Even with this reproduction, he did not believe any
disaster would befall him as dId other singers. Additionally, he understood that
placing his religious paraphernalia into a permanent home at the Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Arts would be an additional preservation factor for Navajo culture.
24. Eventually, the entire Newcomb family belonged to Klah's Clan called SithI-Nee which translates into "Curve-in-the-Mountains." The name is derived from
Klah's ownership of land extending from Newcomb Valley to the curve in the
Chuska Mountains.
25. Newcomb, Hosteen Klah, 125-26. Klah's assistance continued as he drew
additional sandpaintings, some of which can be found in collections at the Wheelwright Museum of the American Indian, Santa Fe, and at the Museum of Indian
Arts and Culture/Laboratory of Anthropology, Santa Fe.
26. Wheelwright, Navajo Creation Myth, 13.
27. William H. Lyon, "Gladys Reichard at the Frontiers of Navajo Culture,"
American Indian Quarterly 8 (Spring 1989), 142. Lyon said that Newcomb supplied paintings for the Bush Collection between 1929-1936.
28. Babcock and Parezo, Daughters Of The Desert, 15; Leland C. Wyman,
Sandpaintings of the Navajo Shooting Star and The Walcott Collection (Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1970),30. Newcomb received another
grant in 1938-1939 from the Huckell family and the Fred Harvey Co. to, gather
sand paintings from the Bead Chant. Additionally, according to Wyman, the Bureau
of American Ethnology in i938 employed Newcomb to work with Navajo informants concerning the Walcott Collection,
29, Newcomb, Hosteen Klah, 156.
30, Lyon, "Reichard," 141. I cannot agree with Lyon that A.J, rarely su'pported
Newcomb's work, No matter how strong a personality she may have been, it would
have been nearly impossible to maintain and juggle all of her responsibilities without A.J,'s assistance,
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31. Lyon, "Reichard," 142.
32. Franc Johnson Newcomb to Mary Cabot Wheelwright, 3 June 1950, Mary
Wheelwright Correspondence, box 13,. msl-3, 1930-1957, Wheelwright Museum
of the American Indian Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
33. Kathryn Gabriel, ed., Marietta Wetherill: Reflections on Life With The Navajos In Chaco Canyon (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1992), 13.
According to Gabriel, Newcomb's peer, Marietta Wetherill, also had an exceptional
memory which "was an attribute of the Victorian Age, especially for a woman."
34. Jo Allyn Archambault, "The Gallup Inter-tribal Indian Ceremonial, An Examination of Patron-Client Relations" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, 1985), 29; Newcomb, Hosteen Klah, 62, 197; Thompson to author,
II June 1996. The first Gallup Ceremonial was held in 1922 according to
Archambault. Many traditional Navajo people waited to see if anything evil would
befall the family for creating permanent, but not totally accurate, reproductions
(perfection is used only for healing). When nothing out of the ordinary occurred,
many weavers felt reassured and began to make rugs with figures, but not reproductions of ceremonial paintings. According to Newcomb, these sandpainting rugs
were nationally recognized by 1935. Thompson relates that the strongly opinionated Wheelwright became quite irate with Newcomb during her pregnancy with
Priscilla saying, "You really don't have time to have children." Wheelwright never
married and devoted much energy and finances to her passion for documenting
Navajo religion and culture.
35. Mary Cabot Wheelwright to Dr. Alfred Kidder, n.d., Mary Wheelwright
Correspondence, box 13, msl-3, 1930-1957, Wheelwright Museum of the American Indian Archive, Santa Fe. In addition to Newcomb, Wheelwright also collected
information from Klah and other medicine men on the eastern part of the reservation, creating much competition between the two women.
36. Louise Lamphere, "Gladys Reichard Among The Navajo," Hidden Scholars,
. 172. Lamphere argues that both Reichard and Newcomb, friends as well as peers,
had impressions of Wheelwright which were somewhat less than favorable.
37. Gladys A. Reichard, Navaho Religion A Study of Symbolism (Tucson: Arizona: University of Arizona Press, 1983).
38. Lamphere, Hidden Scholars, 157-58.
39. Franc Johnson Newcomb and Gladys A. Reichard, Sandpaintings of the Navajo Shooting Chant (New York: J.J. Augustin Publisher, 1937). Franc Johnson
Newcomb, Stanley Fishier, and Mary C. Wheelwright, A Study of Navajo Symbolism Papers of the Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology (Cambridge 32
(3), 1956).
40. Mary C. Wheelwright, The Myth and Prayers of the Great Star Chant and the
Myth of the Coyote Chant (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Museum of Navajo Ceremonial
Art, 1956). Louise Stiver, "Fabric of Tradition: Navajo Blankets and the Louie
Ewing Portfolio," El Palacio 95 (January 1989), 61-63. Louie Ewing (19081983) was an art teacher and artist employed by the Works Project Administration, printing silkscreens from paintings. He worked for Kenneth Chapman, Curator at the Laboratory of Anthropology in 1940 and became widely known for his
serigraphy.
41. Mary C. Wheelwright, Emergence Myth According to the Hanelthnayhe or
Upward-Reaching Rite Navajo Religion Series, vol. 3 (Santa Fe, New Mexico:
Museum of Navajo Ceremonial Art, 1949).
42. Franc Johnson Newcomb, "Navajo Cloud House Sandpainting," New Mexico
Folklore Record 4 (1950); "The Mountain Gods," New Mexico Folklore Record 5
(1951). "The Arrow," New Mexico Folklore Record 6 (1952).
43. Leland C. Wyman to Mrs. Newcomb, 12 November 1954, Wyman Folder,
Newcomb Papers; Leland C. Wyman, Beautyway: A Navaho Ceremonial, Bollingen
Series 53 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1957); Leland C. Wyman to Mrs. Newcomb,
5 April 1959,Wyman Folder, Newcomb Papers.
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44. Leland C. Wyman, The Red Antway of the Navaho, Navajo Religion Series,
vol. 5 (Santa Fe, .New Mexico: Museum of Navaho Ceremonial Art, Inc., 1973).
45. Leland C. Wyman, Southwest Indian Drypainting (Santa Fe, New Mexico:
.School of AmericaJ! Research, 1983).
46. The color and proportion had to remain the same as the original painting, or
misfortune could have befallen Newcomb a~cording to Priscilla.
47. Franc Johnson Newcomb, "Symbols in Sand," New Mexico 14 (December
1936), 37.
48. Leland C. Wyman, Navajo Sandpaintings:' The Huckel Collection (Colorado
Springs: Taylor Museum, 1971), 24.
49. For Poetic works, see: Newcomb, "Silver and Turquoise," New Mexico 14
(July 1936), 31; "Nilth-Chizzie," New Mexico 14 (October 1936), 24; "Yei-BaChai Dancer," Indians At Work 3 (1936),13; "Navajo Matins," New Mexico 15
(July 1937),26; "The Navajo Chanter," El Palacio 36 (January 1934), III; "December," New Mexico 26 (December 1948), 26.
50. Newcomb, "Navajo Sand-Painting,"New Mexico 17 (July 1939),24.
51. Newcomb, Hosteen Klah; Newcomb, Navaho Neighbors; Newcomb; Navajo
Omens and Taboos (Santa Fe, New MexiCo: Rydal Press, 1940); Newcomb, Navajo
Folk Tales (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Navajo Museum of Ceremonial Art, 1967);
Newcomb, l'favajo Bird Tales (Wheaton, Illinois: Quest Book, 1970); Newcomb's
articles include: "Description Of The Symbolism Of A Sand-Painting Of The Sun,"
Herbert J. Spinden ed., Fine Art And The First Americans (New York: Exposition
'of Indian Tribal Arts, Inc., 1931), 8-9; "Doorways Face the Dawn," New Mexico
12 (January 1934), 7, 40; "Mystic Medicine," New Mexico 13 (August 1935), 22,
41; "Navaho Symbols of the Sun," New Mexico Quarterly 6 (November 1936),
305-308; "Sym bo Is in Sand," New Mexico' 14 (December 1936), 24-25, 37-38;
"The Navajo Listening Rite," El Palacio 45 (October 1938), 46-49; "Small Duck
and the Four Stones," New Mexico Magazine 16 (July 1938), 21, 44-45; "How The
Navaho Adopt Rites," El Palacio 46 (February 1939), 25-27; "Navajo Calendar,"
New Mexico 18 (Jal}uary 1940), 18-19, 32-34; "Origin Legend of the Navajo
Eagle Chant," Journal of American Folklore 53 (1940), 50-77; "The Price of a
Horse," New Mexico Quarterly Review (13) (August 1943), 194-199; '''Fire Lore'
in Navajo Legend and Ceremony," New Mexico Folklore Re~ord 3 (1948-1949),
3-9; "Fools' Gold," New Mexico Magazine 28 (November 1950), 20, 43-45. Collaborative articles include: Leland C. Wyman and Franc J. Newcomb, "Sandpaintings
of Beautyway," Plateau 35 (2) 1962, 37-52; "Drypaintings Used in Divination by
the Navajo," Plateau 36 (1) 1963, 18-24.
52. American Mothers Committee, "Franc Johnson Newcomb," Mothers of
Achievement in American History, 1776-1976 (Rutland, Vermont: C.E. Tuttle Co.,
1976),381-82.
53. Newcomb, Navajo Neighbors, 42-52.
54. "Franc J. Newcomb, Authoress, Dies here," Albuquerque Journal, July 16,
1970.
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Textile Traditions of Mesoamerica and the Andes: An Anthology. Edited by
Margot Blum Schevill, Janet Catherine Berlo, and Edward B. Dwyer. (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1996. xxi + 503 pp. Illustrations, Maps, charts,
notes, bibliographies, index. $19.95 paper.)
Years ago tourists and foreign buyers discovered that the wonderful handwoven, natural fiber Latin American textiles dyed with indigo, cochineal, logwood,
and other traditional coloring agents were being replaced by ubiquitous loud-colored machine embroidered polyester. Saved from the' arduous work of spinning,
dyeing, and weaving with the backstrap or other hand looms, indigenous producers,
most women proclaimed the advances of products that wore better and absorbed
less of their time. Progress for overworked peasant women, however, was not welcomed in the fashion boutiques of the developed world. There, the beautiful handmade textiles and garments of indigenous Mexico, Guatemala, Ecuador, Peru,
Bolivia, and other countries made statements differing from the intentions of their
original creators. This anthology contains eighteen individual essays, divided into
six sections, by leading anthropologists, art historians, and specialists on weaving
and dyeing. Margot Blum Schevill introduces the major themes, with Janet Catherine
Berlo concluding the study. First printed in 1991 by Garland Publishers following
a 1987 symposium at Brown University, this new edition has appeared in response
to growing needs and interest by scholars and students in areas such as Latin America
Studies, anthropology, Women's Studies, material culture, art, and textile studies.
It also has 'appeal for general readers enthusiastic to learn more about indigenous
textiles.
The contributors researched questions concerning clothing traditions and textiles from pre-Columbian civilizations through the Spanish, colonial epoch, to the
increased pace of political, technical, and scientific changes of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Despite occasional periods of repression, some Indian and
mestizo communities maintained cultural autonomy through their distinctive dress
and textiles. Although there have been changes in the clothing con.tinues to play
special roles in identifying villages or districts that excel in certain crafts or products. Distinctive clothing also signifies ethnic identity, marital status, membership,
rank, and' advertises self-expression. On the other hand, ethnic dress sometimes
produces negative responses and disrespectful treatment from other sectors of the
populace. Many indigenous people discarded their traditional clothing to adopt
much cheaper and more comfortable factory-made garments. Even in the case of
fiesta clothing, the pace of change in fashion and uses of color became more pro-
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nounced in the late nineteenth century with the iritroduction of factory yards and
synthetic dyes. By the mid-1970s, Mexican textile factories had switched from
woolen yarns to acrylics. Modern sewing machines and new technology relieved
women from the laborious tasks of hand-stitching and embroidering.
In Mesoamerica and the Andes, woven textiles and clothing have been of great
importance for at least 5,000 years. This informative and thoroughly-illustrated
anthology brings the topic up to the end of the 1980s. As many of the authors
noted, there is much more room for research on this subject from historical, anthropological, and technical perspectives. Fortunately or unfortunately, depending upon
one's point of view, the invasion of polyesters, acrylics, and modern technology
will continue to displace hand-woven textiles and distinctive indigenous clothing.
Christon I. Archer
University of Calgary
Choctaws and Missionaries in Mississippi, 1818-1918. By Clara Sue Kidwell.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1995. xvi + 271 pp. Illustrations,
maps, table, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.)

"

The nineteenth century was turbulent for Native Americans. As the United
States recognized its vision of "manifest destiny," all Indian nations ceded lands to
the United States, and the federal government implemented the reservation system,
forcing natives to change their social, cultural, and religious structures. The efforts
to curtail native ways were not, however, implemented solely on a governmental
level. Indeed, as Clara Sue Kidwell so aptly points out in Choctaws and Missionaries in Mississippi, 1818-1918, the efforts of missionaries to change indigenous
religious and social structures proved devastating to Indian lives and customs. Native
s' struggles to maintain their lands and their cultural identities is the central focus
of this work.
Kidwell begins her study with Choctaw origin beliefs and their concept of
how the world is, and should b<:, ordered. Maintaining this ideal became a major
struggle as missionaries established themselves among the Choctaws, putting to
test traditional religion, leadership positions, and social customs. Children were
primarily targeted by missionaries for the civilization process. Kidwell asserts, "as
the Choctaw children learned the skills of civilized life, and as Choctaw leaders
touted the advances of the nation in law-making, farming, and education, Mississippi politicians and white citizens looked at Choctaw lands and saw not civilized
people but potential for wealth. Civilization was not the salvation of the Choctaw
Nation" (p. 115). Historical events proved that no matter how much the Choctaws
changed, they would not be allowed to participate in the United States as citizens,
despite acceptance of education and Christianity that would aid them in their attempt at civilization.
Schohrs tend to focus on the five nations' removal from the Southeast, rarely
considering those who stayed in their homelands. Those who moved, however,
were not the only ones affected by the removal. Kidwell demonstrates that it caused
considerable upheaval in the Choctaw nation, with both the Choctaws destined for
Indian Territory and those who remained in Mississippi. It had an opposite effect,
however as those who remained in Mississippi fell out of state, national, and-to
some extent-the missionaries' view.
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"Choctaw culture was changing but not disappearing" (p. 162). Indeed, Mississippi Choctaws were able to maintain one of the most important customs of the
nation-matrilineal kinship system. Kidwell needed to expand on gender structures in the Choctaw nation before, during, and after the removal.
The strength of this book lies in its focus on the Choctaws who stayed in
Mississippi, their lives after the removal, and how they survived well into the twentieth century. Perhaps Kidwell best states how they were able to maintain their
distinct culture, regardless of the social upheaval: "They could simply be Choctaws"
(p. 171).
Rebecca Bales
State University of New York--<Jswego
Black Frontiersman: The Memoirs of Henry O. Flipper, First Black Graduate
of West Point. Compiled and edited by Theodore D. Harris. (Fort Worth: Texas
Christian University Press, 1997. 190 pp. Il1ustrations, notes, bibliography,
index. $22.95.)
The original memoirs, first published in 1963, describe Henry Flipper's service in the frontier army from 1878 to 1882, followed" by his civilian career as a
mining and civil engineer in New Mexico, west Texas, Arizona, and northern Mexico
to 1916. From i891 to 1901 he served the U.S. Justice Department as a specialist in
mining claims based on Spanish and Mexican law.
This new edition is expanded to include additional documents, some never
before in print. There are letters written during or about his milit~ry service, as
well as his statement to the court martial board that dismissed him. Also added is
Flipper's essay recognizing, perhaps for the first time, the importance in southwestern exploration ofEstevanico, an earlier black frontiersman. Theodore D. Harris presents newspaper articles suggesting that Flipper gave aid to Pancho Villa,
together with his denial. Another addition is correspondence between Albert Fall,
U.S. Senator from New Mexico, and Flipper-who reported to Fall from EI Paso
on the Mexican Revolution. Fall assisted Flipper's efforts to gain reinstatement in
the army. Finally, the editor offers Flipper's letters, written in Georgia during the
late 1930s that reflect the connservative views of his old age. Half of this edition is
new material.
Harris' introduction fills gaps, providing information on Flipper's family background and education, including his personal isolation at West Point. The editor
also summarizes the Flipper court martial, and his historical writings that appeared
in Old Santa Fe magazine. Folklorists are reminded that Flipper searched for the
legendary Tayopa mine in Mexico. Finally, the editor notes" Flipper's work as a
petroleum engineer in Venezuela during the I 920s.
An important theme in this volume is the complex nature of race relations in
the West. Flipper at times reflected attitudes of Indians and Mexicans" as being
little different from Anglo views. On other ·occasions he related more readily to
those ethnic-cultural groups. Flipper, who met some prominent African Americans
during his visits to Washington, described them to some extent with relation to
their attitude toward his reinstatement efforts:While denying he aided Pancho Villa,
Flipper did mention black officers in the Mexican Revolution. Harris suggests that
Flipper, in his 1930s letters, foreshadowed late twentieth-century black conserva-
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tives. Yet those letters seem to reflect a traditional early twentieth-century African
American suspicion of southern influence in the Democratic party and laissez faire
views common to the businessmen with whom he worked. Flipper showed little
understanding of unemployed urban workers during the Great Depression, or of
southern states' use of the poll tax to limit voting.
Flipper's recolleCtions, valuable as one of the few black memoirs about the
West, have been significantly enhanced in this well-edited second volume.
Alwyn Barr
Texas Tech University

Mr. Polk's Army: The American Military Experience in the Mexican War. By
Richard Bruce Winders. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1997.
xvi + 284 pp. Illustrations, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95.)
Building skillfully upon the work of a recent generation of authors, editors,
and archivists, Bruce Winders has given us a valuable study that signifies the coming of age of Mexican War literature. As he observes in his introduction, this literature has consisted primarily of accounts by individual military participants and of
comprehensive, general histories of the war. The number of published unit histories and specialized studies has also grown recently. Winders has brought them all
together and produced a work which is also specialized, focusing on the army, but
on a level so broad and insightful as to strike a new degree of maturity and significance.
Mr. Polk's Army is neither a history of battles and campaigns nor of causation
in diplomacy or politics; for those one must look elsewhere, and probably should
do so prior to picking up Winders' book. His purposes are to describe the make-up
of the army of the Mexican War (his preferred term) and to demonstrate the importance ofthe army's political grounding-hence the book's title which identifies the
army with its commander-in-chiefand the Jacksonian political philosophy he epitomized.
In describing the army's make-up, Winders succinctly discusses its size and
condition in 1846. He explains how companies, regiments and other units were
made up, as well as training, arms, equipment, etc. He writes more entertainingly,
surely, of the soldiers' experiences, observations, prejudices, and other aspects of
their lives. In contemplating the present sesquicentennial of the U.S.-Mexican conflict, Mr. Polk's Army is not just interesting but valuable in its reflection on the life
experiences of ordinary Americans, soldiers or not, during that period. Few historians realize, for example, that this conflict was proportionally the most deadly in
history for American combatants. With apt quotations from very extensive research,
and brief descriptions of many kinds of procedures, and analysis of statics, Winders has just about said it all. In this he clearly supersedes James M. McCaffrey's
Army of the Manifest Destiny (1992) and earlier studies.
Winders' particular emphasis on the political orientation of the army is seen
especially in his chapter on "Mr. Polk's Generals" and notably in his "Epilogue, a
Pyrrhic Victory," discussing the war's aftermath. Without once citing Justin H.
Smith's magisterial work in the latter chapter, perhaps to one's surprise, Winders
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points out that postwar attitudes on the war's justification were colored by those of
Whig-Republican writers. Abraham Lincoln, for example, "was a Whig, and took
the position of the Whigs of his day" (p. 206). Winders asks how it could have
been otherwise. This book is strongly recommended.
John Porter Bloom
Las Cruces, New Mexico
Shavetails and Bell Sharps: The History of the U.S. Army Mule. By Emmett M.
Essin. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xvii + 245 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $37.50.)
There is an old saying in the military: "Amateurs study battles; enthusiasts
study strategy; professionals study logistics." Dr. Essin highlights the development of logistics with his history of the Army mule and does a handsome job in the
bargain.
The chronological structure of this book draws the reader through United States
military history at a brisk pace. Dr. Essin weaves details about the military use of
mules into his narrative gracefully, with a keen appreciation of what details will
add significantly to the reader's understanding of the mule's role. Such details as
mule breeding, procurement standards, price, training (of mules and packers), and
pack methods do not stall the narrative but broaden the view of, for instance, Custer's
march to the Little Bighorn. Additionally, Essin effectively uses quotes to reinforce specific points about the performance and value of wagon and pack mules.
He is scrupulous about defining unfamiliar'terms and placing them in understandable context. His bibliographical essay will particularly benefit the reader who wishes
to focus on specific campaigns or battles.
In terms of specific campaigns, Shavetails and Bell Sharps covers ground often overlooked-specifically the "forgotten theaters" of Burma and Italy (WW II),
the Greek Civil War (1948), and the Korean War (1950). Dr. Essin is careful to
point out incidents of animal abuse and poor employment as well as the successes
of mule trains and teams. The author relates one anecdote that' speaks volumes
about the utility of the Army mule. Although it sent no mules to Korea, the U.S. 1st
Cavalry captured a Chinese Army mule with a U.S. Army brand; the mule had been
deployed to Burma during WW II. Presumably, this mule had gone from the U.S.
Army to the Nationalist Chinese, then the Communist Chinese, and back to the
U.S. Army. If a Dr. Doolittle were available, what stories could this animal tell!
A few very minor errors emerged in the text. Most references on the 7th Cavalry (Utley, Wert, Kinsley) refer to Sergeant Daniel A. Kanipe (rather than Knipe)
of the 7th Cavalry. The camels used by American forces in the Boxer Rebellion
would have been Bactrian rather than Bactarian. In the WW II Burma campaign,
Essin states that "British soldiers of the Fourth Prince of Wales Gurke [sic] Rifles
attempted to swim their ... mules" (p. 184). Strictly speaking, there are no British
soldiers in the Fourth Prince of Wales' Gurkha Rifles; all riflemen and Viceroy
Commissioned Officers are Nepalese. None of these errors affect, however, the
thrust of the book in any material way.
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At first, as a West Point graduate, I regretted that Dr. Essin had ignored the
Army mule as the symbol of West Point; indeed, the West Point Mule Riders are a
visible part of its pageantry. However, this book appropriately focused on the mule
as a working part of the Army. As the final sentence states, "Image be damned ...
. We have yet to win a war without mules" (p. 202). "
In summary, Dr. Essin has written an enjoyable, valuable work. Any serious
student of United States' military history can benefit from this volume. The author's
appreciation for the contribution of the Army mule, and his careful scholarship,
make a unique contribution to military history.
Joseph G. Brooks
University of New Mexico
The Hernando de Soto Expedition: History, Historiography, and "Discovery"
in the Southeast. Edited by Patricia Galloway. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xvi + 457 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, index.
$60.00.)

Although southwesterners commonly think of Francisco Vasquez de
Coronado's entrada as the beginning of Spanish exploration and settlement in what
is now the United States, the 1539 Soto expedition into strategically valuable Florida
was potentially more important to the Spanish crown. Yet, Soto's journey has attracted relatively little scholarly interest. Until recently, the most complete study
has been the 1939 report of the United States De Soto Expedition Commission. In
the past decade, however, renewed interest-sparked in large part by archaeological discoveries-has refocused scholars' attention on Soto and the four textual
sources that underlie most of our knowledge of the expedition. It has also pointed
to the lack of a modern historiography of the event.
To address this problem, Patricia Galloway has gathered essays from nineteen
scholars in a half-dozen disciplines into this volume specifically aimed at establishing a historiographical cornerstone upon which to build further research. In
doing so, she also demonstrates how effectively various disciplines can complement one another when focused on a common "goal. Some of the work included in
this book derives from a 1991 meeting of the Mississippi Historical Society dec
voted to new scholarship about the Soto expedition.
Galloway divides the collection into four general parts: the Sources, the Expedition, the Expedition and Indian History, and the Expedition and Euro-American
History. Although all of the papers contained in this volume are of interest and
each adds its strength to the overall work, the eleven thought-provoking essays
contained in parts One and Two deal most directly with the expedition. Especially
notable for their approach to the textual sources are Ida Altman's "An Official's
Report: The Hernandez de Biedma Account," Galloway's "The Incestuous Soto
Narratives," and Martin and Evana Elbl's "The Gentleman of Elvas and His Publisher. "
The nineteen scholars address a wide range of topics, from Lee Dowling's
study of the literary world of Garcilaso de la Vega to Charles Hudson's examination of the historical significance of Soto's route. David Henige gives insight into
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what-constituted truth in the sixteenth century, while Curt Lamar discusses Soto's
career prior to his Florida entrada. Galloway brings us full circle back into the
twentieth century with "Commemorative History and Hernando de Soto," an essay
that looks at the current state of Soto historiography.
Without doubt, this is the most important work on the Soto expedition published in the past fifty years. It asks more questions than it answers, but that is
precisely why it is important. It is a provocative call to scholars of many disciplines t~ renew their efforts to understand one of the significant events in American history. Aside from that, the interdisciplinary approach, demonstrating the
expertise and special perspectives of 1. he various authors, makes the book great fun
to read .. Galloway should be proud of her fine accomplishment.
William H. Broughton
Arizona Historical Society
Myths, Misdeeds, and Misunderstandings: The Roots o/Conflict in U.S.-Mexican Relations. Edited by Jaime E. Rodriguez O. and Kathryn Vincent.
(Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, Inc., 1997. xiii + 278 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)
Few sC,holars have contributed as much as 'Jaime Rodriguez to our understanding of the historical roots of Mexico's political development generally, and 'to its
relations with and differences from the United States. This work, and a companion
volume now under review (Common Border, Uncommon Oaths, Race, Culture,
and National Identity in U.S.-Mexico Relations), also to be published by Scholarly
Resources, happily bring to light many ofthesalient'issues, highlighting with clarity an precision the sources of the two countries' conflicts in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Both books are the products of conferences held in 1992 under
the auspices of the University of California MEXUS program, where co-editor
Kathryn Vincent has made many valuable contributions.
The editors provide a brief but apt introduction into several major heritages
between the two countries, but it is worth noting that while scholars typically stress
New Spain's anti-Protestant stance, the editors emphasize United States' religious
intolerance toward Catholics. Catholics did not enjoy similar civil rights to Protestants, even as late as 1776. The remainder of 1. his collection consists of nine contributions, many of them by leading figures in Mexican and/or Mexican and
Mexican-U.S. history, balanced between Mexico and North American scholars.
The topics covered in this volume include the origins of United States-Mexican relations, the colonization and independence of Texas, the 1846-1848 war between the two countries, conflict and accommodation along the U.S.-Mexican border
between 1848 and 1911, the attitude of the U.S. government toward the Mexican
Revolution, the United States and the Mexican Revolution after 1921, the historical role of Mexican immigration in their·bilateral history, and the issue ofundocumented migration from Mexico to the United States. Each of these contributions is
well-researched, many involving original archival sources, and the high quality of
the contributions is unusually even.
. Although space does not permit a discussion of important arguments offered
in each essay, among those prominently presented are the misunderstanding of the
significance of 1. he colonization of Texas for the founders of 1. he Mexican republic;
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the United States' pursual of war with Mexico as an alternative to solving its internal-sectional conflicts during the second half of the nineteenth century. The pattern resulting from this effort to solve their conflicts persists to this day, and cultural
conflict being the most influential variable in the tension between Mexico and the
United States in the first half of the twentieth century.
Roderic Ai Camp
Tulane University
Protestantism, Capitalism, and Nature in America. By Mark Stoll. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997. xii + 276 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, $24.95 paper.)

In writing an intellectual history that examines the impact of religious thinking on environmentalism in the United States, Mark Stoll opens the door to a reexamination of the basic philosophies underlying the consideration of ecology.
Ever since Lynn White's 1967 essay in Science magazine placed the blame for the
ecological crisis on Christianity, and Richard Means' subsequent article suggested
a pantheistic world view as a suitable replacement, the environmental movement
has been severed from its cultural and historical roots. Now, thirty years later, Stoll
anchors the impetus to both develop and preserve nature within the Protestant tra·
dition.
Rather than denigrate Western culture, like so many recent works, Stoll shows
how "money and ecology, capitalist development and environmental protectionare Protestantism's double legacy" (p. x). Stoll argues that Christianity in its Calvinistic expression was the driving force behind the nation's ideas about nature.
From the same roots sprang the justification for transforming the wilderness into a
productive garden and preserving it as sacred temples to the Almighty. Ecology
and environmentalism originated in the religious heritage of America.
Protestantism, Capitalism, and Nature in America is more than environmental
history; it is a journey through the American mind. Chapters One and Two comprise the first of its two sections, providing the theological framework for Protestant thinking in relation to nature. In the remainder of the work the author weaves
a story of the nation's emerging ecological consciousness through biographical
sketches of ministers, thinkers, industrialists, and preservationists from Anne
Bradstreet and Jonathan Edwards to Annie Freeman and David Foreman. Their
beliefs and values Stoll sees as originating in the Puritan tradition of colonial New
England, which experienced progressive adjustment through periodic revivals down
to the present day. This legacy has created a drive for material success, together
with a desire to preserve nature from corruption.
Of particular value to students ofthe American West are the new opportunities
for research that this study uncovers in examining these impulses and their work in
the growth of the region. Stoll asserts that not only did industrialists and environmentalists spring from the same evangelical root, but the desire for profit and the
love of nature also formed unions beneficial to both. The cooperation between John
Muir and the Southern Pacific Railroad serves as one example. Much profitable
work awaits future scholars tracing the impact that the Protestant heritage has had
on the linkage between economic development and ecological preservation in the
West.
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Recent developments in the forests of Northern New Mexico have stung many
environmental groups, questioning their lack of connection to other viewpoints.
Mark Stoll's book promises to reframe that debate. It is an important work and
deserves to be read.
Daniel R. Carnett
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Indians and Anthropologists: Vine Deloria, Jr. and the Critique of Anthropology. Edited by Thomas Biolsi and Larry J. Zimmerman. (Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 1997. x + 226 pp. Notes, bibliographies, index. $45.00 cloth,
$19.95 paper.)
At a conference held west of the Great Lakes in the early 1990s, an archaeologist delivered the keynote address. His theme was science and repatriation, but his
audience was almost exclusively Native American. His thesis ignored those who
listened, for the most part politely, to his harangue on behalf of Science and its
prerogative to study human remains. The hostile emotional tension in that large
gathering was so palpable I can still feel it today.
This experience illustrates the chasm that continues to separate the indigenous
people of North American from those whose roots lie outside Turtle Island. As the
editors of Indians and Anthropologists, Thomas Biolsi and Larry 1. Zimmerman
suggest, in Deloria's seminal chapter in Custer Died for Your Sins (1969), entitled
"Indians and Anthropologists," has led to greater sensitivity on the part of anthropologists and other scholars, but "some things remain very much the same-indeed
colonial" (p. 6). This collection of essays, most of which originated at a session
held during the 1989 American Anthropology Association's annual meeting, assesses the personal and professional toll exacted by Deloria's famous chapter.
Editors Biols'i and Zimmerman rightly suggest that the post-Custer decades
have witnessed an "emergent Indian consciousness and action," along with "a variety of ideological positions and actions among ... scholars" (pp. 5-6). Volume
contributors, almost exclusively anthropologists, one-fourth of whom are, Native
American, drive these points home. Although each writer addresses' a specific dimension of this sensitive issue, and all concur on its compelling nature, the most
provocative essays are those of Randall H. McGuire, Gail Landsman, and Peter
Whiteley. Archaeologist McGuire suggests that Deloria confounded archaeologists
by confronting the long-held belief that "they are the inheritors of Indian pasts,"
and arguing "that the pasts they study are the pasts of a living people" (p. 63).
McGuire concludes that "most archaeologists have not yet realized how profound a
transformation of the discipline [this altered perceptions] requires" (p. 64). In her
revisionist interpretation of Haudesaunee (Iroquois)-Euroamerican relations,
Landsman enters the terrain of the cultural broker. As an intermediary she suggests
that neither the anthropologists (Iroquoianists) nor the traditionalist Iroquois writ~
ers hold the "one truth." Rather, "each version is partial and situational" (p. 165).
Focusing on the Hopi, with whom he has worked for two decades, Whiteley writes
a bitterly insightful assessment of the harsh impact of Western fascination-"academic and otherwise"-with Hopi culture (p. 187).
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In their introduction; Biolsi and' Zimmerman remind us that the questions of
ethics and power that Deloria had raised "will not go away, and scholars will need
to deal with them directly, whether they choose to or not." Deloria concurs in the
column's conclusion and calls for anthropologists to serve as critics of their own
mainstream society, thereby contributing to American culture rather than draining
Native American cultures. A provocative reassessment of reaction to Deloria's 1969
challenge, this collection of essays raises further questions about the debate, suggesting that the controversy will continue to challenge both the academy and Native America.
Margaret Connell-Szasz
University a/New Mexico
The Mexican National Army, 1822-1852. By William A. DePalo, Jr. (College
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1997. xi + 280 pp. Maps, appendixes,
notes, bibliography, index. $39.95.)

According to William A. DePalo, Jr., the Mexican army in the first generation
of its independence was essentially a dysfunctional institution-destructive to domestic tranquility, ineffective in safeguarding the nation's territorial integrity, and
impervious to repeated attempts at reform. This army, says DePalo, "came to resemble a large penal institution" with the ranks heavily filled by "vagrants, criminals, and sundry other misfits" as a result of a vicious cycle of conscription, abuse,
desertion, and coercion (p. 31).
The fundamental problem, in DePalo's view, is that there was a Mexican national army before there was a Mexican nation. Freedom from Spain was won by
an alliance of convenience. The former rebels and royalists had, between them, no
national agenda nor sense of national unity. Despite an official ideology of racial
equality, the country was deeply split along mutually reinforcing fault lines of class,
color, and culture that were reflected in both the structure and the behavior of the
military.
From the earliest days of independence, high rank in the army was used as
both a reward for political loyalty and a springboard to power, especially for the
ambitious middle-class criollos epitomized by Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna.
Mexico's history came to resemble a chess game with no king-just an endless
series of moves by knights, bishops, and pawns, with captured pieces quickly returned to the board. Military chieftains, equipped through forced loans from the
Church when tax revenues were exhausted, used their mostly Indian and mestizo
troops for cannon fodder in this deadly game while imposing light and temporary
punishments on opposing commanders, secure in the knowledge that they could
expect similar treatment when the tables were inevitably turned.
The author has researched broadly and deeply in Mexican sources, but he may
have learned more facts than history. A career U.S. Army veteran, DePalo is steeped
in a very different tradition and culture from the officer corps he examines here,
and he sometimes seems to be using a "Yankee yardstick" to measure the shortcomings of the Mexican military. One looks in vain in his extensive bibliography
for the works of Glen Caudill Dealy and his wise counsel against judging Latin
American institutions and practices solely by North American expectations.
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Ironically, some of the weakest portions of this book are those concerned with
"traditional" military history. In his discussion of the Texas Revolution, DePalo
misstates almost every aspect of the coastal campaign of General Jose Urrea. There
is also a poor correspondence between maps and text with the Texas map bearing
modern city names rather than the features of the period .. The map of the northern
Mexico campaign omits the site of the crucial Battle of Buena Vista.
James E. Crisp
North Carolina State University
Blue Horses Rush In: Poems and Stories. By Luci Tapahonso. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997. xvii + 107 pp. Notes. $22.95 cloth; $12.95
paper.)
Sitting in her parents' yard under the hot, Shiprock, New Mexico sun and
enchanting blue sky, Luci Tapahonso and her extended family .share food, stories,
laughter, and serious moments. Blue Horses Rush In is an intimate look, through
old and new poems and stories, at Navajo culture and traditions, always told with
humor, sadness, and a deep respect for the land and people. The book takes its title
from a poem about the birth of her granddaughter, Chamisa.
"Dine people far from home are always scheming and planning as to how to
get some mutton and Bluebird or Red Rose flour" begins the section entitled "Notes
for the Children" (p. 36). For Navajos who don't live on or near the reservation,
(Tapahonso teaches at the University of Kansas in Lawrence), getting those staples
is a challenge, as she humorously shows. But there is a real yearning for the mutton,.frybread, or tortillas that goes deeper than mere taste. Those away from 'home
. are reminded "of the mountains, the air, the laugh!er and humor surrounding a
meal, but mostly we are reminded of loved ones" (pp. 36-37). ·Because of this
reminder ofloved ones, mutton is as integral to Navajo tradition as the story of the
first hogan for First Man and Fitst Woman. Preserving traditions by handing down
stories that were passed down to her, as well as creating new stories for the children, grandchildren, and future generations, is central to Tapahonso's work.
Also, maintaining a sense of history and identity for Native Americans is crucial. "We're all still here ...." "And we're all still the same," Tapahonso tells the
. spirits of the Arizona Hokokamki, whose former land is dissected by a freeway (p.
26). In the quartet of poems and stories for the Hokokamki, the author tells of the
small cache of clay animals found by archaeologists she observed. The archaeologists believe that these figures are ritual ceremonial pieces. In a dream that night,
Tapahonso returns to her childhood when her mother taught the children to make
toy figures with the desert clay. This selection, titled "Daane e Dine"-roughly
translated as "Toys of the People."
The rest of the book is essentially Navajo-centered. Tapahonso tells traditional stories of the four sacred mountains, the stars, and of Coyote. Numerous
stories, like my favorite, "In Praise of Texas", explains why she always looks nice
when she travels in Texas-she might run into George Strait at the airport, as a
friend of hers did: Stories of the power of music and song, sacred or secular; stories
of birth; stories of death, loss of love, and letting go are all included.
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Tapahonso's strength lies in her accurate rendering of Navajo culture. Her
best work is story-telling that encompasses Navajo stories, Navajo tradition, and
Navajo land-including her family's stories, rituals, and traditions. Those poems
and stories are on a par with Leslie Silko' s Storyteller (1981) and Scott Momaday's
The Names (1976). Not so strong are the poems or stories of a highly personal,
emotionally-charged nature. Such works do not have the ingenious clarity of image and voice that make the rest ofTapahonso's work so compelling.
The introduction to Blue Horses Rush In is as intriguing and informative as
the stories and poems. It includes a written snapshot of everyday summer life in the
Navajo Nation-vehicles pulled off the side of the road, Chevy or Ford truck tailgates down with the grown-ups sitting, talking, and laughing while the kids play in
the dusty dirt. Everyone is oblivious to heat, noise, and passing cars. While the
snapshot would indicate a place in time, there appears to be no such thing as time
while friends or family leisurely catch up on their gossip and stories. The Navajo
never seem to be in too much of a hurry to stop to talk. It has always been their
way, and there is no indication that it will ever change. Tapahonso's book is an
important contribution to Native American and Southwestern literature.
Julia Dobson
Crownpoint Institute of Technology

Red Cloud: Warrior-Statesman of the Lakota Sioux. By Robert W. Larson.
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1997. xvi + 366 pp. Illustrations,
map, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Among Plains Indian leaders revered today for their staunch, albeit ill-fated,
resistance to American westward expansion, Oglala Lakota Chief Red Cloud stands
as one of the most important and controversial figures of the late nineteenth century. Military genius or brutal warrior? Shrewd negotiator or manipulative diplomat? Selfless and constant champion of his peopl~, their life ways, and their land,
or self-aggrandizing politician bent on defending his own status? Is there a "real"
Red Cloud and, if so, would he please stand up?
Historian Robert W. Larson invites students of American Indian history to
join his' exploration of the life and times of this complicated man in Red Cloud:
Warrior-Statesman of the Lakota Sioux. This gracefully-written addition to the
Oklahoma Western Biographies Series offers the latest and most comprehensive
account of the Oglala Lakota leader best remembered for his stunning defeat of the
United States Army along the Bozeman Trail.
As the biography's title suggests, the search for the "real" Red Cloud leads
straight to the intersection of the sometimes complimentary, sometimes contradictory, roles of warrior and statesman. Larson persuasively argues that while Red
Cloud's military prowess may have been responsible for his initial rise to power
and influence, his skills as a diplomat kept him at the forefront of Lakota-U.S.
relations. for the better part of forty years. The statesman Red Cloud who emerges
in this book was a mercurial figure to Native and non-Indians alike. Yet, the author
rejects the traditional interpretations of his behavior, those that label the Oglala
chief as duplicitous and untrustworthy, as far too simplistic. The "real" Red Cloud,
according to Larson, kept his eyes on the prize-the Lakota land base and the autonomy that territory afforded his people-and did whatever was necessary and
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prudent to insure that his people retained their patrimony. When it was time for
war, he fought. When it was time for peace, he negotiated. He was resourceful,
daring, and tenacious in both arenas. But, as Larson also candidly admits, Red
Cloud's leadership was textured by a darker side-one that expressed itselfin bitter personal vendettas against other Indians as well as federal officials.
Ultimately, Red Cloud: Warrior-Statesman of the Lakota Sioux does reveal a
more "real" Red Cloud to us. Larson's Red Cloud is a remarkable man who shaped
the history of westward expansion for both Euro-Americans and Native Americans
through his sheer force of will and his unwavering commitment to his people.
Warrior-Statesman? Absolutely! Oglala Lakota? Always!
Lisa E. Emmerich
California State University, Chico

The Saintly Scoundrel: The Life and Times of Dr. John Cook Bennett. By An- '
drew F. Smith. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1997. xiii + 271 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $26.95.)
Most Mormons acquainted with the history of their first generation would consider John C. Bennett a suitable candidate for the ninth circle of hell, the abode
reserved by Dante for arch-betrayers. It was Bennett who, with astonishing speed,
scaled the highest echelon of the Mormon hierarchy in the' winter of 1841, only to
be excommunicated for gross sexual misconduct in the spring of 1842; and who
then set out on a book and lecture circuit "exposing" the secrets of Mormon geopolitical designs and nascent polygamous practices. Until now, little has been known
of his career before and after his engagement with the Mormons in Illinois, nor the
extent of his influence on Mormon institutions througthout the 1840s. Andrew
Smith's biography has brought both out of obscurity. The results will be welcomed
by students of Mormonism and of nineteenth-century American culture as well.
By drawing upon an extraordinary array of letters, articles, broadsides, and
other primary sources, Smith has constructed a portrait of Bennett (1804-1867) as
an untiring "booster" of frontier development whose protean labors impacted on
education, religion, agriculture, and animal husba~dry. Although accounted a "good
physician and surgeon," Bennett craved public notoriety, political power, and apparently, members of both sexes (p. 65). To achieve his ends, Bennett learned the
arts of religious conversion, self-promotion in the media, influence peddling, special interest political lobbying, plagiarism, flattery, and incessant vagabonding.
The Saintly Scoundrel provides a compelling view into a society "on the make."
In a ground-breaking chapter entitled "Nauvoo: The Saintly City," Smith shows
the crucial role Bennett played in writing and lobbying for the passage of a bill
through the Illinois state legislature that bestowed extraordinarily autonomous powers upon the citizens and institutions of the Mormon city. How the Mormons, demoralized and disorganized by their recent state-sponsored removal from settlements
in Missouri, scored such a political victory has always been something of a mystery. Smith demonstrates that Bennett offered his considerable experience writing
incorporating charters, and his connections as quartermaster-general of Illinois to
help the Mormons secure a powerful instrument of self-government in building his
own political career. Joseph Smith, the Mormon prophet, found Bennett's offer to
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the political influence-starved Mormons of western Illinois irresistible .. In return
for his services and enthusiasm, Bennett was quickly elevated to the positions of
assistant president of the church, mayor of the city of Nauvoo, chancellor of the
University of Nauvoo, and major general of the Nauvoo Legion. This fascinating
chapter, along with the four which follow and chronicle Bennett's subsequent "Mormon" career, make a substantial contribution to nineteenth century Mormon history.
Much more could have been said about the driving quest for respectability that
haunts the pages of The Saintly Scoundrel. So great was that hunger, that to satisfy
it professionals, pOliticians, and religious leaders alike knowingly made pacts with
hosts of confidence men and "scamps," like, Bennett, to secure the acclaim and
deference of the world.
Steven Epperson
Brigham Young University
Nicaragua without Illusions: Regime Transition and Structural Adjustment in
the 1990s. Edited by Thomas W. Walker. (Wilmington, Delaware: SR Books,
1997. viii + 332 pp. Tables, notes, index. $55.00 cloth, $21.95 paper.)
In democratization theory, a dictatorship is shown giving way to political elites
who promise to protect the interests of the outgoing rulers. The obvious criticism
of that model is that the authoritarians often remain as an independent force in the
new democracy. For example, one need only consider that ex-dictator Augosto
Pinochet could well become the next president of Chile's Senate. By contrast, in
Nicaragua, the road to political democracy led through a revolution which ousted
the Somoza dictatorship followed by a war whose negotiated end allowed many of
its supporters back into the country and the political arena.
Philip J. Williams (Comparative Politics, 1994) noted that Nicaragua's revolutionary period left a legacy of popular mobilization as protection for its new
democratic institutions. Editor Thomas W. Walker uses Williams as a point of departure for introducing democratization as one of three theoretical issues addressed
in Nicaragua without Illusions. Especially, but by no means unique in Nicaragua,
democratization is linked to a second concern, intervention by the United States.
The third of Walker's issues is neo-liberal structural adjustment, the principal dilemma of contemporary Latin America. In this book, as in Nicaragua and much of
the world, structural adjustment looms as an Eminence grise other than as an issue
for the political system-itself a commentary on the general state of democracy.
Walker writes that the book's "objective ... is not so much to generate new
theory ... as it is to shine a spotlight on an unusual case against which those issues
can be examined" (p.I6). Except for Walker's own chapters, few of the offerings
explicitly address theoretical concerns. In William I. Robinson's contribution to
the international context, he argues that Latin American "democracy" as promoted
by democratization theorists and transnational actors is better conceived as a
"pQlyarchy"-a limited choice between competing elites who control the political
process and agree to alternate in power.
Ariel C. Armony's chapter on participation in politics by former contras suggests an inherent contradiction between the "resurrection of civil society" key to
democratization theory and the imperative to protect elite interests. When access to
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policy- making structures is impeded, the democratic options of "civil society" are
limited. And, in a country emerging from civil war, recourse to violence is far too
convenient. Unfortunately, Nicaragua's circumstances are not unique, but are seldom taken into account by democratization theorists.
Most ofthe·authors take Walker's stated objective literally. They describe the
transition from Sandinista "social" to western style "electoral" democracy while
generally refraining from theoretical musings. Two sections on "The New Order"
of the 1990s and "Groups and Institutions" fill the bulk of the volume. Though
somewhat uneven, this collection provides a vivid snapshot ofthe Violeta Chamorro
period from 1990 to 1996. Many of the articles foreshadow Arnoldo Aleman's
1996 election as president~ an event summarized in an "Epilogue" by the editor.
Nicaragua without Illusions will perhaps be most valuable as a concise update
for those who have less closely followed events in Nicaragua since the fall of the
Sandinistas. It should also serve as a reminder that exceptional cases like Nicaragua suffer the same ills as the models so often served up by theorists. Both need to
be considered in such analyses.
Bruce A. Erickson
University of New Mexico
Comparing Cowboys and Frontiers. By Richard W. Slatta. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1997. xvi + 320 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibli. ography, index. $24.95.)
One rather surprising outcome of the growing interest in comparative borderlands studies is the resurrection of the frontier concept. Although nicknamed the
"F word," and thought to be an Anglocentric concept by some revisionist historians, the frontier is, in fact, now the focus of renewed study by Latin Americanists.
They note that Spain also recognized areas at the periphery of established powerthat isfronteras-where settlements were sparse and centralized law and authority
challenged. These frontiers were often the setting of considerable cattle ranching
activities that supplied the mines, missions; presidios, and cities. They were, thus,
the realm of people who trended stock on the ranges-cowboys. Just when many
scholars had wondered aloud whether it was possible to say anything new (or significant) about well-worn topics like the frontier and cowboys, along comes Richard W. Slatta's Comparing Cowboys and Frontiers to remind. us that frontiers, and
the various peoples who inhabited them, remain very much alive.
Using Frederick Jackson Turner's famous 1893 "frontier hypothesis" as a starting point, Slatta urges readers to reconsider the concept of the frontier as applied to
the diverse by challenging environments where ranching developed. Although authors have long drawn parallels between cowboys in various parts of the Americas,
Slatta places the familiar vaqueros, gauchos, and others in the context of their
physical and social environment. Consisting in part of some previously-published
essays on topics such as frontier institutions (notably Western saloons and Argentine pulperias) and the elaborate material culture (saddles, dress, etc.) As adapted
to conditions, this book provides a valuable synthesis of diverse topics. Slatta's
comparison of many factors, including similarities and differences in environment
from region to region, is especially helpful and welcomed by those who recognize
that history and geography are interrelated.
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In comparing ranch environments and cultures in the Americas, Slatta urges
readers to reconsider certain aspects of Turner's frontier thesis that still appear to
have some validity, and admonishes scholars not to overreact through over-revisionism. Noting, for example, that "I found no nineteenth-century ranch record in
any country listing women as ranch hands," Slatta invites readers not to discard
earlier frontier history out of hand in favor of a new, politically correct (but inaccurate) history (p. 183). "Brand me a reactionary (only symbolically, please) ..."
Slatta humorously adds, and one suspects that some reviewers indeed will (p. 191).
This reviewer, however, appreciated the sweep of the vast geographic area
covered in this book, which is nothing less than the semi-arid grasslands of the
New World from the Canadian Prairies down to the southern Pampa and Patagonia.
New Mexico lies somewhere between these poles, as it were, and is typical of the
areas where Native Americans came face to face with Old World ranching traditions to create a characteristically American frontier economy and culture. As regards shortcomings, because Slatta's book covers so much cultural and geographical
territory, the discussion of anyone locale is limited. New Mexico, for example, is
covered in but a few pages. And yet, this book's strength lies in its comprehensive
approach and willingness to draw conclusions over a broad period of time and
space. Slatta clearly respects, rather than discards, the earlier generations of scholarship that add to this book's informative bibliography. In part reactionary and in
part refreshing enviromental/cultural history, Comparing Cowboys and Frontiers
is a valuable addition to the ever-growing literature of comparative frontiers.
Richard Francaviglia
University of Texas, Arlington
News of the Plains and Rockies, 1803-1865: Original narratives of overland
travel and adventure selected from the Wagner-Camp and Becker bibliography of Western Americana, Vol. 2: C:Santa Fe Adventurers, 1818-1843; D:
Settlers, 1819-1865. Compiled and annotated by David A. White. (Spokane,
Washington: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1996.510 pp. Illustrations, maps,
tables, appendix, bibliographies. $50.00.)
This lengthy volume is second in a curiously-projected set of selected reprints
from items in H. R. Wagner, C. Camp and R. Becker's classic bibliography, The
Plains and the Rockies (1982 edition). To those who have long ago researched and
written definitive work in the area covered by Volume One, Early Explorers, 18031812 and Fur Hunters, 1813-1847, together with the present volume covering the
Santa Fe and Oregon Trails, this compilation seems both arbitrary and pretentious.
The latter aside, the book suffers from too much about not enough. It is an incomplete work of antiquarianism as is indeed the whole projected series listed on pages
507-510. It is not clear for whom these volumes are intended. Scholars will see
them as incomplete, while casual readers will not know they are incomplete and
sometimes wrong. This is not a source book for popular historians or novelists,
though the latter cannot be totally ruled out. Some items are arresting. For instance,
learning from the author's notes that Isaac I. Stevens, leader of the 1853 Northern
Pacific Railroad Survey, suffered from a severe hernia as he crossed the northern
plains and Rockies. It is even more interesting to learn that he, as governor, illegally extinguished Indian land titles in Washington Territory with apparent reck-
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less abandon. Reading Jules De Mun's Santa Fe experiences, with those of William
Becknell and Thomas Falconer's account of the Mexican atrocities committed on
Americans and Texans who came close to or wandered into Mexican Territory,
illustrates what a blessing the Mexican War was. Pages 18-23 provide a valuable,
if erroneous, chronology of the Santa Fe trail, including Spanish and Mexican atrocities. However, the first entry neglects to mention that Coronado, in 1640 (not 1641)
rode north through present dry Arizona, across New Mexico, and then onto the
Staked Plains of Texas. We also learn that Zebulon Pike's trip was "profitable" and
that in 1816 a smallpox epidemic killed exactly 4,000 Comanches.
One can understand this is a labor of love-a longing for the days when the
titles in Wagner, Camp, and Becker made Western History interesting, as opposed
to the deadly, didactic, pretentious dullness of the so-called "New" Western History. Many of the reprinted entries constitute real western history and still fascinating insights into a past largely condemned today. Episodes of intelligence and
courage, as well as folly and cruelty, filter through these news reports from a vast,
virtually unknown country. Like any newspaper, magazine or TV news report, these
accounts are selected events. If such Western History must be compiled, fifty dollar volumes are not what is needed. This reviewer would much prefer an updated
paperback of Frank Bergon and Zeese Papnikolas' Looking Far West: The Search
For the American West in History, Myth and Literature, also now out of print.
William H. Goetzmann
University of Texas, Austin
Wide Ruins: Memories from a Navajo Trading Post. By Sallie' Wagner. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico in cooperation with the AlbuquerqueMuseum, 1997. xii + 150 pp. Illustrations, index. $16.95 paper.)
This story-filled book describes the lives of Sallie Wagner and her husband
Bill Lippincott on the Navajo Reservation between 1938 and the late 1940s. The
tales of those who traded with the young couple at "Wide Ruins Trading Post"
document the lives and' culture of the Navajo people.
Wagner describes the joys and misfortunes of a people with long memories.
She met survivors of the 1868 "Long Walk" and listened to their experiences. Partially because of their empathy, Wagner and Lippincott became vital parts of the
Navajo community and the dramatic changes made on the reservation as a result of
Indian' Commissioner John Collier's reforms in tribal government, conformi"ng it
with that of the United States.
The Lippincotts helped members of the tribe meet the challenges wrought by
Collier's changes and introduced new concepts into Navajo lives., They learned to
speak the language as the People honed their English skills. Descriptions of the
day-to-day activities at the Trading Post illuminate the lives of the young couple
and the People who traded there. A sensitivity about tribal customs and way of life
emerged-one that could only be learned from an immersion in the Navajo culture.
Wagner's insightful narrative opens vistas not previously seen by outsiders.
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The poignant final chapter alone makes the book valuable to those seeking a
better understanding of the People. In many ways, the story of Ned is the story of
the Navajo Tribe. The book deserves a place on the bookshelves of those who wish
to place early twentieth century Native Americans in a contemporary setting.
Henry H. Goldman
University of Phoenix
The Arizona Diary of Lily Fremont, 1878-1881. Edited by Mary Lee Spence.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997. xiv + 276 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $35.00.)
If the diary she kept while her father, John C. Fremont, was territorial governor of Arizona is any indication, Elizabeth (Lily) Benton Fremont was not given to
self-pity. A modern reader, however, will find it difficult to shake the pathos that
clings to her account. At one level, Lily's diary is a valuable narrative of life among
the movers and shakers of territorial Arizona; she was an eyewitness to their aggressive jockeying for political and economic advantage. She was also an astute
observer of class and racial lines in an unstable society. At another level, however,
Lily's diary is a record of the sacrifices that her family, seemingly without thinking, demanded of her-demands that she, also seemingly without thinking, accepted
as her lot. This sophisticated woman defined herself first and foremost as a loyal
daughter. In Arizona, that loyalty was sorely tried.
Anyone familiar with the checkered career of John C. Fremont will hardly be
surprised by this less-than-glorious performance as Arizona's Territorial Governor. Having reduced his family to near penury with the failure of his railroad speculations, Fremont saw in his governorship an opportunity to recoup his fortune
through fresh ventures in mining, railroads, and ranching. The Pathfinder proved a
consummate carpetbagger. In his scant three years in office, he spent more time
away from the territory pursuing his speculations than he did as resident governor.
The same could not be said of his daughter. Unlike any other member of her
family, Lily remained in Arizona for the duration of John C. Fremont's appointment. Her mother had left Arizona after a year to serve as point-woman for her
husband's business interests and her brother Charles, an army officer, was posted
to Montana shortly thereafter. A spinster. in her late thirties, Lily spent two years
in Prescott, the territorial capital, as her family's housekeeper and her father's secretary. She never ventured more than five miles from home. When Fremont moved
to Tucson, the better to pursue his speculations in ranching, Lily moved with himagain her father left her, nearly to die ofa fever.
As Mary Lee Spence,the editor of the diary points out, Lily had two ways out
of her confining role as loyal daughter: marriage and employment. Why she remained single we do not know. Most of the poorly-paid work then available to
women, however, could have erased her position as a lady. In any case, Lily seems
never to have seriously considered either alternative. Her early diary thus reads as
a cautionary tale, reminding us of the structural constraints on the lives of AngloAmerican women in the nineteenth century.
Susan E. Gray
Arizona State University
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Chardon's Journal at Fort Clark, 1834-1839: Descriptive of Life on the .Upper Missouri: of a Fur Trader's Experiences Among the Mandans, Gros Ventre, and Their Neighbors; of the Ravages of the Small-Pox Epidemic of 183 7.
Edited by Annie Heloise Abel. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997.
Ixviii + 458 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, notes, index. $20.00 paper.)
Charles Larpenteur described Francis A. Chardon as a "very singular kind of a
man." This unique character emerges from the pages of Chardon's journal as. a
hard-drinking man who colored his entries with sardonic humor. He often spoke of
Indians in angry terms, but reeled at the suffering and death of the smallpox epidemic of 1837. His'journal reveals not only a great deal about the character of the
man, but about daily life at an important fur trading post at a critical time.
During these five years, Chardon records the shift in the trade from beaver and
buffalo hides to almost exclusively buffalo. During the last year, beaver skins disappear from.his accounts and he notes that all his beaver hunters are dead. Besides
robes, both traders and Indians hunt for bison daily, and days of plenty are quickly
followed by "starvation." However, in the last months of the journal, it becomes
apparent that the waste of this great food source has begun. Chardon records that
he and his hunters are returning with tongues only, which he salts for later transport.
The routine of daily life is one of the most important features of Chardon's
Journal. His and other post employees' relationships with a succession of Indian
wives, as well as other women, are particularly important to a fuller understanding
of the fur trade's social aspects. Although Abel sees Indian women as "exploited"
by the traders, Chardon indicates that the women often asserted themselves in marriage and left their husbands whenever they wished (p. xiv). These relationships
need a more careful analysis than Abel presents in her introduction.
Chardon's entries concerning the smallpox epidemic of 1837 that claimed the
lives of ninety percent of the Mandans and devastated most of the trading tribes are
overwhelming, even today. His usuallY'brief entries become expansive as he tells
the stories of the sick and dying. Chaos replaced the orderly life of the post and
villages. As the epidemic subsided, Chardon noted the subsequent shifts among the
survivors, including the relocation of the Arikaras to the deserted Mandan village .
. Abel's notation of the journal is exceptionally thorough and useful-the few
errors are noted by William Swagerty. Many of Abel's notes contain the reference
in full or a lengthy discussion of various perspectives on the issue. Serious scholars of the fur trade will want to examine them carefully, while undergraduates will
find the notes daunting, and teachers will find in them a good' source of various fur
trade documentation. The absence of a map for the Missouri River tributaries, forts,
and villages creates a void in understanding the location of events.
The entries in Charcon's journal suggest that a multilayered analysis of the
plains fur trade might yield a subtle understanding of the huge scope of changes in
human and animal ecology, as well as in the distribution of political, social, and
economic power wrought by the Plains' fur trade.
Barbara Handy-Marchello
University of North Dakota
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Death 's Deceiver: The-Life ofJoseph P. Machebeuf By Lynn Bridgers. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997. viii + 268 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, $21.95 paper.)
Joseph Projectus Machebeufwas a French priest who came to the United States
in 1839 to work in Ohio. By 1851 he was in New Mexico with his lifelong friend,
Jean Baptiste Lamy, who later became the archbishop of Santa Fe. Machebeuf
became bishop of Denver in 1868 and died a year after Lamy, in 1889. The title of
this book, Death's Deceiver, comes from the fact that Machebeuf had many close
brushes with death, yet lived to be seventy-six years old.
Death 's Deceiver is a readable biography of Machebeuf, aimed at an audience
who has no previous knowledge of the subject. The book draws heavily from two
biographies that cover the same ground: Lamy ofSanta Fe: His Life and Times, by
Paul Horgan, and Life of the Right Reverend Joseph P. Machebeuf, D.D., by W.J.
Howlett. Death's Deceiver owes much to both of these authors-its sentimental
writing style to Horgan (both Bridgers and Horgan follow in the steps of Willa
Cather's Death Comes for the Archbishop), and its material to Howlett. Although
the author says that most of her information came from letters that Machebeuf
wrote, these same letters were cited as Howlett's source ninety years ago. This new
biography covers much of the same ground.
Death 's Deceiver follows Machebeuf chronologically through his career, placing his actions within the context of frontier events of the time. This can be awkward when the events are unrelated to Machebeufs work, such as the Sand Creek
Massacre in Colorado (1864). The author admits that Machebeufs impressions
went "unrecorded." Other minor inaccuracies in the book diffuse its credibility.
For example, the author places the chapel of La Castrense on the east side of Santa
Fe's plaza, when it should be on the south, and Mexican Bishop Zubiria is described as pro-Penitente when, in fact, he banned the Brotherhood's activities in
1833.
Death's Deceiver is particularly unsettling as the biography of a man containing no picture of him, although several exist. The only photograph is on the cover
of the book, and it is of Saint Francis Cathedral in Santa Fe-one church that
Machebeuf had no hand in building.
The author says in her introduction that she was inspired by growing up in
Lamy's shadow, but the depth of her writing about Machebeuf is from a great distance. By omitting picturesofMachebeuf, the author makes him faceless. By placing Machebeuf in the context of the Great American West instead of the narrow
confines of the Catholic Church, she makes him appear smaller than he was. Students of Southwest history will find Death 's Deceiver of interest only if they have
not already read Horgan, Howlett, or Cather. For those who have, Bridgers stands
in that triumvirate's shadow, as well as Lamy's.
Nancy N. Hanks
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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A-Train: Memoirs of a Tuskegee Airman. By Lieutenant Colonel Charles W.
Dryden, United States Air Force (Retired). (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1997. xviii + 421 pp. Illustrations, index. $29.95.)

Fortunately for aviation and World War II historians, there has been a recent
surge of interest in the activities of minority contributions to twentieth-century
American conflicts. This attention has led to a plethora of publications, both secondary and primary, that are opening a number of people's eyes regarding the activities of this country's minority citizens in protecting our national security. The
recent number of individual memoirs has proved to be of special interest, and the
recent addition to this group by Lieutenant Colonel. Charles W. Dryden, USAF
(Retired) is very welcome.
Dryden, a 1942 graduate of the second class of cadets from the Tuskegee Army
Flying School, fought with distinction in North Africa and Italy as part of the 99th
Fighter Squadron. After his first tour ended, he returned to the United States where
he served as an instructor pilot and then began preparations for a combat tour in
Asia. The dropping of the two atomic bombs over Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the
consequential end of the war in Asia, prevented Dryden from fighting in the skies
over Japan. Following the end of World War 11, Dryden served on a variety of
bases, completed training as a communications officer, and served a combat tour in
Korea.
The combat sections of the book, describing Dryden's activities in the European Theater during World War II and in Korea, are some of the most exciting,
engaged parts of the book. Some combat historians may be disappointed, however,
that these sections comprise a relatively small part of the work. Dryden's strength
lies not in "his description of aerial combat but in his descriptions of personal experiences in a segregated military and his adjustments to desegregation.
After growing up in New York where he experienced discrimination but not
systematic and institutionalized Jim Crow laws, Dryden's reactions to his changed
situation in Alabama while in training, and then in a segregated military after training, provide some of the mot insightful parts of his memoir. Over thirty years after
leaving the service, the justifiable rage experienced by Dryden and his fellow officers comes shining through as he describes the indignities of being accused of
impersonating an officer and being excluded from officers' clubs throughout the
United States. Further, while Truman's executive order ending the segregated military came as a great relief to Dryden and his fellow African American officers and
enlisted personnel, his descriptions of the trepidation about leaving the support
and friendships in the all African American units provide the reader with an understanding that is lacking in some of the more ,academic histories of Tuskegee Airmen.
Charles Dryden's account of his experiences in the United States Air Force
will serve as a welcome complement to some of the excellent histories of the
Tuskegee Airmen'like Robert J. Jakeman's Divided Skies and Stanley Sandler's
Segregated Skies, as well as other memoirs, especially Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.'s
autobiography. Dryden has broadened our understanding and appreciation of one
important aspect of aviation history.
Jeanne T. Heidler
United States Air Force Academy
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Water, Land, and Law in the West: The Limits of Public Policy, 1850-1920.
By Donald J. Pisani. (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 1996. xii + 273
pp. Notes, index. $29.95.)
Pisani brings together in this book ten of his own essays published in various
journals between 1982 and 1994. He groups them under four descriptive headings:
"Water Law," "Land," "Forests, Conservation and Bureaucracy," and' "Federal
Reclamation." The essays them'selves appear as originally published, with only
minor changes, although Pisani has added a useful preface and written helpful introductions to each of the four sections. This work offers valuable retrospect on
Pisani's prodigious career in natural resources policy history.
The essays in Part One trace the early development of water law, especially
the Doctrine of Prior Appropriation that guides water rights determinations in the
West. Gratefully, Pisani goes beyond standard legal history and discusses the economic, political, and social context within which western water law evolved. The
three essays in Part Two of the book explore specific issues in the early disposition
ofland in the American West. The author is particularly interested in who gets land
from the public domain, how they get it, and how the resulting land ownership
patterns relate to social values and the political economy of the time.
Part Three contains two chapters that seek to reinterpret the roots of "conservation," especially Progressive era conservation. Pisani acknowledges his debt to
Samuel Hays' Conservation and the Gospel ofEfficiency (1959), and then outlines
what he believes is an improved framework for interpreting nineteenth century
conservation. Historians, he states, need to pay more attention to the roots of the
conservation movement in the decades prior to the Progressive era; they need to
de-emphasize the "scientific" elements of the movement and pay more attention to
bureaucratic fragmentation and contradictions within.
While Pisani's approach to understanding conservationism is undeniably useful, his criticism of Hays is strained. Too often when contrasting his own interpretation with other scholars, Pisani creates straw dogs out of his opponents. For
example, at one point Pisani states, "The evidence suggests, contra Hays, that bureaucratization inhibited rather than encouraged, unified; coordinated, rational planning" (p. 123). Hays' argument is that Progressive era conservationists like Pincho
sought coordinated, rational land use planning, and that-to a large extent-they
launched the modern era of scientific land management. The fact that various federal bureaucracies often worked at cross purposes .or that coordinated planning met
numerous obstaCles does not negate Hay's point.
The final section on "Federal Reclamation" features two essays focusing on
irrigation as social engineering, including one essay looking at the efforts of the
Indian Irrigation Service. Both are critical of the federal reclamation bureaus and
both elaborate a theme of failed opportunities. Lost opportunity is, in fact, a consistent underlying theme of all these essays. Pisani ultimately sympathizes with
ideals of justice, equity, home rule, environmental protection, and economic
sustainability, while lamenting our ancestors' failure to achieve these and other
lofty goals. He does not, however, pack his narratives with overt judgments and
one must often read between the lines to find his implied moral. This is quite intentional; as Pisani takes pride in his effort not to judge past behavior by today's
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standards, despite rather strong feelings about the issues. The result is doubleedged; his essays are complex, open, and free from dogma-yet they portray a
sense of equivocation, as if the author is not always certain which interpretive route
to take. This leaves readers often on- shifting ground.
Pisani is one of the profession'smost diligent researchers and honest reporters
who combines story-telling with revisionist intent. The central thrust of his revisionism is to challenge scholars who see unity, rationality, or the "H-word" (hegemony) among parties responsible for developing natural resources in the American
West with Donald Worster being one of his favorite targets. Instead, Pisani emphasized fragmentation, competition, and the dispersal of power-an important and
valuable approach that makes his essays and monographs an indispensable part of
the historiography of the American West and Environmental history.
Paul Hirt
Washington State University
Journal of an Expedition to the Grand Prairies of the Missouri, 1840. By Wi I:
liam Fairholme. Edited by Jack B. Tykal. (Spokane, Washington: The Arthur
H. Clark Company, 1996. 186 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
$50.00 cloth, $29.50 paper.)
Canadian-British Lieutenant William Fairholme has created a journal about
his travel with other officers some 5,000 miles between eastern Canada and the
central plains in 1840. His sighting report adds depth to a profile already available
through a dozen publications mentioned in the introduction, plus scores of other
accounts.
Four features stand out. One provides impressions about noteworthy places,
including Michilimackinac, Chicago, St. Louis, Westport, Wheeling, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and New York; and of transportation methods-wagons, steamboats,
railroads, and carriers on the National Road. Secondly, he also describes equipment, livestock, personnel, and techniques essential to a sporting buffalo hunt.
Further, the lieutenant includes methods of hiding food and ammunition in caches
underground while on the chase, and exploitation of smaller game to preserve bison humps and tongues as gifts for friends in eastern Canada.
A third feature is detailed regarding natural features and animal behavior. The
party fled from a prairie fire, for example, and discovered how prairie dogs share
their villages with rattlesnakes. A final point of interest is an exposure of prejudices. For example, he maligns beleaguered Pawnees, whom everyone despised for
their efforts to survive on unwanted, barren land, and wrote about a "shaw'nee squaw"
(p. 70). He expressed admiration for Canadian-French Careful editorship as better
plainsmen than-.were U.S. citizens.
Careful editorship fashioned a readable text, but the introduction is flawed. It
offers little context and misleads a reader in several ways. One includes an argument that the "sole purpose" of the expedition was a buffalo hunt (p. 24). Surely
these British officers worked as spies to look for signs of U.S. intentions regarding
Texas, N.ew Mexico, and Oregon-Country. Otherwise, they might better have accompanied Metis on a bison hunt in Assiniboia.
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Another failing in this book is the assertion that "in 1840 the west was still
empty and largely unknown" (p. 22). At the peak of the fur trade era in J 840, the
central and northern plains were overloaded with tribes and interlopers, and were
so well chartered that a traveler could acq~ire direction to almost any valley or
plateau. They were more safe for travelers than at any other time in the nineteenth
century. Indeed, Old Provost, Windham, and Henry guided Fairholme's party without confusion or serious danger of attack.
Flaws in the introduction, however, little diminish values in this text. Frontier
historians, ethnologists, biologists, and ornithologists as well as general readers
with interests in Great Plains history should all enjoy Fairholme' s reminiscence.
Librarians ought promptly to place their orders as this edition is limited to 750
copies.
Herbert T. Hoover
University of South Dakota
Valley of the Shining Stone: The Story ofAbiquiu. By Lesley Poling-Kempes.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997. xxii + 272 pp. Illustrations, map,
notes. Bibliography, index. $24.95 paper.)
Valley ofthe Shining Stone glitters with many stories oflocallore and legend.
From precontact Native Americans who lived in the Piedra Lumbre (Valley of the
Shining Stone) to Georgia O'Keeffe's Ghost Ranch, to Reies Lopez Tijerina's
Alianza Federal de las Mercedes, Lesley Poling-Kempes chronicles the history of
one of the most enigmatic valleys in New Mexico. Since before the entry ofEuropeans, the area was a contested nexus between the pueblos on one hand and the
Navajos and Apaches on the other. During Spanish colonial times, the village of
Abiquiu, peopled by genizaros, continued to serve as a border crossing on the frontier between the European settlers clustered along the Rio Grande and the Native
American tribes to the west. In the twentieth century, the breathtaking beauty of
the valley attracted tourists and artists who vacationed at the dude ranch that later
became painter Georgia O'Keeffe's Ghost Ranch.
As an entertaining narrative, Valley of the Shining Stone weaves fascinating
tales about all of these periods. Unfortunately, the book lacks a thorough historical
foundation with the lack offootnotes pointing to three major difficulties. One wonders where these stories originate since only direct quotes are cited, and not even
all of these are given attribution. The consequences of this lack of rigorous scholarship become evident in the section on Los Alamos. Poling-Kempes states that
the scientific laboratory that developed the atomic bomb was in full operation and
recruiting guests from Ghost Ranch by early 1942. In fact, Los Alamos was not
chosen by General Leslie Groves and J. Robert Oppenheimer until November 1942,
and scientific personnel did not start arriving at the site until March 1943 at the
earliest.
Writing about a poor part of New Mexico, Poling-Kempes concentrates in
this century on the rich and famous, such as Georgia O'Keeffe, who passed through
the dude ranches and pays little attention to the families who comprise the majority
of the population in the valley. Valley of the Shining Stone does discuss Hispanic
land grant struggles of the 1960s and 1970s. A more comprehensive history of the
valley would have evolved, however, had the book analyzed the class and race
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components within Abiquiu and told more about the residents of the Piedra Lumbre,
rather than dealing just with Chicano activists and Anglo 'residents, Valley of the
Shining Stone is well written and engaging. In the end, however, the lack of a
broad historical foundation hurts the book.
Jon Hunner
New Mexico State University
The Mexican War Correspondence of Richard Smith Elliott. Edited and annotated by Mark L. Gardner and Marc Simmons. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1997. xi + 292 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index.
$29.95.)
The war with Mexico, America's first to be fought on foreign soil, touched the
lives of the American people more intimately and with greater immediacy than any
previous conflict, for it was also the first war to be widely reported in the nation's
press. For the first time, also, that newspapers employed war correspondents to
accompany the armies on their campaigns. Large numbers of newspapermen, editors and printers enjoyed the ranks as volunteer soldier. Countless volunteers made
arrangements with their hometown newspapers to serve as "special correspondents."
Twenty-nine-year-old Richard Smith Elliott was already an experienced journalist living in St. Louis when he responded to the call for volunteers soon after the
.outbreak of the war. He was elected first lieutenant of the Laclede Rangers, a unit
that would soon join Colonel (later Brigadier General) Stephen Watts Kearny's
Army of the West. During the following year, Elliott sent over seventy dispatches
to the St. Louis Reville under the pseudonym "John Brown." He detailed his experiences at the rendezvous at Fort Leavenworth, on the often arduous march over the
Santa Fe trail, in the bloodless capture of Santa Fe, and during the long, sometimes
tense, occupation of New Mexico, prior to his return to St. Louis and discharge
from the army.
Mark Gardner and Marc Siminons have combined their expertise in the history
of the southwestern borderlands to produce a' model of documentary editing and
publication. The 'footnotes, clear and explanatory, reveal the breadth of their research.
A break.in Elliott's letters occurs when the newspaper regarded their contents
as old news and did not print them. This gap has been filled by Gardner and Simmons,
with extracts from Elliott's autobiography, published in 1883, thus maintaining the
continuity of the narrative. Furthermore, the editors have included several of Elliott's
literary sketches, based on episodes during his service, that were also published in
the Reville. Elliott was a perceptive observer as well as an accomplished writerhis letters are sprinkled with literary allusion, testament to the cultural literacy of
mid-nineteenth century Americas. In his letters, he endeavors to achieve "an exact
representation ... of the actual state of affairs"; there was no place in them for
"romance and fancy" (p. 84). This is why his writing has become such a valuable
source of military operations as well as descriptions of New Mexican society, the
daily lives of its people, and their attitudes toward the occupying so'ldiers (which
was not always cordial and often erupted into defiance and rebellion). Elliott does
not hesitate to express his admiration for Kearny while criticizing the way the war
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was conducted-his disgust, for example; with the volunteer'service and a concern
for the dissipation and lack of vitality and spirit among the soldiers. There were
moments 'when he felt that the government had forgotten the Army of the West and
the "conquered Province" Kearny had annexed to the Union (p. 197).
Robert W. Johannsen
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
A History ofthe Timucua Indians and Missions. By John H.Hann. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 1996. xvi + 399 pp. Maps, notes, bibliography,
index. $49.95.)

As with the Apalachees and the Calusas, John Hann, historian at the San Luis
Archaeological and Historic Site of Tallahassee, Florida, has written a most comprehensive historical and archaeological study of the Timucua Indians. These Native Americans once inhabited northern Florida and Southern Georgia. Further,
this work is an archaeological history of the Spanish missions that converted them.
Despite a population numbering in the hundreds of thousands, the agricultural
Timucuas were militarily defeated by the Spanish in the late 1500s. Then rapidly,
and apparently willingly, the Timucuas accepted Spanish authority and acculturation. At the insistence of the Spanish, the Timucuas relocated to the missions set up
by the Franciscans, provided the Spanish with labor and food, and served as their
military allies against non-missionized Indians and rebellious Timucuas. They only
asked that the Spanish respect their right to choose their own chiefs and recognize
chiefly privileges. In the end, they became more Spanish than Timucua as they
converted to Christianity, took Spanish names, and adopted Spanish customs.
Timucua women married Spanish soldiers and insisted on being recognized as Spaniards.
Even the Timucua revolt of 1656 was not to throw off the Spanish yoke. It was
more a fit of pique instigated by a few leading men because the Spanish governor
insisted that chiefs carry their own food during a military expedition. Still, Timucua
conversion could not save them from disease and attacks by the English and their
Indian allies in the eighteenth century. The end of the Timucuas in Florida came in
1763 when the Spanish removed the last ninety-five of them to Cuba after ceding
Florida to the English.
Hann has done an incredible job of research-relying heavily upon archaeological site reports and a plethora of Spanish-language primary sources-primarily from the Archivo General de India in Seville. This tremendous research and
thoroughness with which Hann details the Timucua political and social systems,
life ways, material culture, language, cosmology and how these changed under the
Spanish make this a scholar's book. Still, the work suffers from almost too much
detail. Hann has an archaeologist's tendency toward the minutiae and every bit of
information about the nearly dozen missions and chiefdoms that existed at one
time or another during the two hundred years of Spanish rule gets recorded. He
includes each relocation, even if only a few yards away,-together with each disappearance or reappearance and every census.
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Rather than a narrative interpretation, Hann "writes up" his-sources, and each
primary source itself is examined. Sometimes the Timucuas get lost in this forest of
information. Readers may also be jarred by Hann's use of "heathen" when referred
to non-missionized Indians and "natives" when referring to Indians in general.
Why are French peasants or Russian serfs never "natives," while only dark-skinned,
scantily-clothed Indians or Africans are?
Still, this should not detract from Hann's excellent scholarship. Any future
work on the Timucuas will have to go through this book.
David La Vere
University of North Carolina, Wilmington
Discovering Dinosaurs in the Old West: The Field Journals of Arthur Lakes.
Edited by Michael F. Kohl and John S. McIntosh. (Washington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997. xvii + 198 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables,
appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
During the late 1800s, the scientific exploration of the American West not
only opened new frontiers in natural science but was -also an integral part of the
social and economic development of the region. Among the natural sciences, discoveries in paleontology opened new chapters in the history of life and reshaped a
science born scant decades earlier in Western Europe. Not the least of these discoveries were those of dinosaurs, excavated by men largely employed by Othniel Charles
Marsh of Yale University and his bete noire and Edward Drinker Cope of Phi lade 1phia. Arthur Lakes (1844-1917) was one of the men Marsh employed to dig in
Colorado and Wyoming, especially at Como Bluff (one of the world's greatest
Jurassic dinosaur quarries).
Most vertebrate paleontologists have long known of the watercolors Lakes
painted-the only visual images that captured the work at Como. However, Lakes
also kept extensive journals of his work, two of which the senior editor of this book
recently discovered in Smithsonian Institute archives. Discovering Dinosaurs in
the Old West . .. publishes those journals, Lakes' 1878 journal of dinosaur excavations at Morrison, Colorado, and his 1879-80 journal of work in Wyoming.
The journals reveal Lakes as a perceptive -and erudite student of nature. For
example, his geological sketches and observations are detailed, on a par with those
of a modern field geologist. His journal entries are well written and are colored by
attentive details of camp life and the excitement of phenomenal fossil finds-imagine
discovering a limb bone with a twenty-five inch circumference!
The editors introduce the journals, provide extensive text notes, maps of routes
travelled, and boxed text. Also featured- are men Lakes worked with, explaining
some basic geological principles. An appendix updates the scientific status of the
dinosaurs Lakes discovered. No analysis or interpretation of Lakes' journals is attempted-they are essentially allowed to "speak for themselves."
To the historian, this book works on several levels. It forms part of a biography of Lakes and provides an in-depth picture natural science practice in the field
during the late 1800s. It also contains many glimpses into day-to-day life and
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culture in 1878-80 Colorado and Wyoming. Foremost, though, the book documents part of an important and far-reaching episode in the history of paleontology,
the great dinosaur rush of the late 1800s. This is an excellent book, a good read,
and a significant contribution to the history of science.
Spencer G. Lucas
New Mexico Museum of Natural History
A Mine of Her Own: Women Prospectors in the American West, 1850-1950.
By Sally Zanjani. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xii + 375 pp.
Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $32.50.)
The mining prospector is a familiar icon of the American West. Alone with
pickax, gold pan, and burro, the prospector symbolizes unfettered independence
and opportunity. Of course, as the image projects, he is male. Sally Zajani challenges this traditional picture with a book packed with colorful stories about the
one hundred women prospectors who for over a century pursued the West's rich
ore veins with the same passion as their male counterparts. Through prodigious
research in scattered reminiscences and newspaper accounts, the author interprets
the lives of women miners from the desert Southwest to the frozen Yukon. Though
she.sometimes romanticizes their lives much like the local sources she uses, Zanjani
pieces together some important conclusions about these overlooked women.
The author asks whether women were drawn to prospecting in order to survive
or out of a quest for independence. Most entered mining through other enterprises:
Nellie Cashman ran boardinghouses and restaurants in mining camps; Lillian
Malcolm began her career as an actress; Gertrude Sober clerked and homesteaded.
Although Zanjani claims that these were working-class women, many were entrepreneurs and professionals who seized upon mining as a way to accumulate capital
and become more prosperous. Most had something to start with in order to stake a
claim and survive while searching for ore. This is why more domestic servants,
laundresses, the foreign-born, Indians, African Americans, and Hispanics did not
join their numbers.
What lured these women to isolated mining claims? Freedom as well as financial independence beckoned. Women could abandon society's rules in a mining
culture that appeared to tolerate gender-bending behavior. Some of the women had
numerous lovers, others wore pants, and all were self-sufficient. Just as they contested rigid gender roles, women prospectors redefined notions of family. Some
put their children in orphanages in order to prospect, some cohabited with male
and female friends or relatives, a few were lesbians or bisexuals, and others prospected with husbands. Zanjani explores the folklore and contemporary accounts
which were most interested in the prospectors' deviations from standards of womanhood. After the 1920s, the women no longer captured the public imaginationperhaps because of greater acceptance as well as declining numbers and
opportunities.
Like their male counterparts, women discovered pay dirt, made and lost fortunes, became addicted to the lure of the rich strike, and persisted despite meager
finds. They were ambitious and fiercely independent, preferred the company of
men, bragged about their fearlessness, and often married someone much younger.
Most insisted, like Lillian Malcolm, that "woman can endure as much as a man" (p.
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95). Unlike men, however, women's activities were circumscribed by their gender.
Women had to contend with children, sexual harassment, and limited occupational
alternatives ifno ore was discovered. Most of the women were single, widowed, or
mature in age-primarily because childbearing was incompatible with mining.
Zanjani concludes that most of the women remained prospectors because they
appreciated wilderness living. This preference for solitude tests conclusions of other
women historians who have found that women sought female companionship and
disliked the seclusion of the frontier. While it often bogs down in detail and'is
sometimes chronologically confusing, A Mine of Her Own substantially contributes to our understanding of some of the West's most fascinating and enigmatic
working women.
Laurie Mercier
Washington State University, Vancouver
Pueblo Indian Painting: Tradition and Modernism in New Mexico, 1900-1930.
By J. J. Brody. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: School of American Research Press,
1997. xi + 225 pp. Illustrations, map, appendixes, bibliography, index. $60.00
cloth, $30.00 paper.)
The creative legacy of Pueblo Indian art receives an important examination in
this new volume by J. J. Brody, professor emeritus of art and art history at the
University of New Mexico. In Pueblo Indian Painting Brody provides a detailed
analysis of the genesis and consequent flourishing of what he terms to be "the first
modern tradition of American Indian painting."
This tradition originated as a direct result ofthe cultural collision oftwo worlds
in and around Santa Fe during the early twentieth century. Brody traces the art
form to a fall day at San Ildefonso Day School where a "Euro-American" teacher,
Esther Hoyt, gave her young Pueblo charges watercolors and paper in a creative
effort to begin the acculturation process. What emerged from this introduction of
new materials and media were exquisite renderings of Pueblo ritual religion and
daily life.
Pueblo Indian Painting focuses on seven artists who applied their talents to
create this magnificent body of work: Velino Shije Herrera (Ma-Pe-Wi), Fred
Kabotie (Naqavoy'ma), Cresencio Martinez (Ta'E), Tonita Pena (Quah Ah), Otis
Polelonema, Alfonso Roybal (Awa Tsireh), and Abel Sanchez (Oqwa Pi). The work
and lives of other artists such as Albert Looking Elk, a Taos Indian who modeled
for artist Oscar Berninghaus and then applied his own paintbrush to canvas, are
also examined briefly.
Brody combines the focus of the Native American Pueblo painters with the
influence of the Euro-American teachers, patrons, and other supporters in an admirable way. Yet the reader cannot help but wish there was more information regarding the artists themselves. The artistic, social and cultural interactions of this
era in New Mexican history and art history are intricately complex. Often the focus
of comparable studies in this era of Southwestern history and American art 'is on
the mechanics and administration of the Euro-American or Anglo participants and
not the Native American or Hispano artists creating the art. Research is often more
difficult with the latter groups. When such is the case, the first layer of the story is
often told through the eyes and accounts of the Anglo participants and artistic elite.
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In the case of Pueblo Indian painting, the art form, born of both native and Anglo
cultures, served as a method of communication and "interaction between the artists
and their intended audience" (p. 12). Such "creative interactions" need to be studied in relation to each other.
The artists mentioned in this volume often utilized representational elements
from pottery design and Pueblo, church, and kiva wall paintings in their works on
paper. According to the author, their art went through three phases from 1900 to
1930. The first focused on descriptive and didactic representation of ritual and life.
The second included realism and Euro-American perspective. Abstraction and more
stylized and codified representation of typical genre and dance scenes for the tourist market typified the third phase. It is here that Brody ends his study.
Perhaps the most fascinating aspect of this book is Brody's intentional engagement and investigation of the "art" versus ethnographic object debate as it
applies to the Pueblo Indian painters and their creations. From its beginning, the
art form was supported and encouraged by the School of American Research and
the Laboratory of Anthropology; both archaeological and anthropological-based
institutions in Santa Fe. Outside of New Mexico the paintings were exhibited in the
Museum of Natural History in New York. The medium of watercolor helped to
place the works within an Euro-aesthetic sensibility and the art form achieved momentum. The Pueblo paintings were then shown in the Fine Arts Museum in Santa
Fe as well as galleries and exhibitions in New York. Through these types of promotional vehicles, the art of the Pueblo Indian painters in New Mexico is brought
to the forefront and embraced by the Modernist movement. The role of the EuroAmerican patrons in encouraging, while at the same time dictating subject matter
"protecting" the Pueblo artists from the "rigors" of marketing and the outside world,
are also addressed.
Recovering the artistic history from the silenced voices of non Euro-American cultures is a difficult task. In a scholarly era where multi-disciplinary approaches
to art and art history are being implemented, J. J. Brody has made a notable contribution to this ever-expanding and engrossing methodology. The volume also serves
as a catalog of the paintings in the collections of the School of American Research
and Museum of New Mexico's Laboratory of Anthropology/Museum ofIndian Arts
and Culture collections.
Tey Marianna Nunn
University of New Mexico
Barry Goldwater: Native Arizonian. By Peter Iverson. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1997. xix + 267 pp. Illustrations, maps, index. $27.95.)

Three biographies of Barry Goldwater have been published during the past
two years. The previous works, Robert Goldberg's Barry Goldwater (1995) and
Lee Edwards' Goldwater (1995) are both extensively-documented and fully-detailed biographies. They chronicle every aspect of Goldwater's long and full political life. What could a relatively brief biography of such ~ dynamic force contribute
to an understanding of Barry Goldwater, a man who served Arizona as a senator for
twenty-eight years? Peter Iverson's new biography makes just such a major and
significant contribution.
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The subtitle of this volume in the Oklahoma Western Biographies series reveals the major contribution, Goldwater's impact on Arizona. Iverson carefully
establishes a thesis and a context for his work. In his view, Goldwater's political,
economic, and private life mirrors Arizona in the twentieth century. Born prior to
Arizona statehood, Goldwater literally grew up with the state and through his career became a major participant in Arizona's development. Indeed, Iverso'n pays
little attention to Goldwater's initial two Senate terms that saw him emerge as a
spokesman for the ultraconservative wing of the Republican Party and gain the
Presidential nomination in 1964. Although most other writers view that foray as
the defining time of his career, Iverson chooses to examine a much more complex
and intriguing'Goldwater-the Arizonian who represented his state very well.
The author examines Goldwater's long involvement with Native American issues that are always significant in reservation because of Arizona's numerous reservations. He also follows the transformation of Goldwater, like many of his western
counterparts, from dam-building to environmental spokesman. Again, Goldwater
is an excellent example of a region coming of age. In part responsible for the rapid
growth of Phoenix and the entire state, Goldwater became concerned about water,
pollution, and destruction of the desert. His career reflects flexibility and evolution, not a rigid commitment to an ideology.
Goldwater has lived long enough to measure his own career and Iverson captures his candid self-appraisal. Consequently, Iverson's focus on Goldwater's Arizona allows him to contribute to a complete understanding of the legendary political
icon. The Oklahoma series continues to set a standard of excellence with the Iverson
volume. Most of the illustrations come from Goldwater's own exhaustive photograph collections that documents another aspect of his artistic versatility. This volume provides a significant addition to Arizona historiography.
F. Ross Peterson
Brigham Young University

A Frontier Documentary: Sonora and 'Tucson, 1821-1848. Edited by Kieran
McCarty. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997. xv + 145 pp. Map, notes,
index. $29.95.)
Twenty years' ago Kiernan McCarty presented his Desert Documentary that
dealt with the Spanish colonial years in Tucson and the old Primeria Alta. This
gathering of translated documents filled many details of social history formerly
missing from the mission and military history of the region. In this short volume
McCarty picks up the Hispanic theme now transformed by the events of Mexican
Independence, and the collapse of the old Spanish systems of control. If nothing
else, this volume-like its predecessor-displays the fragility of frontier history.
No weighty tomes were left behind as records, only brief letters and succinct reports.
Forty letters, in translation, cover a multitude of subjects, including Indian
warfare, mission abandonment, the coming of the Americans, Mexican politics,
Indian insights, and women on the frontier. What is lacking in depth in the record
is compensated by variety. Each of the letters is preceded by a concise, contextual
commentary that, when added together, weave an intriguing tapestry of daily life
in the Old Pueblo of Tucson and its environs.
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Names of lesser-known persons emerge in these letters to verify their important place in regional history-Comaduran, Elias Gonzalez, Escalante, Perez Llera,
Urrea. Their appearance in these pages is unassuming, but significant. Indeed, the
entire treatment by McCarty is subtle, even gentle, leading to the certain conclusion that no one sufficiently knows the details of frontier history that genuinely
shaped the Southwest. The author correctly stresses the people of history, without
heavy theory or philosophical jusficiation, which is frankly a relief in the pretentious world of academe. The selections, the scholarship, and the translations are
first class. This book, although thin, is like gold-a weighty contribution to regional history. McCarty demonstrates a polished prowess in editing documentary
history as it permits the actors to tell their stories in their own words and ways.
Because he does, the desert comes alive with unexpected alacrity.
Charles W. Polzer, S.l.
Arizona State Museum, Tucson
Homicide, Race and Justice in the American West, 1880-1920. By Clare V.
McKanna, lr. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1997. xiv + 206 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, notes, index. $40.00.)
Homicide is a study of "lethal violence" in the American West. The author
studies three areas: Douglas County, Nebraska; Las Animas County, Colorado;
and Gila County, Arizona-arguing that minorities in these areas were special targets of injustice owing to a justice system dominated by a majority Anglo culture.
In the first two chapters the author presents a good overview of existing literature on the subject, and clearly lays out the methodology he intends to use in the
study. Clare V. McKenna painstakingly uses information culled from coroners'
inquests and trial records to comparatively analyze minority versus Anglo treatment in the justice systems of the communities in question. Homicide is a wellwritten narrative laced with charts and graphs which add perspective to the topic.
For the die-hard violence fans, there also are plenty of photographs and anecdotal
tidbits.
.
Homicide appears to be a book desperately wanting sophistication, separating
itselffrom the kind of history so popular with Western history buffs. Although the
author is to be commended for attempting such a serious study of violence, his
effort is not without problems. First, while the author promises to provide a comparative analysis of the American West and Eastern urban areas, only passing reference is made to the topic. Although McKanna's book focuses on just three counties,
the title suggests it is a comprehensive study of violence in the West.
This book would be more significant if it demonstrated how violence in the
three counties in question is or is not reflective of the Western communities-and
is or is not a microseism of national trends. For example, the period in which his
study falls, 1880-1920, involves the Red Scare, together with the paranoia, nativism,
and brutalities associated with that period. How was the West affected by these
trends?
.
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As it stands, the events addressed in McKanna's three counties might as well
have taken place in a vacuum. There is little perspective for the reader to grab.
Finally, despite the charts and graphs, this book boils down to a conclusion that
minorities were treated unfairly by the Anglo judicial system-hardly a revelation.
Jerome Steffen
Georgia Southern University
Rolando Hinojosa and the American Dream. By Joyce Glover Lee. (Denton: University of North Texas Press, 1997. ix + 221 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.
Rolando Hinojosa is one of the foremost writers of Chicano literature. Like
many good authors, he tells what he knows-his life in the Texas valley and subsequent rise in Anglo culture. In his Death Trip Series, Hinojosa shows that the TexasMexican or Chicano culture is not homogeneous, but is as fractured by class, locality,
and gender as any other society. Therefore, it is difficult to write a typical version
of Chicano life in the Texas valley, and Hinojosa does not attempt to do so. Instead, he write his own story. In Rolando Hinojosa and the American Dream, Joyce
Glover Lee both applauds and criticizes Hinojosa for presenting his own story as
fictional.
Lee argues that Hinojosa's work should not be.judged as Mexican American,
Texan, or Chicano-but as American literature. She asserts that his regional concentration is no different from James Fenimore Cooper's or William Faulkner's
and should not be banished to the margins of our literature. She also effectively
argues that Hinojosa's characters ".. " go forth to face and conquer a natural wilderness," just as traditional American heroes have done (p. 8). Their wilderness is
not the intimidating frontier, but the equally confrontational wilderness of a dominant Anglo society,
In the earlier works of the series, Lee admires Hinojosa's ability to show the
new Tejano without losing touch with the older members of the community-those
who look more toward Mexico than the United States. She applauds his ability to
detail the struggle between the two cultures through dialogue and with little narration. However, in the last two books, Partners in Crime and Becky and Her. Friends,
Lee claims that "Hinojosa has abandoned la raza to a large extent, focusing instead
on a few 'superior' individuals who have moved into the Anglo middle class" (p.
168.)
Lee herself falls into the trap of assuming uniformity in the Texas-Mexican
community. She acknowledges that times have changed for the Texas-Mexicans in
the valley, but posits that " ... things are not as rosy as Hinojosa would have them
seen in Partners in CriineandBecky" (p. 181). However, for Hinojosa and some of
his characters, they are. For example, two of his characters-Rafe Buenrostro and
Jehu Malacara-are autobiographical. They were born in the'valley, speak Spanish
and English, graduated from the University of Texas, and returned to enter the
middle-class Anglo-dominated world. They never cut their ties with tneir TexasMexican community but function quite successfully in the Anglo one as well. This
is also Hinojosa's story, although instead of returning to the valley, he became
successful in the Anglo-dominated world of academia. Hinojosa's valley has
changed and so should his characters.
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One criticism not made by Lee concerns Hinojosa's writing style. Literary
critics have reproached Hinojosa for his lack of narrative and fractured writing.
His books are composed ofletters, sketches, and short asides from which the reader
discerns the story being told. Although Hinojosa is quit adept at this style, it can
prove disjointed.
Given this criticism, it is still true that Hinojosa is effective in telling an important American story. Joyce Glover Lee is right-Hinojosa's literature is as American as Mark Twain or Toni Morrison. Her book proves it.
Daryl Stevens
Alvin (Texas) Community College
Dividing New Mexico's Waters, 1700-1912. By John O. Baxter. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997. vii i + 135 pp. Illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95 paper.)
Reclaiming the Arid West: The Career of Francis G. Newlands. By William D.
Rowley. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1996. xii + 199 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $27.50.)

In his magisterial 1985 study of western water resource development (Rivers
ofEmpire: Water, Aridity, and the Growth ofthe American West), historian Donald
D. Worster called the Newlands Act of 1902 evidence of the failure of the muchheralded Homestead Act (1862). Worster further encouraged students of the region
to examine twentieth-century themes and issues in light of the need for federal
investment in alteration of the natural landscape, in particular the massive, some
say obscene, water and power projects from North Dakota to New Mexico, and
from Seattle to San Antonio.
The 1980s call for more detailed studies of the West's most precious natural
resources has generated such works as the two cited. Where the previous decade
posed big questions about the morality and ethics of western water development,
Rowley's biography of Francis G. Newlands, and Baxter's brief survey of water
use and policy in one of the most arid states of the Union, indicate the merit of
more focused attention to validate or realign the assumptions of Worster, et al.
Unfortunately, neither of these volumes provides the deeper insight of two
important features of western water history that monographs can elucidate. Rowley,
a professor of history at the University of Nevada, Reno, had before him a subject
who appears in everyone's western history textbook: the U.S. senator from Nevada
who marshaled the votes in Congress to change the course of public works history
nationwide. Baxter, an independent scholar and legal researcher of Southwestern
history, attempted to synthesize the lengthy and complex heritage of Spanish, Mexican, and American water use and policy.
Perhaps it is a function of the glamor and romance of conventional Western
history that water issues remained obscure for so long. Yet the challenge to appreciate the significance of water to Western history has been on the minds of regional
scholars at least for the past decade. Rowley's task was not merely to understand
how Newlands became champion of the federal government's subsidization of agriculture in the West. He also had to place Newlands in the context of Pacific Coast
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politics, then link him to national trends of the late Gilded Age and early Progressive era. Baxter, on the other hand, looked only at the internecine struggles of
successive waves of conquerors in the Southwest to eke out a living in a harsh and
beautiful land.
One comes away from Rowley's portrayal of Newlands wishing that the author had done one of two thIngs: either study his role in western water policy in
greater detail, with comparison to other titans of irrigation (Elwood Mead, Willard
Smythe, William Hammond Hall, etc.)-or generalize about Newlands' contributions to western economic and demographic change, expanding his credentials as a
Progressive. Rowley tried to mix both perspectives into one narrative; a daunting
task even when studying someone as uncritical of regional history as California's
Hiram Johnson (whom Rowley never mentions, despite discussion of the Golden
State's influence on Newlands). Paradoxically, the inferences about Newlands' racism, his support for labor groups, and his championing of urban growth all fit the
pattern of Progressive ambivalence more familiar to scholars of the subject nationwide.
New Mexico's water evolution policy, as seen through Baxter's reading of
two centuries, overwhelms all who seek its meaning. Ira G, Clark's massive treatment, Water in New Mexico': A History of Its Management and Use (1987), reserved but twenty-four pages to the same time frame and themes as Baxter's
100-page volume. This latter work' also echoes the recent trend in New Mexican
water litigation to employ historians as researchers and expert witnesses. The thickness of detail, especially during the sparsely populated Spanish and Mexican eras,
indicates the divisive nature of court proceedings and findings that could not rely
solely on United States law. The book is also tilted towards the earlier years of
New Mexican history, leaving unmentioned the critical features of the Anglo era,
especially the creation of the Office of Surveyor General (1854-91) and its succ'essor, the Court of Private Land Claims (1891-1904).
Readers interested in the life of Francis G. Newlands, or of his success at
altering western water policy, should use Rowley's text as apoint of departure for
further comparison to other Progressives, and to later generati'ons of western political leaders. As for those 'whose'thirst for 'Yater history in New Mexico may be
insatiable, Baxter reminds us that the world of western resource development was
not all harmonious before the arrival of the Anglos, The contentiousness, and the
need for litigation following the Pueblo Revolt, should be a caution to those who
heed Donald Worster's admonition that the twentieth-century West is to blame for
the diminution of water resources and democratic principles.
Michael Welsh
University ofNorthern Colorado
Thomas Jefferson and the Changing West: From Conquest to Conservation.
Edited by James P. Ronda. (St. Louis: Missouri Historical Society Press in
conjunction with the University of New Mexico Press, 1997. xx + 204 pp.
Maps, notes, index. $29.95 cloth, $16.95 paper.)
On his deathbed in 1826, John Adams is supposed to have uttered, perhaps
with a degree of resignation, "Thomas Jefferson still survives." In fact, Adams was
mistaken: Jefferson had preceded him in death by a few hours. But in the longer
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context of what the distinguished Jeffersonian scholar Merril D. Peterson has iden. tified as the "symbolical architecture of this nation," The Jeffersonian Image in the
American Mind (New York, 1960), Adams was most certainly correct. Successive
generations of Americans since 1826 have felt the need to define themselves in
Jeffersonian tenns. The nine essays contained n Thomas Jefferson and the Changing West confirm Peterson's sense that Jefferson's "shadow" has only lengthened
with the passage of time.
It must be noted at the outset that only two of the contributors-John Logan
Allen and Peter S. Onuf-have written extensively about Jefferson or the
Jeffersonian era. The others, with the exception of Anthony F .C. Wallace, are scholars whose works have focused on the history and problems of the American West
in the later nineteenth and twentieth centuries. As a result, most of the essays in
this volume have little to say about Jefferson and much to say about the changing
West. Readers interested in the former should turn to essays done by Wallace and
Onuf. Wallace offers a harsh assessment of Jefferson's priorities with regard to
Native Americans and concludes that his vaunted "civilization" policy was a "public relations device" aimed at justifying actions that were morally indefensible (p.
39). Onuf argues that Jefferson's opposition to those who sought to restrict the
expansion of slavery into Missouri (1819-20) was not the result of a retreat from
earlier more noble positions, nor an indication that he was, in the end, a loyal
member of his class or region. Rather, Jefferson's stand must be understood within
the context of the political philosophy he had consistently articulated since 1776:
that the founding principle of the American federal republic was equality among
the states, new and old.
Of the essays that focus on the changing West, Elliott West's discussion of
Jeffersonian imagery and the development of the Great Plains is by far the best. He
offers a vivid description of the massive migration of people and animals from the
1840s to 1860 by contrasting the prevailing image of the West as "garden land"
with the reality of its experiencing an "environmental disaster equal in its way to
the most infamous ones over the next century" (p. 167). Other essays on the changing west are engagingly written but less successful than West's. Robert A. Williams, Jr., Helen M. Ingram, and Mary G. Wallace seek to make Jeffersori "usable."
Williams finds a Jeffersonian message for Native Americans living in a "postmodern
... decolonized world" (p. 62). Ingram and Wallace employ a simplistic definition
of Jeffersonian democracy in their criticism of the "bureaucratic, professionalized,
and interest-dominated ... policies governing western natural resources" (p. 93).
The essays by Robert Gottlieb and Mary Clearman Blew on the landscapes of the
twentieth-century west made no mention of Jefferson at all. Ronda explains that
readers should look for the Jeffersonian connections implicit in these evocative
essays-was this not the primary responsibility of these authors?
Ronda seems entirely justified in concluding that the 1994 conference on
Jefferson and the West, where these essays were first presented, was a great success. Whether this anthology further supports his contention that conference papers need not be "too random in argument, too scattered in direction" to make a
good book is less certain (p. ix).
Mel Yazawa
University ofNew Mexico

Book Notes

The Social Life ofStories: Narrative and Knowledge in the Yukon Territory. By
Julie C. Cruikshank. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1998: xxv + 211
pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00.)
Covered Wagon Women: Diaries and Letters from the Western Trails, 18531854, vol. 6. Edited by Kenneth L. Holmes. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 1998. xi + 291 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $13.00 paper.) Reprint of
the 1986 edition with a new introduction by Linda Peavy and Ursula Smith.
Storm and Stampede on the Chisholm. By Hubert E. Collins. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press', 1998. xxvii + 296 pp. IJIustrations. $14.95 paper.) Re.
print of the 1928 edition with a new introduction by Robert R. Dykstra.
Art of the State: The Spirit of America, No;w Mexico. By Cynthia Bix. (New
York: Harry N. Abrams, Inc., Publishers, 1998.96 pp. Illustrations. $12.95.).
America's Historic Trails. By 1. Kingston Pierce. (San Francisco, California:
KQED Books; 1997. x + 260 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography, index. $19.95
paper.)
.
Gila: The Life and Death ofan American River. By Gregory McNamee. (Albuquerque: University of New MexiCo Press, 1998. 215 pp. Illustrations, maps,
bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1994 edition.
I

Fur Trappers and Traders ofthe Far Southwest: Twenty Biographical Sketches.
Edited by LeRoy R. Hafen. (Logan: Utah State University Press; 1997. xxix +
305 pp. Illustrations, map, notes. $17.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1965 edition
with a new introduction by S. Matthew Despain.
Che Guevara: Guerrilla Warfare. 3rd Ed. By Brian Loveman and Thomas M.
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Davies, Jr. (Wilmington, Delaware: Scholarly Resources, Inc., 1997. xii + 442
pp. Illustrations, maps, appendixes, notes, index. $55.00 cloth, $21.95 paper.)
Reprint of the 1985 edition.
Reflections of a Cultural Broker: A View from the Smithsonian. By Richard
Kurin. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1997. xv + 315 pp.
Illustrations, map, table, notes, index. $34.95 cloth, $17.95 paper.)
The Political Economy ofLatin America in the Postwar Period. Edited by Laura
Randall. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1997. vii + 319 pp. Maps, charts,
tables, bibliography, index. $30.00 cloth, $15.95 paper.)
Usable Pasts: Traditions and Group Expression in North America. Edited by
Tad Tuleja. (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1997. x + 335 pp. Illustrations,
notes. $19.95 paper.)
Gunfighter Nation: The Myth ofthe Frontier in Twentieth-Century America. By
Richard Slotkin. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1998.850 pp. Notes,
bibliography, index. $24.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1992 edition.
Black Innocence: The Immigrant, a Drama in Three Parts. By David Wilde.
(Albuquerque: Wilde Publishing, 1997.98 pp.) Reprint of the 1992 edition.
History ofthe Lincoln County War. By Maurice Garland Fulton. Edited by Robert N. Mullin. (Tucson: University ofArizona Press, 1997.433 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, index. $19.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1968 edition.
The Hopi Survival Kit. By Thomas E. Mails. (New York: Penguin Books, 1997.
376 pp. Illustrations. $10.95 paper.)
.
Grassland: The History, Biology, Politics, and Promise ofthe American Prairie. By Richard Manning. (New York: Penguin Books, 1997. 306 pp. Map,
bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1995 edition.
Tinisima. By Elena Poniatowska. Translated by Katherine Silver. (New York:
Penguin Books, 1998. vi + 357 pp. lIIustrations. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the
1995 edition by Farrar, Straus & Giroux, Inc.
Poems, Protest, and a Dream: Selected Writings. By Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz.
Translated with notes by Margaret Sayers Peden. (New York: Penguin Books,
1997. xlix + 254 pp. Notes. $12.95 paper.)

News Notes

The conference "Representing Common Destinies: History and the
Social Construction of Commti~ity in the Southwest" will be held from
6-7 November 1998 at the University of New Mexico's Center for
Southwest Research. For more information contact Ingo W. Schroeder/
Department of History/ University of New Mexico/Albuquerque, NM
87131-1181/ E-mail ingos@unm.edu or Louis A. Hieb/ Center for
Southwest Research/ Univeristy of New Mexico/Albuquerque, NM
87131-1466/ E-maillhieb@unm.edu
The Center for Southwest Research at the Univeristy of New
Mexico's Zimmerman Library offers an exciting exhibit over the summer months. Women of New Mexico: Cultural Identities in 1998 features portrait drawings by 'Kathleen Keating with tin frames by Mike
Fairchild. Women of New Mexico opens 8 June 1998 and runs through
21 August 1998.
'On I June 1998, the trad~ book publishing division of the Caxton
Printers Ltd. of Caldwell, Idaho will be operating under a new name:
Caxton Press. For more information on the press, please contact Caxton
Press/ 312 Main Street/ Caldwell, Idaho 83605-3299/ (208) 459-7427/
1-800-657-6465/ E-mail publish@caxtonprinters.com.
Texas A&M University Press announces a new publication series
made possible with the generous support of John H. Keck and Ceci
Canesco Keck. The Canesco-Keck History Series; guided by Jerry D.
Thompson of Texas International A&M University, will publish books
in the field of American history. The focus of the series will be South
Texas, Borderlands, and Civil War history, though other areas may be
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considered. For more information contact Texas A&M University Press/
John H. Linsey Building, Lewis Street/ College Station, Texas 778434354/ (409) 845-1436/ fax( 409) 847-8752/ E-mail fdl@tampress.tamu.edu.

The Center for Southwest Research announces the Clinton P. Anderson Fellowship for $6,000 to be awarded to a graduate student in a discipline related to the history and culture of the American West. The
Fellow will complete a project determined by the Selection Committee.
Projects may include processing archival collections, developing indexes to the collection, or assisting in the preparation of Center exhibits. Criteria for the Clinton P. Anderson Fellowship include academic
preparation and knowledge of the history and culture of the American
West; experience in public history; and two recommendations from individuals familiar with the applicant's aCCldemic work. Deadline for
applications is IS July 1998. For more information and an application,
contact Library Fiscal Services Student Services/ Zimmerman Library/
University of New Mexico/ Albuquerque, NM 87131-1466/ (505) 2770583/ E-mail cswrref@unm.edu.
The Society for Historians of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era
announces its biennial competition for the best published article dealing with any aspect of American History between 1865 and 1917. The
article must have appeared in 1997 and/or 1998 journal editions. Any
graduate students or individuals with a doctorate awarded after 1988 is
elgible to compete for a $500 award. Articles may be nominated by
author or others. For submissions or more information, contact Robert
E. Weir, Chair/ SHGAPE Prize Committee/ Liberal Studies Department/
Bay Path College/ Longmeadow, MA 01106.
The University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives has a substantial
collection of Aldo Leopold papers and photographs. The documents
collection-over 100 boxes-includes family papers, handwritten field
journals, correspondence with contemporaries such as Gifford Pinchot,
Theodore Roosevelt, and others; biographical materials and artifacts;
and original manuscripts of many of his writings, including The Sand
County Almanac. The collection of over one thousand photographs features images of Leopold and his colleagues and also includes many field
photographs taken by Leopold himself. For more information contact
Bernard Schermetzler/ University of Wisconsin-Madison Archives/ 434
Steenbock Library/ 550 Babcock Drive/ Madison, WI 53706/ (608) 2620428 or (608) 262-8899.

